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ABSTRACT
The cultural accomplishments of the Northern Song dynasty are unrivalled in
Chinese history. Song literati were particularly enthusiastic about calligraphy and writing
materials, and the scale of their engagement in the art of writing exceeded that of both
former and later dynasties, leaving plentiful legacies of calligraphic culture for later
generations to study and appreciate. However, most modern studies emphasize the
transmission of calligraphic culture from the Tang to Song and neglect the dynamics of
disconnection and transformation between these two dynasties. By demonstrating how
the technologies of brush, paper, ink cake, ink stone, and chair and desk (the “materiality” 
of calligraphy) shaped the look of calligraphy, this dissertation proposes an alternative
understanding of the nature of Song innovations in the art of writing. Insofar as these
innovations reconfigured the subsequent history of Sinitic calligraphy (calligraphic
traditions based on Chinese characters), this dissertation argues that we cannot
understand the art of writing without exploring the technology of writing. Through this
vii
study, I present the processes by which the literati of Northern Song traced, received, and
modified the calligraphic culture of the past in creating their own Northern Song culture.
Because of cultural discontinuity and transformation, what they ultimately reconstructed
served as the foundation for their own culture, and has become the basis for how we think
of the pre-Song past.
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1Introduction
The cultural accomplishments of the Northern Song dynasty are unrivalled in
Chinese history. In the history of calligraphy, the Northern Song represents a critical
turning point. This period saw the emergence of a new standard of calligraphic
appreciation and evaluation–the notion that calligraphy reflects the character of the
calligrapher–that has persisted to the present as the dominant aesthetic paradigm for
connoisseurs of calligraphy. The Northern Song also saw the development of running
script as its representative form of calligraphy, through which the “Four Masters of the 
Song” (Cai Xiang 蔡襄 <1012-1067>, Su Shi 蘇軾 <1037-1101>, Huang Tingjian 黃庭
堅 <1045-1105>, Mi Fu 米芾 <1052-1108>) created distinctive personal styles and
erected new paradigms for later generations.
Yet, despite their obvious influence on the subsequent millennium of Chinese
calligraphy, we have a remarkably limited understanding of how calligraphy by Song
masters was written. Despite reams of stylistic analyses tracing its visual precedents, few
have attended to the mechanical and material factors that determined the appearance of
Song calligraphy on the page. When these underlying factors are carefully considered, we
discover that changes in writing technology during the Northern Song were dramatic,
even paradigmatic influences on the look of Song calligraphy. By demonstrating how the
technologies of brush, paper, ink cake, ink stone, and chair and desk (the “materiality” of 
calligraphy) shaped the look of calligraphy, this dissertation proposes an alternative
understanding of the nature of Song innovations in the art of writing. Insofar as these
innovations reconfigured the subsequent history of Sinitic calligraphy (calligraphic
2traditions based on Chinese characters), this dissertation argues that we cannot
understand the art of writing without exploring the technology of writing. This
dissertation is a search for new directions in this mode of exploration.
State of the Field
The calligraphy and calligraphic culture of the Northern Song are subjects that
have long attracted scholarly attention, and there is plentiful research on individual
calligraphers and the four objects of the studio (brush, ink cake, paper, and ink stone).
This research lays a good foundation for further study and analysis.
Most studies of the materiality of calligraphic practice do not consider the ways
in which variations in writing implements affect the visual qualities of calligraphy,
focusing almost exclusively on the aesthetic appreciation or history of individual studio
objects. Tsuen-hsuin Tsien 錢存訓 (1962) is the most important modern scholar of paper,
brush, and ink cakes in English, but he had a greater interest in their general history and
their cultural significance in world history than in how they materially affected the look
of calligraphy in particular periods.1 Pan Jixing 潘吉星 (1979) systematically analyzed
the history of paper-making and conducted a series of scientific examinations of samples
of ancient paper, but his focus is primarily on the ingredients and manufacturing
1 On paper and brushes, see Tsuen-hsuin Tsien, Written on Bamboo and Silk: The Beginning of Chinese
Books and Inscriptions (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962),131-178; see also Tsuen-hsuin Tsien,
Paper and Printing, in Science and Civilization in China, Volume 5: Chemistry and Chemical Technology,
Part I, ed. Joseph Needham (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985), 1-131; on paper and ink
cakes, see Tsuen-hsuin Tsien, Zhongguo shuji, zhi, mo ji yinshua lunwenji 中國書籍、紙、墨及印刷論文
集 (Essays on Chinese books, paper, ink cakes, and printing) (Hong Kong: Chinese University Press,
1992).
3processes of paper.2
Recently, Chen Zhiping 陳志平 (2006) took notice of brushes and ink cakes in
the Northern Song and explored the ways in which Northern Song literati discussed and
appreciated these writing materials.3 His primary work, however, involves the collection
and annotation of relevant passages from historic sources and has little to say on the
relationship between calligraphies and writing materials. As to writing environment and
brush methods, Ma Xulun 馬敘倫 (1948) points out the importance of the desk on the
development of historic writing practices.4 Several decades later, Sha Menghai 沙孟海
(1980) briefly argues that brush-holding techniques relied on the type of seat an artist
used and concludes that the brush shaft was not held perpendicular to the writing surface
until after the Tang dynasty.5 Thorough, detailed research on brush method is found in a
popular book (2001) by Sun Xiaoyun 孫曉雲, who was motivated to undertake this study
because of her childhood confusion over brush methods. She draws attention to the
development of brush method in China, attempting to convert abstract historical
descriptions of methods into descriptions of substantive techniques. She also relies on
recently excavated materials and visual evidence to demonstrate the complicated
2 Pan Jixing 潘吉星, Zhongguo zaozhi jishu shigao 中國造紙技術史稿 (The history of papermaking
technology in China) (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 1979); Pan Jixing, Zhongguo zaozhi shihua 中國造紙史
話 (History of Chinese paper-making) (Taipei: Taiwan shangwu yinshuguan, 1994).
3 Chen Zhiping 陳志平, “Dongpo xiansheng pingsheng wei yong Panmo東坡先生平生惟用潘墨 (Su Shi
only used Pan ink cakes in his life),” Wenshi zhishi 文史知識 (Chinese literature and history) 9 (2006):
63-66; Chen Zhiping, Huang Tingjian shuxue yanjiu 黃庭堅書學研究 (Study of Huang Tingjian’s 
calligraphy) (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 2006).
4 Ma Xulun 馬敘倫, Shiwu yushen 石屋餘瀋 (Notes from stone house) (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua
chubanshe, 1991), 154.
5 Sha Menghai 沙孟海, Sha Menghai lunshu conggao 沙孟海論書叢稿 (Sha Menghai’s essays on
calligraphy) (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1987), 181-182.
4relationships among brush method, brush, and writing position.6 Although she reasserts
that writing on desks had become popular in the Northern Song, she does not attempt to
ascertain through visual analysis the practical influence this had on works of calligraphy.
A year later, Lai Fei 賴非 further assesses how the development of furniture in China was
involved in the transformation of calligraphy scripts.7 Such considerations of furniture
and writing position broadened the field of calligraphy studies, creating a wealth of new
questions that remain unanswered.
Most literature on Northern Song calligraphy focuses on the history of style,
cultural context, or art theory. Ronald Egan (1989) discusses the theories of calligraphy of
Ouyang Xiu and Su Shi and examines the broad transformation of Northern Song views
of calligraphy. He first mentions the disasters that befell the arts in the late Tang and Five
Dynasties periods and how they stimulated Ouyang Xiu and other scholars to collect and
preserve ancient objects such as are presented in Ouyang’s Record of Collected
Antiquities (Jigu lu 集古錄). The article also introduces the relationship between the
archaistic movement in literature and the revival of calligraphy studies. Egan
demonstrates thatOuyang Xiu’s most important theoretical influence was on the
correlation of the quality of calligraphy to the moral character of the calligrapher. The
widespread assertion of “caligraphy as caligrapher (Shu ru qi ren 書如其人)” in later 
commentaries on calligraphy is based ultimately on Ouyang Xiu’s theory that a person’s 
6 Sun Xiaoyun 孫曉雲, Shufa youfa 書法有法 (On the method of calligraphy) (Beijing: Huayi chubanshe,
2001).
7 Lai Fei 賴非, last modified January, 2007, “Jiaju biange yinqi le hanzi ziti de gaibian傢俱變革引起了漢
字字體的改變 (The revolution of furniture and its effect on Chinese scripts),”Lai Fei shufa zhuanke wang
賴非書法篆刻網 (Lai Fei’s caligraphy and seal website), accessed May 2, 2011,
http://www.laifei.net/sfzk_huanjingleixing902.htm.
5moral character shapes his writing. As a follower of Ouyang Xiu, Su Shi further
expounded his calligraphy theories, which came to represent the mainstream scholarly
opinion of the middle to late Northern Song.8
Ho Chuan-hsing 何傳馨 (1996) carefully studies the history of early Northern
Song calligraphy, which has attracted insufficient attention, and presents the notion of a
calligraphic revival in the early Northern Song. He notes the sense of cultural
discontinuity at that time and proposes that, beginning with the efforts of the emperor
Taizong (r. 976-997), calligraphy in the early Northern Song began to revive and
flourish.9 Harold Mok 莫家良 (1998) turns his eye toward stone inscriptions from the
early Northern Song, especially those related to the imperial court, observing that
stylistically they retained the traditional classical flavor of the Tang calligrapher Ouyang
Xun歐陽詢 (557-641), who in the eleventh century was elevated to a position superior to
that of previously important models. Although Mok emphasizes the continuity of the
calligraphic tradition in tracing the transmission of Ouyang Xun-style calligraphy from
the Tang into the Northern Song, he notes that, by the later years of that period, the
Ouyang Xun tradition was seen as incapable of satisfying the demands of the
individualist ideal.10
8 Ronald Egan, “Ou-yang Hsiu and Su Shih on Caligraphy,” Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies, vol. 49,
no. 2 (1989): 365-419.
9 Chuan-hsing Ho, “The Revival of Caligraphy in the Early Northern Sung,” in Arts of the Sung and Yuan,
ed. Maxwell Hearn and Judith Smith (New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1996), 59-86.
10 Harold Mok 莫家良, “Cong jijian chutu shike shuji lun Songdai shufa de ruogan wenti從幾件出土石刻
書跡論宋代書法的若干問題 (Using several excavated calligraphic steles to discuss issues of calligraphy
in the Song),” in Chutu wenwu yu shufa xueshu yantaohui lunwenji 出土文物與書法學術研討會論文集
(Anthology of the symposium on excavated cultural relics and the art of calligraphy) (Taipei: Zhonghua
shudao xuehui, 1998), 11: 1-52; Harold Mok, “Songdai shufa zhong de Ouyang Xun chuantong宋代書法
6Instead of continuity, Hui-liang Chu 朱惠良 (1990) emphasizes the revival of
Zhong You’s鍾繇 (151-230) ancient style in the late Northern Song period. She delves
into the close relationship between Chan Buddhist monks and literati artists, asserting
that literati and monks discovered mutual affinities in thought, philosophy, and feeling.
Since the simplicity, subtlety, and naturalness of Chan Buddhism were viewed as the
essence of what scholars saw as beauty, these literati began to study Zhong’s caligraphy 
as an embodiment of Chan aesthetics.11 Similarly, Amy McNair (1998) focuses on the
status and significance for Northern Song caligraphers of Yan Zhenqing’s顏真卿
(709-785) work. She asserts that Ouyang Xiu and Su Shi believed that Yan’s caligraphic 
style reflected his integrity and, treating his style of calligraphy as a political tool, used
this as a means of promoting themselves and their politics.12
Peter Sturman (1998) focuses his attention on stylistic developments during the
Northern Song, using Cai Xiang as an index in helping to understand the larger process of
change in the history of calligraphy, including the significance of the characteristics of
calligraphic style that were preserved in the wake of innovation. Cai Xiang represents a
shift in the conception of artistic quality in calligraphy that occurred during the later years
of the Northern Song. Because Cai Xiang incorporated a new level of scholarship in
restoring the prestige of early Tang calligraphy, and because of his success in attaining
中的歐陽詢傳統 (The tradition of Ouyang Xun in Song caligraphy),” in Shuhai guanlan 書海觀瀾
(Observing the waves of the calligraphy sea), ed. Mok Harold (Hong Kong: The Chinese University of
Hong Kong, 1998), 121-140.
11 Hui-liang J. Chu, “The Chung Yu (A.D. 151-230) Tradition: A Pivotal Development in Sung
Caligraphy” (PhD diss., Princeton University, 1990).
12 Amy McNair,The Upright Brush: Yan Zhenqing’s Caligraphy and Song Literati Politics(Honolulu:
University of Hawaii Press, 1998).
7official positions, his calligraphy became a model for his contemporaries. For
caligraphers after Cai Xiang’s time, the orthodox masters of the Tang were variously
replaced as models by the outstanding individualists Wang Xizhi 王羲之 (303-361), Yan
Zhenqing, and Yang Ningshi 楊凝式 (837-945).13
The Northern Song portion of Cao Baolin’s曹寶麟 History of Chinese
Calligraphy: Song, Liao, and Jin Dynasties (Zhongguo shufashi: Song, Liao, Jin juan 中
國書法史：宋遼金卷) (2002) is an impressive historical description based on a plenitude
of historical materials. Cao chose particular calligraphers to represent different periods,
including many long-neglected literati calligraphers, to provide a chronological
description of the history of calligraphy and paint a comprehensive picture of Northern
Song calligraphy within a temporal and spatial context.14
Besides synthetic studies of Northern Song calligraphy, many others treat
individual calligraphers. Shen Fu 傅申 (1976) focuses onHuang Tingjian’s caligraphy, 
especially his Scroll for Zhang Datong (Zeng Zhang Datong guwen ti ji 贈張大同古文題
記), and proposes that Huang’s large running script expresses his aesthetics and emotions
in exile.15 Amy McNair (1986) researchesCai Xiang’s caligraphy and its influence on 
Su Shi, Huang Tingjian, and Mi Fu.16 Bor-hua Wang (1997) demonstrates that Su Shi’s 
13 Peter Sturman 石慢, “CaiXiang pingyi yu Beisong shufeng zhi biange 蔡襄評議與北宋書風之變革
(Comment on Cai Xiang and the transformation of Northern Song caligraphic style),” in Shuhai guanlan,
101-120.
14 Cao Baolin 曹寶麟, Zhongguo shufashi: Song, Liao, Jin juan 中國書法史：宋遼金卷 (The History of
Chinese calligraphy: Song, Liao, and Jin dynasties) (Nanjing: Jiangsu jiaoyu chubanshe, 2002).
15 Shen C. Y. Fu, “Huang T’ing-chien’s Caligraphy and His Scroll for Chang Ta-t’ung: A Masterpiece
Writen in Exile” (PhD diss., Princeton University, 1976).
16 Amy McNair, “The Sung CalligrapherTs’ai Hsiang,” Bulletin of Sung-Yüan Studies 18 (1986): 61-75.
8calligraphy functioned in the manner of his poems, each medium serving as a vehicle for
self-expression. In his Poems on the Cold Food Festival (Hanshi tie 寒食帖), Su Shi
successfully transforms an art form, replacing its interest in aesthetics with an emphasis
on psychological expression. This research belongs to the realm of contextual style
studies that establish the sources, developments, and meanings of various calligraphic
styles and trace their influences to later generations.17
Peter Sturman’s 1997 book on Mi Fu’s caligraphy first discusses the
development of the later eleventh-century concept that calligraphy should not be
restrained by formal rules, allowing calligraphers to freely express their individuality
through their styles. Mi Fu advanced toward the idea of calligraphy as an image of its
artist’s mind. By selecting among caligraphic styles and script types for those best suited 
to periods of his life (as defined by his principal activity at the time), Mi conveyed
diferent aspects of his self. Once Mi’s caligraphy had reached a notable level of 
achievement, the quality of naturalness he found in ancient calligraphy became his
consistent goal. Although Mi Fu had a less than outstanding official career, his
accomplished calligraphy has survived owing to the subsequent appreciation and
transmission of it over time.18
The study of Mi Fu conducted by Lothar Ledderose (1979) was an inspiration
for thisdissertation. Through reconstructing Mi Fu’s circle of associates and his 
collecting practices, Ledderose reconstructs the larger connoisseurship and collecting
17 Bor-hua Wang, “Su Shih’s Art of Writing and His Han-shih T’ieh” (PhD diss., Columbia University, 
1997).
18 Peter C. Sturman, Mi Fu: Style and the Art of Calligraphy in Northern Song China (New Haven and
London: Yale University Press, 1997).
9habits of the period. On the foundation built by Tang connoisseurs, Mi Fu discovered the
lost styles of the Jin 晉 (265-420) masters. In the process of reconstruction, he added his
own ideas to arrive at a new formulation of the styles and aesthetics of the Jin masters.19
When historians of calligraphy in later times referred to the calligraphy and
calligraphy culture of the Northern Song, most emphasized that it was inherited from the
Tang dynasty (618-907). Dong Qichang 董其昌 (1555-1636) claimed that the key
stylistic diference between Tang and Song caligraphy was that “the caligraphy of the 
Tang dynasty appeals to method and the calligraphy of the Song dynasty appeals to idea
唐人書取法，宋人書取意.”20 Although this is a fair characterization of the differences in
the calligraphic manners of these two periods, most scholars have viewed the difference
as a reflection of aesthetic theory rather than as a formal distinction. Owing to a strong
allegiance to continuity in the traditional concept of calligraphy history, most modern
studies still emphasize a consistent stylistic transmission of calligraphy from Tang to
Song, neglecting the possibility of a disconnection and transformation of calligraphy
styles between the two dynasties. They usually concentrate their attention on the
succession and creation of calligraphic styles and theories and overemphasize that
innovation was based on tradition.21 This long-standing view easily coaxes us into the
19 Lothar Ledderose, Mi Fu and the Classical Tradition of Chinese Calligraphy (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1979).
20 Dong Qichang 董其昌, “Ming Dong Qichang lunshu明董其昌論書 (Ming dynastyDong Qichang’s 
comments on caligraphy),” in Liu yi zhi yi lu 六藝之一錄 (Record of one of the six skills), ed. Ni Tao 倪濤,
in WYGSKQS, Juan 280: 31.
21 Chuan-hsing Ho, “The Revival of Caligraphy in the Early Northern Sung,” 59-86; Harold Mok, “Cong 
jijian chutu shike shuji lun Songdai shufa de ruogan wenti,” Chutu wenwu yu shufa yishu yantaohui
lunwenji, 11:1-52; Harold Mok, “Songdai shufa zhong de Ouyang Xun chuantong,” 121-140; Ishida
Hajime 石田肇, “So sitaihu to sho –Ouyou Shu wo rei toshite 宋代士大夫と書－歐陽修を例として
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overly simplistic conclusion that innovations in calligraphy during the Northern Song
developed on the solid foundation of Tang calligraphy without significant discontinuity.
The material culture of calligraphy in the Northern Song has generally been
studied from a similar perspective. For example, it has long been assumed that the four
treasures of the study (wenfang sibao 文房四寶; brush, ink cake, paper, and ink stone)
used during the Northern Song were not fundamentally different from those used in
earlier periods. Since precedents for Northern Song objects share with them basic forms
and functions, it is tempting to conclude that Northern Song calligraphy was based on a
material culture that was essentially the same as in pre-Song calligraphy.
Yet, the theory of Tang-Song transmission ignored an important cultural
disconnection between these two historical periods. Historians have long perceived
differences between the calligraphy of the Tang and Song dynasties but have not
seriously or systematically investigated them. If we analyze the term “Tang-Song
transmission,” we realize that the efects of a prolonged period of warfare from the late
Tang through the Five Dynasties (907-960), which preceded the Song, has been largely
unstudied in the field of calligraphic studies.
I will treat this disconnection as the main lens through which I will analyze Song
calligraphy. The 80 or so years of turbulence were devastating: half or more of the
population perished, cultural objects were destroyed in the mayhem, and both the rich
(The Song literati and calligraphy: Take Ouyang Xiu as anexample),”Shoron 書論 (Discussion of
calligraphy) 4 (1974): 35-43; Ronald Egan, “Ou-yang Hsiu and Su Shih on Caligraphy,”365-419; Peter
Sturman, “Cai Xiang pingyi yu Beisong shufeng zhi biange,” 101-120; Zhang Chuanxu 張傳旭, “Huang 
Tingjian shufeng de shanbian yu Zhou Yue zhi guanxi 黃庭堅書風的嬗變與周越之關係 (The relationship
between the transformation of Huang Tingjian’s caligraphic style and Zhou Yue),” Shufa congkan 書法叢
刊 (Journal of calligraphy) 1 (2004): 45-66.
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traditions of written and oral transmission of elite culture were nearly terminated.22
These losses created a strong sense of crisis and urgency when the Northern Song ruling
class took on the monumental task of reconstructing culture. I will reexamine their efforts
in relation to the materiality of calligraphy (including the brush, ink cake, paper, and ink
stone) and explore the processes by which Northern Song literati encountered these
writing materials.
In addition to these studio objects, since changes in “brush method(bifa 筆法)” 
and writing environment were also involved in the cultural crisis of the Northern Song, I
will devote the first half of Chapter 3 to discussing their influence. A reconsideration of
these factors can help us rebuild the technological knowledge of calligraphy in the
Northern Song and thereby offer us new insights into both Song and pre-Song calligraphy
and culture.
Methodology
Stylistic analysis has long been a mainstream method for calligraphy study, but
frequently it has been conducted in an isolated context. Most scholars have focused their
attention on the relationship between art theory and practice, with the result that
calligraphic styles are viewed as simple outcomes of calligraphers and their mentalities.
22 Modern scholars who study the history of Chinese population have different opinions on the population
decline from the late Tang to five Dynasties. Their calculations differ, leading to a range in their inferences,
the more conservative estimating about a 50% decline, while higher numbers approach 75%. Nevertheless,
the consensus is that this was a period of dramatic population decline with great social, economic and
cultural impact. See Ge Jianxiong 葛劍雄, Zhongguo renkou fazhanshi 中國人口發展史 (History of
population in China) (Fuzhou: Fujian renmin chubanshe, 1991), 175; Lu Yu 路遇, Teng Zezhi 滕澤之 eds.,
Zhongguo renkou tongshi中國人口通史 (General history of population in China) (Jinan: Shandong renmin
chubanshe: 2000), 419.
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As a result, the history of Chinese calligraphy has always been presented as pure history
of style.
However, according to my observations, most outstanding calligraphers past and
present who I have studied have spent significant time searching for better writing
materials in hopes of improving their calligraphy. Every good calligrapher has an
understanding of the aesthetic effects produced by his writing implements. It is clear that
the completion of a calligraphic work requires not only an artist and his creative thoughts
but also fitting materials. When we face a work of calligraphy, the materials used in the
process of its writing undoubtedly contribute to a work’s visual efect. Furthermore, the 
paper, ink, and brush used to make an artwork were deliberate choices of the artist or
were at least accepted by him. Therefore, the characteristics of writing materials need to
be considered in stylistic analysis, for they play decisive roles in the rendering of
calligraphic works.
The methodology I have adopted is to analyze calligraphic style in a material
context. Thus, my goal is to isolate the elements or characteristics of Northern Song
calligraphy that derive from writing materials and differentiate them from the
characteristics that derive from its calligraphers. Clarifying the influence of writing
materials can help us understand how they contributed to the development of Northern
Song calligraphy.
Besides writing materials, traditional studies have also excluded brush methods
and the writing environment from their analyses of calligraphies. Here, I reconsider the
meanings of various brush methods adopted by Northern Song literati in tandem with a
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change in writing position caused by the increasing prevalence of writing desks. Within
this historical and theoretical framework, I reexamine calligraphies from the Northern
Song to try to reevaluate them within their original creative contexts.
A sense of cultural crisis permeated Northern Song calligraphy and its practice.
However, except for calligraphies, most of the cultural objects involved in writing have
not survived, so we must reconstruct them through analysis of ancient records. I will
explore the recorded thoughts of Northern Song literati regarding these cultural objects
and then examine the forgotten cultural disconnection between Tang and Song. Through
historical and visual resources, I will attempt to reconstruct the cultural and technological
contexts of Northern Song calligraphy and to reexamine the historical role literati played
in their transmission of culture from Tang to Northern Song. Through this study, I will
present the processes by which these literati traced, received, and modified the culture of
the past while creating their own Northern Song culture.
Chapter Outlines
Chapter 1: Calligraphy in Northern Song Culture
This chapter outlines the general development of Northern Song politics and art.
Although this period was culturally prosperous, it was politically unstable and rife with
factional dispute. In response to this environment, literati artists sought solace in their
studies and the pursuit of art and culture even as they departed from official artistic
conventions to develop personal styles in their art. Because calligraphy was a daily aspect
of their lives, scholars made great efforts to recover the storied traditions of Jin and Tang
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calligraphy and create a normative basis for their work. They not only proposed the
theory of “caligraphy as caligrapher” but also sought to establish themselves as
paradigmatic examples of the literati calligrapher.
Chapter 2: The Materiality of Northern Song Calligraphy
This chapter examines in turn the brushes, paper, ink cakes, and ink stones of the
Northern Song dynasty. I clarify the taste and criteria of judgment of Northern Song
scholars by identifying the types of writing materials they praised based on numerous
sources. In addition to the scattered comments in contemporaneous journals or
anthologies, there were several Northern Song monographs on writing materials, such as
Su Yijian’s蘇易簡 (958-997) Notes on the Four [Treasures] of the Study (Wenfang sipu
文房四譜) and Mi Fu’s History of Ink Stones (Yan shi 硯史) that are important first-hand
sources in advancing our understanding of the materiality of writing. On the basis of
these documents, I explore how Northern Song literati endeavored to understand these
cultural objects and discuss how the practical needs of their writing drove them to pursue
perfection in writing materials. Thus, I attempt to address in this chapter the topics of
literati appreciation of writing materials, their awareness of the roles these objects played
in their writing practice, and how they participated in the process of their manufacture.
Chapter 3: Material Culture and Style of Calligraphy
Before taking up the issue of calligraphic style, this chapter clarifies two
important material changes to writing calligraphy in the Northern Song: the development
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of furniture and a discontinuity in brush method.
Facing huge losses of information, artworks, and artists between the later Tang
and their own time, literati blamed the resulting cultural disjunction on the disastrous
wars and plagues of the Five Dynasties. However, they seemed unaware that, in respects
important to calligraphy, their everyday lives differed from those of Tang literati. The
most important of these factors was the use of the chair and desk in the Northern Song.
This furniture, largely absent from the Tang, proved an innovation that drastically altered
the position in which people wrote.
In addition, I examine the development of brush method for evidence that
clarifies this change in writing position between Tang and Song, a change that
contributed to a discontinuity in brush method between these two periods. I will highlight
how representative calligraphers, confronting a discontinuity of brush method, began
reconsidering ancient brush methods and sought to trace what was in their opinion the
correct method.
Chapter 4: The Knowledge of the Past and Invention of Tradition
After exploring the materiality and style of Northern Song calligraphy, I will
reconsider its role in the broad cultural history of Chinese calligraphy. The pivotal
concept is a cultural discontinuity between former dynasties and the Song. To elucidate
this breech, I will sequentially discuss brush method, brush, ink cake, paper, and ink
stone to demonstrate how scholars rediscovered the cultural traditions of their forebears
and, on that basis, rethought and reshaped the culture of their time. For most of these
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materials, the literati focused on reviving specifically Southern Tang regional practices
and objects.
In my research on this portion of this dissertation, I have relied heavily on a
genre of historical documentation: I explore the nuances of biji 筆記 (random notes or
jottings) by Northern Song scholars and their significance and authenticity in recording
oral cultural history. The booming print culture during this period further imbued these
writings with the power to influence cultural reconstruction.
Conclusion
Based on the observations made in the previous chapters, I would like to
elaborate on several issues. The first concerns the profound influence of Southern Tang
material culture to the re-negotiation of cultural space by Northern Song literati. Included
here will be a discussion of the cultural genealogy of the Southern Tang. Secondly, could
canonical works from the past transcend regional and political interest? To answer this
question, a reassessment of the Wang Xizhi and Yan Zhenqing models of calligraphy will
be accompanied by an analysis of the process by which Southern Tang material culture
was canonized. Finally, all of these factors contributed to the successful establishment of
the Song style and taste as paradigms for the following centuries.
Research Contributions
The significance of my research on the art of calligraphy is multifold; it speaks
to Chinese studies in general, art history, and especially the cultural history of calligraphy.
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For the first time, an in-depth investigation of Northern Song calligraphic style will be
conducted from a material culture perspective to shed new light on the subject. This in
turn begins a discussion in regards to the literati’s eforts in researching and making the 
four treasures of study, which I argue is rooted in a larger trend of reconstruction of the
traumatic losses experienced during the 80 years of warfare following the Tang dynasty,
and reestablishing cultural paradigms for their contemporaries and their later generations.
Since the publication of Dr. Tsuen-hsuin Tsien famous book Writing on Bamboo
and Silk: The Beginning of Chinese Books and Inscriptions (1962) and his volume (1985)
on paper and printing for the multi-volume landmark publication Science and Civilization
in China edited by Joseph Needham, there has been only a scattering of papers published
in western languages dedicated to the analysis of paper and writing tools.23 Moreover, Dr.
Tsuen-hsuin Tsien’s research mainly focused on writing and print culture, hardly touching 
the challenging relationship between writing tools and the creation of calligraphy.
This dissertation seeks fill this void in material analysis by providing the first
book-length study focusing on the four treasures of the study (brush, paper, ink, ink
stone). In the research process, I have not only inherited the scholarship of Dr.
Tsuen-hsuin Tsien and his contemporaries but also new research published by Chinese
and Japanese scholars who have continued to mine old sources for information. My
research is further bolstered by recent archaeological discoveries of ancient brushes, ink
stones, and ink cakes. I also give credit to the availability of newly compiled series and
23 For instance, study of Ming dynasty stationary by Suzanne E. Wright, “‘Luoxuan biangu jianpu’ and 
‘Shizhuzhai jianpu’: Two Late-Ming Catalogues of LetterPaper Designs,” Artibus Asiae, vol. 63, no. 1
(2003): 69-115.
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databases that have given me the opportunity to use many books that previously were
difficult to access. Thus, this dissertation has absorbed extensive and various sources of
information that have provided valuable insight into the industrious participation of
Northern Song literati in the study of their four treasures. Many primary materials used in
this dissertation are translated into English for the first time.
The vast amount of information I was able to access at various libraries and
other institutions benefited my research immensely. Owing to the information I have
amassed, I have been successful in deciphering the implications of previously undefined
technical terms to a greater degree of certainty. Scholars have recognized the importance
of certain classical terms used by Song connoisseurs, but their meanings have been the
subject of debate for many years. In the past, we have been able to make only educated
guesses in hopes gaining referential meanings. However, by combing through an
abundance of texts and applied philological research, I have come to more definite
conclusions. These new terms are integral in understanding the technical processes
described by literati in the creation of their treasured scholarly objects.
Another potential roadblock in the study of calligraphic objects and their
creation is the lack of surviving writing tools and the equipment used in their
manufacture from the Northern Song, let alone the Tang and Five Dynasties. What has
been preserved are mainly ink stones and, from the Northern Song, a relatively large
number of calligraphies. The National Palace Museum in Taipei has by far the largest
collection of Northern Song calligraphy and has provided me with a unique opportunity
to examine papers, ink, and the relationship between them. Since 2004, I have been
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involved in two projects with Japanese experts applying the most advanced technology to
scan and process minutia of information with regard to calligraphic materials.24 The rare
opportunity to interact with these materials provided by the museum has allowed me
increased insight in my research. Accordingly, my primary sources include archeology,
received literary documents, and extant Northern Song calligraphy.
Through my research, I hope to reveal the relationship between changes in
writing materials and calligraphic stylistic innovation during the Northern Song dynasty.
After establishing the enthusiastic participation of Northern Song scholars in the creation
of their tools, I raise this critical question: did their involvement in producing and
experimenting with writing materials affect their calligraphy? Also, what adjustments
were they trying to make to the means of calligraphy? Extant research has tended to focus
on the hobbies and predilections of the literati class. Treating the enthusiastic interest of
Song literati in writing tools as step in problem solving, I attempt to synthesize past and
current research on Song writing tools to establish relationships between the technology
of writing and writing style.
24 Ho Chuan-hsing, Shirono Seiji 城野誠治, Investigative Report on the Handscol “Autobiography” by 
Huai-su懷素自敍帖卷檢測報告 (Taipei: National Palace Museum, 2005); Ho Chuan-hsing, Chen Yunru
陳韻如, Investigative Report on the Optical Study of Sun Kuo-t’ing’s Essay on Calligraphy 孫過庭書譜光
學攝影檢測報告 (Taipei: National Palace Museum, 2008).
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Chapter 1
Calligraphy in Northern Song Culture
The culture of the Northern Song dynasty was the most innovative and
productive in China’s history. In the second half of the eleventh century, members of 
China’s cultivated elite, including such figures as Ouyang Xiu, Su Shi, Huang Tingjian, 
and Mi Fu, created a brilliant artistic revival that has led some modern scholars to
describe this period as the Chinese Renaissance.25 Unfortunately, even as culture
blossomed, the empire suffered from the tragic failure of the most thorough political and
social reform attempted in China. As a result, a schism developed within the Confucian
state between imperial state power and the literati’s ideological moral authority.26 In
response to this situation, literati artists, in their study and pursuit of art and culture,
moved away from official artistic conventions to develop personal styles in their art,
considerably expanding the traditional scope of art practice.27
The development and accomplishments of Northern Song calligraphy stand out
in the history of Chinese calligraphy. Despite the looming cultural influences of the Jin
and Tang dynasties, which established the classical paradigms of calligraphy, Northern
literati developed their own type of calligraphy instead of adhering to past conventions.
Moreover, Northern Song calligraphy, including its emphasis on conceptual thinking over
style, not only competed with great precedents but established a new paradigm for later
25 James T. C. Liu and Peter J. Golas, eds., Change in Sung China: Innovation or Renovation? (Lexington,
Mass.: D. C. Heath, 1969), 28, 96.
26 David S. Nivison and Arthur F. Wright, eds., Confucianism in Action (Stanford: Stanford University
Press, 1959), 2.
27 Wen C. Fong, Beyond Representation: Chinese Painting and Calligraphy, 8th-14th Century (New York:
Metropolitan Museum of Art; New Haven: Yale University Press, 1992), 119.
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generations.
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1.1 Politics and Culture of the Northern Song Dynasty
Amid the disunion of the Five Dynasties period (907-960) that preceded the
Northern Song, a 32-year-old general usurped the throne in 960, established the Song
dynasty, and crowned himself emperor Taizu 太祖 (r. 960-976). This Song founder
respected Confucianism over all other competing philosophical orientations, and he
admonished his successors against punishing court officials and supervisors with
execution, moves that heralded an elevated role for scholar-officials in the imperial
government. When Taizu founded his new dynasty, much of China was beyond his
control. However, the Song gradually expanded its rule over areas traditionally Chinese
until 979 when Taizong 太宗 (Taizu’s brother Zhao Kuangyi趙匡義 <r. 976-997>) was
able to completely unify the country after two centuries of disunion and frequent chaos.
Since Taizong showed an affinity for art and literature, his government attached great
importance to cultural affairs and laid the foundations of cultural development throughout
the Song era.
Education and the civil service examinations were improved during the Northern
Song, allowing young scholars from commoner families opportunities to take the
examinations and potentially serve as officials. These changes encouraged ordinary
people to become educated, and scholars were created in large numbers. Under these
conditions, the scholar class thrived and became a competitive occupation.28
Opening government service positions to commoners created an essential
28 Wen C. Fong, Beyond Representation, 120.
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difference between scholar-officials of the Tang and Song dynasties. In the seventh
century, scholar-officials of aristocratic background dominated the two fields that were
the province of educated men: erudite scholarship on the Confucian classics and
employment in the central government. Educated elites from aristocracy filled the
government of the Tang, but the aristocracy began a long decline after the An Shi
Rebellion 安史之亂 (755-763) destroyed the empire’s prosperity. Then a loss of order in 
the mid-eighth century and a lack of central control in the ninth century allowed the rise
of independent regional military governors. In the tenth century, the educated class was
divided into aristocratic remnants and competing new local elites, as a declining
aristocracy permitted the rise of scholar-officials drawn from a wider social spectrum.
These simultaneous shifts resulted in a social transformation of the scholar-official class
during the late Tang through the early Northern Song.
With government positions no longer guaranteed by an aristocratic background,
education and good performance in the civil service examinations became crucial to
scholar-official success. As the chief conduit for new government workers, the imperial
examination system largely deprived the old aristocracy of its privileged position in
government. The merit-based examination system and the recruitment of examinees from
non-aristocratic households created a highly competitive environment in which scholars
of commoner background could rise into the scholar-official class. Also, the Northern
Song court preferred to assign scholar-officials to administrative positions because they
lacked the military resources of previous aristocratic administration position holders who
had helped bring the Zhaos, the founding family of the Song dynasty, to power.
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As a result, the number of scholar-officials that came through the Song imperial
examinations soared to record highs. By 1100, scholar-officials had gained sufficient
independence and local power so that their role as local elites outshone their role as state
bureaucrats. Despite their success during the Northern Song, however, members of this
new social class were aware that grave political and social issues threatened the dynasty,
and they felt a responsibility to guard, rescue, and redefine the political, social, literary,
and intellectual culture were now a part of.29
Despite its flourishing culture, the Northern Song dynasty was militarily weak.
For example, it never recaptured the sixteen prefectures ceded by the previous regime to
the Khitan Liao 契丹遼 (907-1125) in the northeast. The Song emperor was also forced
to sign unfair treaties with Liao and its northwestern neighbor, the Tangut (partly Tibetan)
state of Xi Xia 西夏 (1038-1227). At the same time, insufficient revenue, corruption, and
the incompetence of the local government constantly limited the viability and
effectiveness of the Northern Song government, even as social unrest led to uprisings
among farmers and unemployed soldiers. The Northern Song struggled with these
problems throughout its era.
In 1068, the young emperor Shenzong 神宗 (r. 1067-1085) acceded to the throne
and decided to reform his regime’s social and economic ils. To this end, he elevated 
Wang Anshi 王安石 (1021-1086) to chief minister to implement a series of government
reform measures. Wang attempted to change the tax, agriculture, trade, national defense,
29 Peter K. Bol, “This Culture of Ours”: Intelectual Transitions in T’ang and Sung China(Stanford:
Stanford University Press, 1992), 32-75.
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education, examination, and civil service systems.30 Wang’s policies threatened the 
interests of the majority of scholar-official conservatives and those who enjoyed
entrenched local interests. Instead of proposing a reform program of their own, the
conservatives relied on the ancient virtues of a simple government, moral idealism, and
basic human values to carry the government forward. They believed that moral education
would change human society, so they planned to deal with the problems of the Northern
Song using moral standards and historical precedents. One leader of the conservatives,
Ouyang Xiu (1007-1072), using a sick man as a metaphor for the ailing society,
concluded that a culture could be restored to health through moral cultivation. For more
than a half century, most reform measures were suspended as a result of incessant
political struggles between thereformers and conservatives. Although the state’s tax 
revenues improved, social discord mounted.31
Frequent exiles imposed on the literati during the Northern Song dynasty offered
them opportunities to travel China and expand their familiarity with conditions outside
the capital. Conversely, transfering literati to the provinces helped spread the capital’s 
flourishing culture throughout the empire. The threats to stability in this faction-ridden
society induced scholars to engage in art and cultural activities rather than engage in
heated political reform. In shifting their energies from the realm of public affairs to the
cultivation of their moral selves, their attention shifted from political reform to artistic
sublimation.32 The ruling power’s sensitivity to criticism of the emperor and court, social 
30 See James T. C. Liu, Reform in Sung China: Wang An-shi (1201-1086) and His New Polices (Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1959).
31 David S. Nivison, “A Neo-Confucian Visionary: Ou-yang Hsiu,” in Liu and Golas, eds., 74-78.
32 Wen C. Fong, Beyond Representation, 120-122.
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ills, and the military also dissuaded exiled scholar-officials from directly addressing these
issues in their writings. Instead, in the arts, they disguised their discontents with skillful
metaphors, especially in painting. Metaphors allowed exiled officials to more freely
express their personal emotions and feelings with less likelihood of being brought up on
charges of disloyalty. The sensitivity of Shenzong’s reign to criticism shaped an 
environment in which exiled officials developed subtly allusive paintings to express
political dissidence.33
Another artistic development in the Northern Song was the “return to the past
(fugu 復古)” movement in literary composition. It was led by Ouyang Xiu, who folowed 
the example of the leading Tang dynasty literary figure Han Yu 韓愈 (768-824) in
advocating the use of a simpler, less stylized ancient prose (guwen 古文). He believed
that those who grasp The Way (Dao 道) could thereby make excellent artwork. Rather
than favoring either form or content in literature, Han asserted that they should be
integrated.34 In 1057, seizing the opportunity of serving as chief examiner for the jinshi
進士 degree, he downgraded the ornate parallel prose (pianwen 駢文) popular in the late
Tang in favor of a plain prose based on ancient exemplars that emphasized content as
much as style. In the examinations he proctored, he granted passes to Su Shi, Su Che 蘇
轍 (1039-1112), and Zeng Gong 曾鞏 (1019-1083) based on their mastery of ancient
prose. Thereafter, ancient prose held an important position in literature, and many
33 Alfreda Murck, Poetry and Painting in Song China: The Subtle Art of Dissent (Cambridge: Harvard
University Asia Center, 2000), 28-50.
34 Guo Shaoyu 郭紹虞, Zhongguo wenxue piping shi 中國文學批評史 (History of Chinese literary
criticism) (Tianjin: Baihua wenyi chubanshe, 1995), 291.
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scholars dedicated themselves to its study.
Su Shi, as a folower of Ouyang Xiu’s principles, added that art was deemed
significant in its own right and thus worthy of embrace by the literati. For Su, art was a
means of achieving the power of The Way: through the creation of the art, an artist
captures The Way, and in expressing The Way, art is created. Su Shi’s interest in Daoist
philosophy and Chan Buddhism led him to celebrate naturalness and spontaneity in art.35
The Neo-Confucian philosopher Zhou Dunyi 周敦頤 (1017-1073) offered a
diferent viewpoint on the relationship between art and The Way. He reafirmed Han Yu’s 
belief that art must convey or serve The Way: art independent of The Way is elegant
dissipation, therefore morally wrong. For Neo-Confucian philosophers, the sole purpose
of art was to illuminate The Way. The content of art was more valuable than its form.36
Another important aspect of Northern Song intellectual life was the study of
ancient artifacts and inscriptions. Collecting antiquities was an endeavor pioneered in the
eleventh century by private scholars rather than the court. Northern Song investigations
of metal and stone objects (jinshi xue 金石學), especially their inscriptions, became the
foundation of later archaeological and antiquarian research.37 Well-known Northern
35 Guo Shaoyu, 309.
36 Wen C. Fong, Beyond Representation, 122.
37 Jacques Gernet, A History of Chinese Civilization, trans. J. R. Foster (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1987), 337-42; Ye Guoliang 葉國良, Songdai jinshixue yanjiu 宋代金石學研究 (Study on metal and
stone objects of Song dynasty) (Taipei: Taiwan Ancient Book Company Ltd, 2011); Chen Fang-mei 陳芳妹,
“Jinxue, shike, yu fatie chuantong de jiaohui－Lidai Zhong Ding Yiqi Kuanshi Fatie Songtuo shiben canye
de wenhuashi yiyi 金學、石刻與法帖傳統的交會－《歷代鐘鼎彝器款識法帖》宋拓石本殘葉的文化史
意義 (Relating the studies of metal, stone and model calligraphy: A cultural history of the Sung dynasty
model inscriptions from ritual bronzes in history),” Taida Journal of Art History國立臺灣大學美術史研究
集刊 24 (2008) : 86-105; Ronald Egan, The Problem of Beauty: Aesthetic Thought and Pursuits in
Northern Song Dynasty China (Cambridge: Harvard University Asia Center, 2006).
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Song scholars active in the study of metal and stone objects include Liu Chang 劉敞
(l019-1068), Ouyang Xiu, Lü Dalin 呂大臨 (l044-1093), and Zhao Mingcheng 趙明誠
(1081-1129).
Ouyang Xiu inaugurated a new era in collecting rubbings of inscriptions taken
from bronze vessels and stone monuments. Other scholars worked mainly on deciphering
early scripts and associating excavated vessels with the terms used for ritual vessels in
classical texts. Several surviving catalogues and essays show that they attempted to
collect and identify antiquities and to make practical application of the knowledge they
had acquired.38
Except for the historiographical value of ancient inscriptions, a more meaningful
stimulus to Ouyang Xiu’s colecting practice was his keen sense for the fragility of the 
recorded past, especially the gradual destruction of often irreplaceable inscriptions.
Ouyang lived after almost a hundred years of strife and warfare. He was mindful that
steles are vulnerable, whether because of exposure to the ravages of the elements,
destruction in war, or damage caused by unrestricted and careless rubbings. In his notes,
Ouyang expresses dismay over the deterioration he had witnessed in a Tang inscription
even during his life and explains that losses of this kind are what motivated him to begin
collecting rubbings. The inscriptions Ouyang discussed were particularly dear to him
because he had used them as calligraphy models as a boy. At that time, rubbings of this
inscription were complete and clear, while rubbings made in Ouyang’s middle age could 
barely be deciphered, so damaged had the stone become. He grieved that material things
38 Wang Guowei 王國維,“Archaeology in the Sung Dynasty,”trans. Liu Chongxiong, The China Journal,
vol. 6, no. 5 (1927): 222-231.
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were subject to decay and that even metal and stone cannot last forever. In addition, the
Northern Song had been under constant threat by its northern enemies, and the danger of
war not only to the Chinese polity but to the preservation of the past strongly affected
Ouyang. Thus, he conceived a plan of collecting inscriptions from earlier ages to preserve
them. After collecting rubbings for eighteen years, he had amassed a thousand scrolls.39
According to Song dynasty sources, another pioneering antiquarian was Li
Gonglin (ca. 1042-1106), one of the most important Northern Song painters and a good
example of the avid antiquities collector of the Northern Song. He searched widely for
ancient vessels, paid top prices for them, and had rooms of them in his house. Li’s studies 
of his collection of bronzes and jades still influence the study of early Chinese art.40 Like
other Song antiquarians, Li Gonglin saw traces of the subtle wisdom of the ancient sages
in surviving ritual vessels and their inscriptions.41
Besides collecting antiquities, Northern Song literati were also passionate
collectors of painting, calligraphy, and other artifacts. It is interesting that, when
scholar-officials were involved in collecting art, they formed circles of interest despite
political differences. For example, one circle of art collectors and connoisseurs included
Su Shi, Wang Anshi, Cai Jing 蔡京 (1046-1126), and several members of the imperial
family, all of whom had political differences with others in this group.42 The blooming of
art collecting by literati created a unique culture of collecting.
39 Ronald C. Egan, “Ou-yang Hsiu and Su Shih on Caligraphy,” 365-369.
40 Robert E. Harrist, “The Artist as Antiquarian: Li Gonglin and His Study of Early Chinese Art,” Artibus
Asiae, vol. 55, no. 3/4 (1995): 237.
41 For discussion of Northern Song atitudes toward antiquities, see Peter C. Sturman, “Mi Youren and the 
Inherited Tradition: Dimensions of Ink Play” (PhD diss., Yale University, 1989), 419-441.
42 Lothar Ledderose, Mi Fu and the Classical Tradition of Chinese Calligraphy, 46-48.
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Despite activities surrounding the imperial collection, Northern Song literati
collectors in some respects took the lead in collecting trends. For example, the court did
not keep pace with some private collectors in the collection and study of antiquities,
something evident by Huizong’s 徽宗 (r. 1101-1125) time.43 Huizong, however, showed
enormous enthusiasm for collecting painting and calligraphy. He not only functioned as a
literatus in collecting these arts and taking personal pleasure in other aesthetic pursuits,
he also imitated literati who had compiled catalogues of their collections. He intended to
rewrite the history of painting and calligraphy by compiling catalogues of the imperial
collection. In The Xuanhe Calligraphy Catalogue (Xuanhe shupu 宣和書譜) and The
Xuanhe Painting Catalogue (Xuanhe huapu 宣和畫譜), both compiled on Huizong’s 
imperial order, the taste of Northern Song scholar aesthetic is detectable, especially that
of Su Shi’s circle.44 In The Xuanhe Calligraphy Catalogue, the values and beliefs of
Huang Tingjian and Mi Fu are evident. Most paintings surviving from before the
Northern Song are related to Huizong’s colection. Some were colected and 
authenticated by him; others were reproductions made by him or on his order. Even today,
the history of Chinese painting is influencedby Huizong’s colecting and copying ancient
paintings that reflected his aesthetic values.45
Throughout the Northern Song, the emperor and scholar-officials often shared
43 Patricia B. Ebrey, “Rethinking Imperial Art Colecting: The Case of the Northern Sung,” in Founding
Paradigms－Northern Sung Art and Culture 開創典範－北宋的藝術與文化研討會論文集, ed. Wang
Yaoting 王耀庭 (Taipei: National Palace Museum, 2008), 472-478.
44 Patricia B. Ebrey, Accumulating Culture: The Collections of Emperor Huizong (Seattle: University of
Washington Press, 2009).
45 Maggie Bickford, “Making the Chinese Cultural Heritage at the Courts of Northern Sung China,” in 
Founding Paradigms－Northern Sung Art and Culture, 499-535.
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the same cultural values and tastes in some cases despite political tensions between the
monarch and his officials. Taizong gave imperial support to the development of Song art
culture, and this affected the literati who continued to discover and preserve ancient
cultural relics. Towards the end of the Northern Song period, Huizong followed the
literati to create an unrivaled court collection. In cataloguing cultural artifacts during the
Northern Song, scholars not only revealed their interest in promoting culture
development but also established new cultural values and paradigms for later generations.
In the end, decisions by Northern Song rulers helped shape a culture that drew
new membership into the literati strata from non-traditional source populations,
diminished the role of an entrenched aristocracy, and stimulated new directions in the arts
to a degree not otherwise seen in Chinese history. Even as trends encouraged the
development of new personal styles in contemporary art, they also stimulated aesthetic
and academic interest in the antique, initiating the first of several periods of high interest
for the past and its cultural artifacts. This new passion for the antique encouraged art and
artifact collecting and expanded the styles and tastes of literati art-making.
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1.2 Calligraphy as a Genre of Literati Art
Literati art of the Northern Song undoubtedly represents the highest level of
accomplishment in the history of Chinese art and has attracted considerable attention
from art historians. Although literati painting has been of great interest to many scholars
for decades, no original paintings by Su Shi or other Northern Song literati painters are
extant. In the field of calligraphy, however, a relatively large number of literati works
survive today, and they offer the opportunity to study literati art of the Northern Song.
The central focus of the traditional literati world are characters. In China,
imaginatively written characters have long been viewed as high art. This perspective on
writing dates at least to the Eastern Han (25-220), when the earliest extant essay on
calligraphy appeared, “A Polemic against Cursive Script (Fei caoshu 非草書)” by Zhao 
Yi 趙壹 (fl. mid 2nd century). The appearance of this text indicates that Chinese
calligraphy as a conscious art arose at least two thousand years ago. By the Wei-Jin 魏晉
period (220-420), calligraphic style was seen as conveying its caligrapher’s personality 
and thus was subject to evaluation by others. This caused such scholars as Wang Xizhi
and his friends to become conscious of their writing styles, and stimulated great efforts in
stylistic exploration and the development of personal calligraphic styles. As a result, the
literati left behind a large, carefully thought-out calligraphic legacy for later generations
that lends the Wei-Jin period the title of a golden age of calligraphy. Formal and stylistic
exploration of the possibilities of calligraphic form were continually expanded until, by
the Tang, formal exploration and the development of the five major types of script were
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completed in the work of such artists as Ouyang Xun, Yu Shinan 虞世南 (558-638), Chu
Suiliang 褚遂良 (596-658), Yan Zhenqing, Liu Gongquan 柳公權 (778-865) and others.
In the Northern Song, calligraphy remained central to literati life, so it was natural that it
continued to be central to the cultural activities of scholar-officials.
In literature, the “return to the past” movement emphasized the values of ancient 
prose and decried ornate styles of writing. They directed new attention to the substance of
what was expressed and strove for a balance between literary form and content while
expressing dissatisfaction with the mandatory use of parallel prose in official examination
essays and official papers. They called for a return to an ancient prose free of elaborate
prosodic constraints and the conventional ornaments of parallel prose.
The calligraphy of Yan Zhenqing, while regarded as excellent and distinctive in
his day, became increasingly popular and respected during the Song because of the praise
awarded it by Ouyang Xiu and other literati who shared his thinking. Yan’s bold, terse
style came to be viewed as not only as an alternative to the fluid elegance of the Two
Wangs’ style but was, to its adherents, a preferable.46 The style of the Two Wangs
flourished during the Eastern Jin 東晉 (317-420) and Southern Dynasties 南朝 (420-589)
during the heyday of parallel prose. Reactions against each stylistic archetype first arose
in the Tang, when Yan Zhenqing’s caligraphy and Han Yu’s ancient prose appeared. But 
these two styles were revived during the Northern Song. Their simultaneous revivals
encouraged associating these parallel developments.47
46 See Shen C.Y. Fu, “Huang T’ing-chien’s Caligraphy and His Scroll for Chang Ta-t’ung,” 206-213.
47 Ronald Egan, “Ou-yang Hsiu and Su Shih on Caligraphy,” 381-383.
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We know that the content of literature is the thoughts of its writers, but what is
the content of calligraphy? Since Ouyang Xiu, a leader of the Northern Song literary
revival, was also a passionate devotee of calligraphy, it is logical that he explored the
graphic and emotional values of Yan Zhenqing’s new caligraphic style. Ouyang’s Record
of Collected Antiquities is evidence that the theory of “caligraphy as caligrapher” would 
have appealed to him as a parallel of his thoughts on literature and The Way. Since he
believed literature was an expression of The Way, he was attracted by the idea that there
should be a similar relationship between a caligrapher’s personality and the kind of 
calligraphy he produced.
A practical problem arises with the “caligraphy as caligrapher” thesis: how can
we apply this theory? The physical appearance of a calligraphy can provide objective
information about its calligrapher, such as his style preferences and the roots of his
training. However, a source of confusion among Northern Song literati was the nature of
the relationship between a caligrapher’s personality and his caligraphy. To resolve this 
problem, Ouyang Xiu re-examined the history of calligraphy to discover an exemplar of
the “caligraphy as caligrapher” theory.
Ouyang Xiu’s search for this exemplar ended with Yan Zhenqing. Yan, born into 
a family of scholars, excelled in his studies and began an exceptional administrative
career after passing the imperial examinations. But his honesty and forthrightness made
him unpopular with officials at court, and he suffered several career setbacks. Then, Yan
proved his mettle during the An Shi Rebellion through his advanced preparations against
war and by winning several major battles against the rebels. In 764, Emperor Daizong 代
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宗 (r. 762-779) conferred the title Duke of Lu 魯公 on Yan in recognition of his loyalty
and bravery. However, the incumbent Grand Councilor, Lu Qi 盧杞 (?-ca. 785), resented
Yan’s unbending character and deliberately sent him on a dangerous mission that cost 
him his life.
Ouyang Xiu, familiar and fascinated with Yan Zhenqing’s life and career, studied 
his caligraphy and found that his integrity was embodied in it. Ouyang describes Yan’s 
caligraphic style with terms, including “resolute,” “corect,” and “forceful,” al carrying 
moralistic connotations. It is evident that Ouyang associated Yan’s heroic life with his 
rugged and forceful calligraphic style, thus applying terms of moral judgment to
calligraphy.48
Beyond analyzing a great man like Yan Zhenqing, Ouyang Xiu also offered
opinions of the work of calligraphers who lacked political achievement. Composing a
colophon for Wang Xianzhi’s王獻之 (344-386) model leter, he wrote: “Later 
generations can acquire [Wang Xianzhi’s works] as precious treasures and imagine 
meeting him in person 後世得之以為奇玩，而想見其人也.49” For Ouyang Xiu, it 
seemed evident that the style of a calligrapher represents his self and much about him.
Even the calligraphy of a calligrapher who lacks major social or political
accomplishments can reveal his personality.
As an important successor of Ouyang Xiu, Su Shi not only accepted Ouyang’s 
theory of “caligraphy as caligrapher” but expounded it as the basis of his theory of
48 Ronald Egan, “Ou-yang Hsiu and Su Shih on Caligraphy,” 372.
49 Ouyang Xiu 歐陽修, Ouyang wenzhong gong quanji 歐陽文忠公全集 (Collected writings of Ouyang
Xiu), in SBCKCB, juan 137: 1082.
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literati calligraphy and advocated it among his literary circle. As Su Shi applied this
theory to model calligraphers of the past, however, it began to appear that it might not
apply to two calligraphy masters of the Tang, Ouyang Xun and Chu Suiliang. These
apparent exceptions would be a major chalenge to Su’s theory because both these artists
were seen as great masters in their time and have sustained that reputation to the present.
But why did these two caligraphers not fit the theory that a good caligrapher’s 
writing should reflect its maker? The claim that Ouyang Xun’s caligraphy was not suited
to him was based on the criteria of what constitutes a good scholar in general. In addition
to being good at calligraphy and poetry, for example, a scholar should look the part of a
noble and distinguished gentleman. Since Ouyang Xun lacked the appropriate appearance,
no less a personage than the Emperor of Korea claimed that Ouyang was an exception,
and therefore a threat, tothe viability of Su’s theory. Su dispatched this claim with a 
simple rejoinder: the Emperor of Korea did not know enough about calligraphy to
correctly evaluate the work of Ouyang Xun. As for Chu Suiliang, some historians
claimed that he falsely slandered Liu Ji 劉洎 (?-646) who had served as a particularly
influential chancellor during the reign of Emperor Taizong of Tang (r. 627-649). Around
the new year of 646, Chu Suiliang was implicated in having accused Liu of planning to
seize power after Taizong’s death, and Taizong ordered Liu to commit suicide. Su tackled 
this issue by claiming that Chu had been framed by his enemy, Xu Jingzong 許敬宗
(592-672) who falsified an historical account of the reign of Taizong, Veritable Records
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of Taizong (Taizong shilu 太宗實錄).50 Thus, Chu did not deserve the stain on his
character brought about by this erroneous claim.51 By such means, Su Shi confidently
defended the validity of Ouyang Xiu’s theory of “caligraphy as caligrapher,” taking it so 
far as to use it to correct the judgments of other calligraphy critics.
In defending his eforts to complete and solidify Ouyang Xiu’s theory of 
calligraphy, Su Shi could not rest his efforts solely on calligraphers of the past–it had to
be applicable to contemporary masters as well. As an example of a master who met his
theory’s criteria, Su Shi picked out a famous hermit, Lin Bu林逋 (968-1028). Lin was a
famous poet in his time and later in life lived as a recluse near West Lake 西湖 in
Hangzhou 杭州. His works and seclusion won him national fame. Offered prestigious
government posts, he determinedly refused all civic duties in pursuit of his ideal life.
According to Ouyang Xiu and Su Shi’s theory, Lin Bu’s caligraphy (fig. 1.1) would have
to correspond to his lofty personality. With this in mind, Lin’s thin, forceful strokes and
stable character structures were seen by Su Shi and Huang Tingjian to reflect his noble
character. By virtue of their arguments, Shi and Huang made Lin Bu’s style the historical 
archetype of hermit calligraphy.52
Beginning with the Yuanfeng 元豐 era (1078-1085), the theory of “caligraphy 
as caligrapher” became the common standard for evaluating the quality of caligraphy. 
50 Wang Yuanjun 王元軍, “Liu Ji zhi si zhenxiang kaosuo劉洎之死真相考索 (Research on the truth of
Liu Ji’s death),” Renwen zazhi 人文雜誌 5 (1992): 87-90.
51 Su Shi 蘇軾, Su Shi wenji 蘇軾文集 (Collected writings of Su Shi) (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1986),
juan 69: 2206.
52 He Yanchiuan, “Lin Bu Erzha yu yinshi shufeng 林逋《二札》與隱士書風 (Lin Bu’s Two Letters and
eremitic caligraphy),” National Palace Museum monthly of Chinese Art 故宮文物月刊 273 (2005), 46-59.
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Even Yang Xiong’s楊雄 (53 BC-18 AD) famous phrase “Literature is the image of the 
mind 書，心畫也” was transformed into “Caligraphy is the image of the mind,” which 
became evenmore popular than Yang’s original phrase. Eventualy, “image of mind” 
became asynonym for “caligraphy.”53 This correspondence of inner self with such outer
manifestations ofself as “appearance, behavior, or aesthetic endeavor” is aptly
conceptualized by Amy McNairas “characterology.”54
Although the Ouyang Xiu’s theory may appear internaly consistent, its 
overemphasis on the correspondence between moral values and calligraphy encounters a
dilemma. The unspoken assumption in Ouyang’s book is that admirable caligraphy is 
produced by a person of admirable character. But he could not reasonably explain
documented cases of immoral persons creating excellent calligraphy. Ouyang brings up
this problem in his book, noting that he both admired and detested an excellent
calligraphic work from the Court of the infamous Empress Wu of the Tang.55
Northern Song literati found no logical solution to this problem; even today,
critics object to Ouyang Xiu’s theory because of this dilemma. In my opinion, the theory 
proposed by Ouyang Xiu is valid with respect to Chinese calligraphy to the extent that
each calligrapher has a distinctive style.56 However, the narow meaning of “caligraphy 
as calligrapher” in the sense of “caligraphy’s morality as its caligrapher’s morality” is 
53 He Yanchiuan, “Ya wei xinyin－Beisong wenren chidu zhong de huaya 押為心印－北宋文人尺牘中的
花押 (Imprints of the mind: On Northern Sung ciphers in leters),” in Founding Paradigms－Northern
Sung Art and Culture, 626-628.
54 Amy McNair, The Upright Brush, 1.
55 Ronald C. Egan, “Ou-yang Hsiu and Su Shih on Caligraphy,” 373-374.
56 Shen C. Y. Fu and Marilyn Fu, Studies in Connoisseurship: Chinese Paintings from the Arthur M.
Sackler Collection in New York and Princeton (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1973); Shen C. Y. Fu,
Traces of the Brush: Studies in Chinese Calligraphy (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Art
Gallery, 1977).
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difficult to prove. First, this is because it is impossible to make an objective judgment of
morality. Secondly, the morality of a calligraphy is more abstract and obscure than the
morality of an individual, and thus far no convincing method has been developed to judge
the morality of calligraphy. The brushwork and aesthetics of a calligraphic work are
easily perceived and described, but there is no way to measure the ethical value of a
calligraphy. We must note that controversies over whether a good calligrapher has good
ethics often stem from inaccurate evaluations of his morality. Zhang Ruitu 張瑞圖
(1570-1641) is an excellent example of this situation.57 Zhang was falsely implicated in
the crimes of the corrupt eunuch Wei Zhongxian 魏忠賢 (1568-1627), and was stripped
of his ranks and sent home as a commoner. Zhang was well versed in calligraphy, with a
style defined by bold and vigorous strokes. However, these false accusations affected his
standing as an artist, and he was vilified by Chinese art historians. But regardless of
whether the morality of a caligraphy does not match its caligrapher’s ethics, there
remain mutual correspondences between a personal calligraphic style and the
calligrapher.
When a caligraphic style is related to a caligrapher’s personality, that style may 
be viewed as a kind of language, meaning that a scholar may express his opinions
through his selections among ancient calligraphic styles. From the perspective of such
scholars, calligraphic styles developed by ancient masters can be turned into symbols that
can be understood by their social peers. Moreover, in the Northern Song, calligraphic
57 He Yanchiuan, “Wanming shujia Zhang Ruitu zhi lishi xingxiang yu shushi diwei晚明書家張瑞圖之歷
史形象與書史地位 (The historical image and calligraphic status of the late Ming calligrapher Zhang
Ruitu),” The National Palace Museum Research Quarterly 故宮學術季刊, vol. 22, no. 2 (2004): 67-99.
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style could function as a tool of political argument. Ouyang Xiu and Su Shi viewed the
calligraphy of Yan Zhenqing as a visual embodiment of values with which they hoped to
associate themselves. They believed that Yan’s bold, natural calligraphic style reflected
his unshakable integrity as opposed to the more superficially elegant manner of Wang
Xizhi promoted by the imperial court. Thus, the literati of the Northern Song used
calligraphic style as a means of defining themselves and their politics.58
While literature can express a writer’s thoughts directly, in a time of strict 
literary surveillance it seemed inadvisable to use literature to express the political
disappointments of literati who were discontent with the imperial court. For example,
when Su Shi was accused of satirizing members of the court, he was almost executed.
Eventually, he was exiled to Huangzhou 黃州 for a lengthy exile. This was taken as a
lesson against writing material that the enemies of the literati could construe as critiquing
the court.
Even so, the accumulating discontent of the literati toward the central power
sought an outlet. Their choice was to utilize caligraphy’s capacity for political expression 
using the political implications associated with various script types and styles. This
creates a political language that would not easily be discerned by those in the central
government but would serve as a means of communicating the opinions of literati within
their own circle.
Literature by Northern Song scholar-officials most directly represents their
thoughts and opinions, so it is the most important of primary materials for researching the
58 Amy McNair, The Upright Brush, 1-15.
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history of the scholars of this period. And yet, variants of literary works are common, for
the content of literature may be purposely altered for literary or political reasons or may
be accidentally changed by misreadings and misunderstandings. Unlike literature,
original caligraphies are concrete artifacts of caligraphers’ hands and lives, and thus, 
despite uncertainties that surround the problem of copies, fakes, and engraved and
re-engraved versions and their rubbings, can present future observers with an irreducible
presence from the past. This aspect of calligraphy explains why Ouyang Xiu constantly
emphasized the importance of knowing a calligrapher through studying his calligraphy.
When we try to understand the cultural history of the Northern Song, the calligraphy that
the literati daily practiced is undoubtedly an important primary source of information.
Through their calligraphic works, we can discern not only the art theories and other
achievements of the literati, but also their personalities, emotions, and thoughts.
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1.3 Northern Song Calligraphy
The general development of Northern Song calligraphy may be illustrated by the
calligraphy of the Four Masters of the Song: Cai Xiang, Su Shi, Huang Tingjian, and Mi
Fu. But an obvious diference exists between Cai Xiang’s work and that of the three other 
calligraphers. Cai, as the first artist to synthesize the contrasting styles of Wang Xizhi and
Yan Zhenqing, wrote in a style more anchored in the classic styles of the Jin and Tang–
those of the Two Wangs and their successors in the court of the early Tang.59 These older
styles were popular in the early Northern Song, andtherefore Cai Xiang’s work is more 
imbued with the calligraphic legacy of the former dynasties. By comparison, the later
efforts of Su, Huang, and Mi not only developed into distinctively different styles based
on their individual personalities, but also established what became the paradigms of
literati calligraphy.
The quality of calligraphy had declined by the earlier Northern Song, even in the
time of Ouyang Xiu, the situation was not much improved. Concerned, Ouyang was of
the opinion that former dynasties, especially the Tang, had generally higher calligraphic
standards than in his own day. He regarded the Tang as a golden age of calligraphy and
felt that calligraphy had considerably declined since then. Ouyang and other literati held
that calligraphy was a major criterion by which candidates for the Tang government and
civil service examination had been evaluated, and thus they made the quality of
calligraphy a major criterion in judging their eligibilities and performances.
59 Amy McNair, “The Sung CalligrapherTs’ai Hsiang,” 61-75.
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Ouyang’s disparagement of Northern Song calligraphy was related to the heavy
loss of calligraphic works during the late Tang and Five Dynasties.60 As for extant
caligraphies from Ouyang’s time, they are generaly inferior to those from the Tang and 
Five Dynasties. Ouyang’s concern with the quality of recent and contemporary
calligraphy seems to have been well-founded.
Ouyang Xiu was not the sole advocate of calligraphy in the Northern Song. Once
the second Song emperor, Taizong, had settled the business of unifying his empire, he,
too, showed great enthusiasm for calligraphy. He not only intended to learn the art but
began collecting ancient calligraphies with enthusiasm, directing that ancient
masterworks be gathered from all parts of the empire. In addition, he ordered that some
of these pieces be carved into wooden blocks and kept in the palace. Much like Ouyang,
Taizong is said to have been displeased by what he considered the low quality of
contemporary calligraphy. To disseminate examples of good work, he ordered that the
examples of calligraphy in the imperial collection be carved into wooden blocks in 992.
Rubbings of these blocks were compiled into an anthology, Model Calligraphies from the
Imperial Archives of the Chunhua Era (Chunhuage tie 淳化閣帖). This work was
assembled by a court calligrapher, Wang Zhu 王著 (?-992), who also served as Taizong’s 
caligraphy tutor. Wang’s connoisseurship, however, was criticized by later scholars, 
including Mi Fu and Huang Bosi 黃伯思 (1079-1118). The selections in Model
Calligraphies from the Imperial Archives of the Chunhua Era show a strong preference
for the styles of the Two Wangs, with full half the anthology devoted to works attributed
60 Ronald C. Egan, “Ou-yang Hsiu and Su Shih on Caligraphy,” 374-375.
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to them.61 Regardless of the quality of Model Calligraphies from the Imperial Archives
of the Chunhua Era , its emphasis on the work of the Two Wangs was a significant step in
continuing and expanding the authoritative position enjoyed by their work in the history
of Chinese calligraphy.
Once Model Calligraphies from the Imperial Archives of the Chunhua Era was
complete, Taizong added to its prestige and fame by awarding copies to high-ranking
officials. Although relatively few examples of the original anthology were circulated,
some owners of the originals had them re-carved and further distributed. As a result of
these re-cuttings, the anthology achieved a wide circulation, which encouraged the literati
to collect and study the work of the Two Wangs and the model letters school they
represented.62
The compilation and circulation of Model Calligraphies from the Imperial
Archives of the Chunhua Era was the most important cultural event of the Song dynasty.
Not only was it an example of well-oiled teamwork between emperor and literati, but it
allowed important calligraphies once confined to the imperial collection to become
widely known among the elite. The numerous re-cuttings of the original anthology
stimulated a demand for information on historic models of calligraphy, and they played a
61 Ronald C. Egan, “Ou-yang Hsiu and Su Shih on Caligraphy,” 376.
62 Amy McNair, “The Engraved Model-Leters Compendia of the Song Dynasty.” Journal of American
Oriental Society, vol. 114, no.2 (1994): 209-225; Harold Mok, “Chunhuage tie yu shufa lingu《淳化閣帖》
與書法臨古 (Model Calligraphies from the Imperial Archives of the Chunhua Era and modeling on the
past in caligraphy),” in Chunhuage tie kanke 1010 nian jinian lunwenji《淳化閣帖》刊刻 1010 年紀念論
文集 (The anthology in memory of 1010th anniversary of the Model Calligraphies from the Imperial
Archives of the Chunhua Era), ed. Ho Pik-ki 何碧琪 (Hong Kong: The Chinese University Press, 2003),
182-188.
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major role in promoting the spread and knowledge of calligraphy.63
The popularity of Model Calligraphies from the Imperial Archives of the
Chunhua Era demonstrates the hunger of Northern Song literati for examples of
calligraphy by the great artists of the past. Despite criticisms of the quality of Model
Calligraphies from the Imperial Archives of the Chunhua Era, the benefits it brought to
the art of calligraphy outweighed its negatives. To the resource-starved Northern Song
literati, it gave the appearance of being a complete history of calligraphy, and its wide
distribution proved a major contribution to the promotion and improvement of
calligraphy in the Northern Song. It also laid a foundation for the future research and
study of calligraphy by later scholars.
While members of the aristocracy and high court officials collected original
historic works of caligraphy that belonged to China’s cultural patrimony, more ordinary 
students of calligraphy had access to famous masterworks only as rubbings taken from
stone or wood engravings of the originals. Most rubbings taken from wood carvings
stemmed from Model Calligraphies from the Imperial Archives of the Chunhua Era or its
reproductions, thus further promoting the school of the Two Wangs. During the Northern
Song dynasty, eleventh-century literati looked to the calligraphy of the Jin and Tang as
the classical tradition. Wang Xizhi continued to be regarded as the principle model of
calligraphy for early Northern Song calligraphers. Cai Xiang was representative of
calligraphers influenced by this vogue for Wang’s style, and his caligraphy clearly 
63 Zhongwei 仲威 and Shen Chuanfeng 沈傳鳳, Gumo xinyan: Chunhuage tie zongheng tan 古墨新研：淳
化閣帖縱橫談 (Syudy on the Model Calligraphies from the Imperial Archives of the Chunhua Era)
(Shanghai: Shanghai shudian chubanshe, 2000), 30-33.
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displays the elegant, fluent beauty of the Jin dynasty. Cai’s classicaly-oriented style
stimulated a revival of calligraphy, and his work received high praise from Ouyang Xiu
and Su Shi. In the eyes of later critics, Cai Xiang’s style might seem lacking in originality 
compared to the individualist work of Su Shi, Huang Tingjian, and Mi Fu, but these latter
artists recognized how remarkable were Cai’s achievements in the context of his time. 
After him, Northern Song calligraphy moved on to a new phase that became the golden
age of Northern Song calligraphy.
The influence of Yan Zhenqing’s style in Cai Xiang’s work is an indication that 
the preference for the Two Wang’s classical style was ebbing. Cai’s work is thepivotal
point with respect to the competing influences of Yan and the Wangs on early Northern
Song calligraphy. First, he successfully combined the styles of Wang Xizhi and Yan
Zhenqing into a new synthesis. Secondly, the success of this synthesis encouraged later
caligraphers to embrace Yan Zhenqing’s style, which had lacked adherents before Cai’s 
time.64 None of Yan’s works had been colected in Model Calligraphies from the
Imperial Archives of the Chunhua Era, suggesting that Yan’s work had not conformed to
the emperor’s taste.65 Yet, despite its lack of oficial recognition, Yan’s art played more 
than a period role in the history of calligraphy.
Yan Zhenqing’s remarkable life history caused Ouyang Xiu and other literati to 
take notice of his distinctivehand. Ouyang Xiu not only adopted Yan’s style as his own 
but also, in his Record of Collected Antiquities, praised his calligraphy and moral stature.
After Ouyang Xiu and Cai Xiang, Su Shi, Huang Tingjian, and Mi Fu were also
64 Amy McNair, “The Sung CalligrapherTs’ai Hsiang,” 71.
65 Amy McNair, The Upright Brush, 105-110.
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influenced by Yan’s caligraphy, which gradually developed into a major influence on the
art of calligraphy as it became another paradigm parallel to the work of Wang Xizhi, the
“sage of caligraphy.” Su Shi even claimed that Yan’s caligraphy atained an ultimate 
state in the development of Chinese calligraphy.66 The stylistic gap between the styles of
Yan and the Wangs is pronounced, and the expanding prevalence of Yan’s style suggests 
that the imperial taste of calligraphy advocated by Taizong had partly yielded to the taste
of the literati.
The long popularity of Wang Xizhi’s style was sustained by periodic orthodox 
revivals, but the rise of Yan’s work was more a turn to the role of the idea in calligraphy.
Ouyang Xiu was largely responsible for the notion that since art reveals the nature of its
makers, artistic models should be chosen on the basis of the morality and character of
their makers. In the calligraphy of the Northern Song, three masters, Su Shi, Huang
Tingjian, and Mi Fu, stand out. Each of these developed both a distinctively personal and
celebrated calligraphic style and left a body of critical writings on calligraphy. While
their criticism and thoughts are important to the study of this subject, Ouyang Xiu’s 
attention to ancient inscriptions is the origin for what later developed into major Song
approaches to calligraphy.67
It is significant that Su Shi and Huang Tingjian became representatives of
Northern Song literati calligraphy. Both encountered considerable opposition in their
political careers and experienced multiple political exiles as a result. But their banishment
from the center of thought and culture to remote areas not only reduced the influence of
66 Su Shi, Su Shi wenji, juan 70: 2210.
67 Ronald C. Egan, “Ou-yang Hsiu and Su Shih on Caligraphy,” 365-419.
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the conventional on their thinking but seemed to encourage each to turn inward and
develop his personal resources. This permitted them to more easily express their
individual emotions and aesthetics, in their startlingly novel styles of calligraphy.
A major contribution by Su Shi was his belief art should be viewed as a means of
self-expression. He applied this to calligraphy as well as to poetry and painting, and this
idea continued to influence calligraphers in later generations. Since art was an important
means by which Su Shi released his emotions and expressed his affections, he saw it as
an integral part of life. In spite of frustrations in his political career, Su’s Confucian 
adherence to the service of the state and his political ambitions prevented him from
retiring into seclusion and indulging in art exclusively. Yet, through spiritual
transcendence in the realm of art, Su Shi could at times extricate his mind from the
tumultuous world of politics.68
Su Shi viewed art as a release for emotions and a vehicle through which scholars
may communicate their personality and ethical values. In his Poems on Cold Food
Festival (fig. 1.2), Su successfully transformed an art form from aesthetics to
psychological expression. Su’s caligraphy is the expression of his personality, of the 
fullness and depth of his life experience in its psychological and spiritual dimensions.69
The achievements of his calligraphy not only demonstrate that the theory of literati
calligraphy is a feasible basis for art creation, but they also guaranteed its mainstream
position among later generations. Su Shi and his calligraphy have been viewed as an ideal
68 Bor-hua Wang, “Su Shih’s Art of Writing and His Han-shih T’ieh”, 319-326.
69 See Susan Bush,The Chinese Literati on Painting: Su Shih to Tong Ch’i-ch’ang(Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1971), 29-43; see also Chuan-hsing Ho, “Altered States: Su Shi’s Poetry and 
Caligraphy in Exile,”Orientations, vol. 38, no. 1 (2007): 42-47.
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example of the theory of “caligraphy as caligrapher” in the history of Chinese 
calligraphy.
The calligraphy of Huang Tingjian has also been viewed as representative of
literati calligraphy and as related to his life in exile. Exile had important effects on Huang
Tingjian’s art and life. After his exile to Qianzhou黔州, Sichuan, he had the opportunity
to see the famous scroll of cursive script by the Tang master Huaisu 懷素 (fl. late eighth
century) and was deeply moved. He also devoted time to studying Chan and calligraphy.
Emotionally, he began to feel discontent and a melancholia that led to moodiness and
depression. However, since Huang’s Confucian upbringing and the prevailing social code 
made the direct expression of unhappiness unacceptable, he suppressed his emotions with
self discipline. Except that, for him, calligraphy became a practical yet discreet means for
releasing his accumulated feelings and expressing his emotions. Huang’s caligraphy is 
not only an expression of his learning and literary achievement, but also of his life and
years in exile, with the result that his late calligraphy is at once powerful, dynamically
slanted from the vertical, decisively individual, and complexly expressive.70
The last of the great Song masters, Mi Fu, is a contrast to Su and Huang in life
style and caligraphy. The development of Mi Fu’s caligraphy was driven by his 
obsessive quest for authentic models of ancient calligraphy. He strove for superiority in
connoisseurship through his writings and calligraphic style, both of which demonstrate
his abundant knowledge of rare calligraphies which he acquired by persistent efforts to
70 Shen C. Y. Fu, “Huang T’ing-chien’s Caligraphy and His Scroll for Chang Ta-t’ung,” 253-257; see also
Peter Sturman, “Silencing the Cry of Cold Insects: Meaning and Design in the Exile Calligraphy of Huang
Tingjian and Su Shi,” Oriental Art, vol. 46, no. 5 (2000): 10-18.
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seek out and study them. As an artist, Mi Fu moved from an initial absorption in Tang
masters’ styles to a passion for the sensuous art and romantic lives of the Eastern Jin
aristocrats Wang Xizhi and his son, Wang Xianzhi. Mi Fu reassessed the status and style
of Wang Xizhi and promoted the style of the Jin masters. He also recreated an image and
understanding of their styles through his critical writings and particularly through his
copies, which have become so inextricably mixed with the corpus of works attributed to
the Two Wangs that many extant originals attributed to the Two Wangs are probably
copies by Mi. For some time, the tradition of the Two Wangs has consisted not in original
calligraphic works, which no longer exist, but in the continual, successive replacement of
earlier copies by later copies that at once preserve and distort the original image.71
Although Mi Fu did not experience the shocks to career and emotions suffered
by Su and Huang, this does not disqualify him from being a representative literati
caligrapher. According to the theory of “caligraphy as caligrapher,” Mi’s caligraphy 
captures his unique feelings, emotions, and ideas. The aesthetic idea of “the even and 
light, or bland (pingdan 平淡)” became wel-known to later generations through Mi Fu’s 
writings. He first focused on the aesthetic of blandness when appointed prefect of the
military commandery at Lianshui漣水 (modern northern Jiangsu). To Mi Fu’s life and art, 
Lianshui became as important as Huangzhou was to Sui Shi’s, because Mi’s critical
theories, which are thought to have lent greater maturity to his style, were synthesized
here. He languished in Lianshui for three years, a period that amounted to exile for Mi Fu,
during which he sought to express a bland manner in his calligraphy. He purported to find
71 Lothar Ledderose, Mi Fu and the Classical Tradition of Chinese Calligraphy, 45-94.
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the ideal expression of the principle of the bland in a quiet, contained work attributed to
Wang Xizhi; in it, he claimed to perceive Wang’s every thought and emotion.72 He
endeavored to reconstruct the original concept of the work of the Two Wangs and to
rediscover new meaning in their style.
Xue Shaopeng 薛紹彭 (fl. late eleventh century) shared with his good friend Mi
Fu an interest in collecting, but these friends had different attitudes toward learning from
ancient models of calligraphy. Xue meticulously imitated the styles of various Jin and
Tang calligraphers, and his work better conveys the classical styles of the Jin and Tang
dynasties. Mi Fu, equally interested in the same classical models, treated them differently
by dynamically transforming them into a personal style. Although Xue and Mi were close
friends and shared many ideas on collecting and creating, their works became, in the
history of calligraphy, prototypes of different approaches to the treatment of earlier
models because of their differing personalities and life experiences.73
From the examples of Mi Fu and Xue Shaopeng, it is evident that the aesthetic
qualities of simplicity–the plain, the natural, the unaffected, lack of adornment–began
to gain value in the late Northern Song. This new aesthetic of the plain was related to the
philosophy of Chan, also popular in the Northern Song. Cultivating the friendships of
Chan monks was a popular activity for Northern Song literati. The Chan monks were
mostly well-educated intellectuals, and many had been scholar-officials before converting
to their faith. They traveled the country, composed poems, and enjoyed music, painting,
72 Peter C. Sturman, Mi Fu, 121-149.
73 Lu Huiwen 盧慧紋, “Xue Shaopeng shufa biannian yu xiangguan wenti薛紹彭書法編年與相關問題
(On Hsüeh Shao-p’eng and his caligraphy),” in Founding Paradigms–Northern Sung Art and Culture,
659-688.
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and calligraphy, making their life style similar in these respects to those of their scholar
friends. Numerous documents and amusing anecdotes record teacher-student relations
and inspiring discussions between literati and Chan monks. As scholars and monks
became better acquainted, they discovered mutual affinities in thought, philosophy, and
feeling. The simplicity, subtlety, and naturalness of Chan were viewed as the essence of
what scholars saw as beauty. Under the influence of Chan ideals, intellectuals evolved an
aesthetic different from the typical values and tastes of the late Tang and early Northern
Sung periods. At the same time, owing to an unaffected plainness in the calligraphic style
of the late Han artist Zhong You, calligraphers became increasingly interested in studying
his calligraphy. Compared to Tang masters, Zhong’s work was a fresh and novel resource 
for Northern Song literati, who realized that his style had been obscured by the popularity
of the styles of the Two Wang’s and of the Tang. They tried to unveil its essence by 
studying materials contemporary to Zhong You or related to his manner. Adopting
features of these materials and embodying them in their practice, Northern Song scholars
reconstructed and extended the aesthetic of Zhong You.74
The emperor Huizong, the last outstanding calligrapher of the Northern Song,
cannot be omitted from our discussion. Sharing many of the ideas and values of literati
caligraphers, he developed an unusual style of regular script known as “slender gold 
script” (shoujin shu 瘦金書)” (fig. 1.3) that is similar to the work of the Tang master Xue
Yao 薛曜 (fl. late 7th century) (fig. 1.4). Slender gold script is a running-regular script
composed of fine, attenuated strokes with elaborate, exaggerated stroke-ends and an
74 Hui-liang J. Chu, 12-34, 94, 111, 117.
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elegantly refined appearance. Its elaborate brushwork and tight, firm structures make
slender gold spiritually close to Tang regular script. At first glance, its outer appearance
seems markedly different from the calligraphic styles of the literati school, but the
philosophy of its creation is the same as that behind the theory of “caligraphy as 
caligrapher.” Thus, the exquisite elegance of slender gold script evinces the imperial 
breath of an emperor even as it contrasts with the plain simplicity of literati styles. The
distinctive style of slender gold also appropriately reflects Huizong’s reform measures in 
politics and his ambitious revivals of culture.75 In the end, it constitutes a vivid image of
the character of Song Huizong.
Throughout the Northern Song, each style developed by a major artist presented
the personality, artistic aesthetic, and private feelings of its calligrapher. As Ouyang Xiu
remarked, we may meet calligraphers in person by observing their calligraphy. The high
level of calligraphic accomplishment by Northern Song literati became a paradigm for
later generations.
In addition to talent of artists, a larger cultural context including ideology and
politics, material culture also played an important role in the development of Northern
Song aesthetics. To Chinese calligraphy, the so-called four treasures of the study (brush,
ink, paper and stone) are the fundamental tools. Since calligraphy became a fine art, these
four materials have not changed significantly. However, we cannot underestimate how
minute changes may impact the style of calligraphy. In fact, in additional to issues in
styles and other related topics, Song literati passionately and heatedly discussed the
75 Peter K. Bol, “Whither the Emperor? Emperor Huizong, the New Policies, and the Tang-Song
Transition,” Journal of Song and Yuan Studies 31 (2001): 103-134.
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materiality of the four treasures, leaving a huge quantity of writings on the subject for
later generations. Much information on Northern Song material culture survives. In the
follow chapters, I would like to center my discussion on re-examining the four treasures’
development in the Northern Song period and the literati’s research into the materiality of
these objects in order to re-construct the greater material culture of calligraphy.
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Chapter 2
The Materiality of Northern Song Calligraphy
For centuries, the development of Chinese calligraphy has relied not only on the
innovations of calligraphers but also the nature of the four essential tools with which it is
written. The ductility of the soft animal hair used to make writing brushes enables great
flexibility and variety in the kinds of lines, dots, and strokes a calligrapher can make. The
nature of ink and paper further govern what a calligrapher can do. The texture and
absorption rate of the substrate, for example, govern the behavior of ink on such materials
as paper or silk, while ink variations in the tint and density of ink (light gray to deep
black, wet to dry, thin to thick) also affect the aesthetics of writing. Finally, the ink stones
on which cakes of dry ink are rubbed in water provide the means of transforming ink into
a liquid, usable form and are the sites for determining the qualities of ink mentioned
above.
A long history of emphasizing individual artistic creativity has led generations of
calligraphy scholars to neglect the fundamental importance of these practical writing
materials. Researching calligraphy without reference to the materials with which it is
written provides an inadequate view of this art form because it assumes, for example, that
all calligraphers used the same writing materials throughout history, and, at any given
time, it ignores the impacts of these materials on the written results. The “four treasures 
of the study” developed continualy over the course of caligraphy history and not only 
did they change calligraphy over time but came to form their own traditions of
manufacture, materiality, and aesthetics. Because of their pivotal role in the practice of
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writing, the four treasures of the study share an inseparable relationship with Chinese
calligraphy.
These four writing tools appeared long ago in China, and they were often
mentioned individually or as a group, but they were first known by the group phrase
“four treasures of the study” in texts that date to the Northern Song dynasty. The 
Northern Song literatus Mei Yaochen 梅堯臣 (1002-1060) uses this term in his
writings;76 the famous neo-Confucian thinker Shao Yong 邵雍 (1012-1077) also
mentions this group of tools in a poem.77 In addition to these sparse records in Northern
Song anthologies, the well-known art collector Su Yijian wrote the earliest extant
monograph, Notes on the Four [Treasures] of the Study. This tract is the most important
reference on the four treasures in the Northern Song. Su’s book is discussed by the editors 
of Comprehensive Library of the Four Treasuries in the Wenyuan Hall (Wenyuange siku
quanshu 文淵閣四庫全書), who note:
Book Catalogue of Suichu Hall (Suichutang shumu) by You Mao 尤袤
[1127-1194] records a Notes of the Four Treasures of the Study (Wenfang
sibaopu) as well as another work, Sequel to Notes of the Four Treasures of the
Study (Xu Wenfang sibaopu); and yet, this work is now titled only as Wenfang
sipu, which matches the title in History of the Song Dynasty. It is possible that a
later editor deleted the character bao (treasures) for its lack of grace.
尤袤《遂初堂書目》作《文房四寳譜》，又有《續文房四寳譜》，此止題《文
房四譜》，與《宋史》本傳相同，葢後人嫌其不雅，刪去一字也。78
76 Mei Yaochen 梅堯臣, Wanling xiansheng ji 宛陵先生集 (Collected writings of Mei Yaochen), in
SBCKCB, juan 36: 306.
77 Shao Yong 邵雍, Yichuan jirang ji 伊川擊壤集 (Collected writings of Shao Yong), in SBCKCB, juan 14:
102.
78 See Tiyao 提要 (Summary), Su Yijian 蘇易簡, Wenfang sipu 文房四譜 (Notes of the four [treasures] of
the study), in WYGSKQS, 2.
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That is, the editors argue here the that character “treasure” was deleted from the title of 
Su’s title owing to its lack of elegance, which helps explain his title’s curent brevity. 
Additionally, the Buddhist monk Huihong Juefan 慧洪覺範 (1071-1128) noted that his
friend Li Demao 李德茂 views brush, ink cake, paper, and ink stone as his “four friends,” 
but also refers to the four treasures of the study as per Su Yijian.79 The editor’s atention 
to such detail shows that WYGSKQS is a worthy reference source, and this assures us
that “four of the study” in Su Yijian’s Notes on the Four [Treasures] of the Study refers to
the four treasures of writing.
Regardless of whether the tools of writing were caled “four treasures” or “four 
friends,” they appear frequently as a consistent group in the writings of Northern Song
literati. As early as the Tang dynasty (618-906), the four tools were personified in
literature. For example, Han Yu 韓愈 (768-824), the leading literary figure of the High
Tang, wrote Biography of My Brush (Mao Ying zhuan 毛穎傳), which he named Mao
Ying. His brush biography also personified his ink cake, paper, and ink stone as Chen
Xuan 陳玄 of Jiangzhou 絳州, Tao Hong 陶泓 of Hongnong commandery 弘農郡, and
Mr. Chu 褚 of Kuaiji commandery 會稽郡, all three of whom were friends of Mao
Ying.80 The locations mentioned here apparently are where Han’s equipment originated.
Although occasional documents concerning the four treasures of the study appeared
79 Huihong Juefan 慧洪覺範, Shimen wenzichan 石門文字禪 (Literary Chan from Shimen), in SBCKCB,
juan 23: 259.
80 Han Yu 韓愈, Han Changli wenji jiaozhu 韓昌黎文集校注 (Collected writings of Han Yu), annotated
Guo Xiang 郭象, (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1986), juan 8: 566.
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before the Northern Song, thorough discussion of the subject did not begin until this time.
Illustrations of the four writing tools reveal that they had transcended their practical
function and had become elevated to the level of collectibles.
This chapter will introduce the development of the four treasures during the
Northern Song dynasty. It will focus on their material qualities as expressed in the
writings of Northern Song literati and will demonstrate that these four instruments played
a central role in literati writing practices.
Northern Song literati not only praised the four treasures but also explored in
depth their materiality and functional purposes in the context of practical daily writing.
Many Northern Song scholars became involved in the manufacture of these materials.
Since the scale of Northern Song scholarly engagement in the production of writing
instruments exceeded that of both former and later dynasties, it is worthwhile exploring
developments in calligraphy tools attributed to Northern Song literati.
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2.1 Brush
Calligraphy brushes have a long history in China. It is believed that the lines on
Neolithic pottery were drawn with a brush even though no Neolithic brushes have yet
been discovered.81 Most of the oracle-bone inscriptions from the Shang 商 dynasty
(sixteenth to eleventh century BC) were incised with knives, but some were hand-written
in red or black ink.82 A pottery shard uncovered in 1932 at the Shang dynasty capital of
Yin 殷 at Anyang 安陽, Henan 河南, bears the character si 祀 (worship) in black ink (fig.
2.1). The strokes of this character show traits of having been written with an animal hair
brush, including a line of varied thickness,83 proving that the brush was used in the
process of creating oracle-bone inscriptions. In 1954, a well-preserved brush with a
length of 18.5 cm and a diameter of 0.4 cm was found in a timber-chambered tomb of the
late Warring States period (475-221 BC) excavated in Changsha 長沙, Hunan 湖南 (fig.
2.2). The tuft is made of high quality rabbit hair known as purple hair. The base of the tuft
was bound to the outside of a bamboo tube or brush handle, a technique that differs from
the contemporary method of inserting the base of the tuft into the handle’s holow tube.84
81 Liang Siyong 梁思永, “Xiaotun, Longshan yu Yangshao 小屯、龍山與仰韶 (Xiaotun, Longshan, and
Yangshao),” Studies Presented to Ts’ai Yuan P’ei on His Sixty-fifth Birthday 慶祝蔡元培先生六十五歲論
文集 (Beiping: Guoli zhongyang yanjiuyuan, 1935), vol. 2, 555-568.
82 Roswel S. Briton, “Oracle-Bone Color Pigments,” Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies, vol. 2, no. 1
(1937): 1.
83 Li Yongdi 李永迪 ed., Yinxu chutu qiwu xuancui: qingzhu Zhongyang yanjiuyuan lishi yuyan yanjiusuo
bashi zhounian 殷墟出土器物選粹：慶祝中央研究院歷史語言研究所八十週年 (Selected objects
excavated from Yinxu: In celebration of the eightieth anniversary of the Institute of History and Philology,
Academia Sinica) (Taipei: Zhongyanyuan shiyusuo, 2009), 278.
84 Hunansheng wenwu guanli weiyuanhui 湖南省文物管理委員會, “Changsha Zuojiagong shan de
Zhanguo muguomu 長沙左家公山的戰國木槨墓 (A timber-chambered tomb of the late Warring States
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When the First Emperor of the Qin 秦 dynasty (221-206 BC) unified the country
after centuries of disunion, he also standardized the style and character forms of the
written language. In the process, various types of brush identified throughout the empire
came to be known collectively by the term bi 筆 (brush).85 Three brushes were excavated
in 1975 from a tomb of 217 BC at the Shuihudi 睡虎地 cemetery in Yunmeng 雲夢
county, Hunan. The handle of so-caled “Brush 60” was 18.2 cm in length and 0.4 cm in 
diameter, was made of bamboo, and had a depression scooped out of one end to a depth
of 2.5 cm to accommodate the base of the tuft.86 This innovation in affixing the tuft to
the handle continues today.
Excavated brushes dating to the Western Han 西漢 (206 BC-24 AD) reveal two
methods for affixing brush tuft to handle. One is to insert the base of the tuft into the
hollowed brush handle and adhere it with lacquer. An example of this technique may be
seen in a brush found at Mozuizi 磨嘴子, Wuwei 武威 in 1972, which interestingly also
had its maker’s name incised on the handle.87 This method of brush-making conforms to
the description in Rhapsody on the Brush (Bi fu 筆賦) by Cai Yong 蔡邕 (132-192),
which describes a tuft made of rabbit hair gathered in the twelfth month of the lunar
period excavated on Mt. Zuojiagong, Changsha),” Wenwu cankao ziliao 文物參考資料 12 (1954): 8.
85 Xu Shen 許慎, Shuowen jiezi 說文解字 (Analysis of characters as an explanation of writing),
WYGSKQS, juan 3-b: 11.
86 Xiaogan diqu dierqi yigong yinong wenwu kaogu xunlianban 孝感地區第二期亦工亦農文物考古訓練
班, “Hubei Yunmeng Shuihudi shiyihao Qinmu fajue jianbao湖北雲夢睡虎地十一號秦墓發掘簡報
(Excavation report of Qin Tomb no. 11 in Shuihudi, Yunmeng),” Wenwu 文物 6 (1976): 4; Yunmeng
Shuihudi Qinmu bianxiezu 雲夢睡虎地秦墓編寫組 ed., Yunmeng Shuihudi Qinmu 雲夢睡虎地秦墓 (The
Qin tombs at Shuihudi, Yunmeng) (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 1981).
87 Gansusheng bowuguan 甘肅省博物館, “Wuwei Mozuizi sanzuo Hanmu fajue jianbao武威磨嘴子三座
漢墓發掘簡報 (Excavation report on three Han tombs at Mozuizi, Wuwei),” Wenwu 12 (1972): 15-16.
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calendar and a handle cut from mottled bamboo. Lacquer and silk thread were used to
attach tuft to handle.88 A brush excavated in China’s northwestern Juyan居延 region in
1932 shows an alternative method of attaching the tuft. In this case, the tuft was clamped
among four long, thin boards (in lieu of a bamboo handle) that were bound together with
hemp thread.89 The discovery of these brushes suggests that the sizes and forms of
ancient brushes were close to those recorded in early documents.90
It is no coincidence that when the second century first saw calligraphy become a
fine art widely practiced by the elite and the emergence of famous individual artists,91
famous brush-makers also appeared. Wei Dan 韋誕 (179-253) was a well-known maker
of brushes and ink cakes, and his brush was known as the Wei Dan Brush (Wei Dan bi 韋
誕筆). Wei Dan’s method of brush-making is preserved in Essential Methods of the
Common People (Qimin yaoshu 齊民要術) by Jia Sixie 賈思勰 (477-538). Wei Dan used
firm rabbit hair for the center of the tuft and soft rabbit hair for the outer layers of the
88 Ouyang Xun 歐陽詢, Yiwen leiju 藝文類聚 (Classified collection based on the classics and other
literature), in WYGSKQS, juan 58: 27.
89 Ma Heng 馬衡, “Ji Han Juyan bi記漢居延筆 (Notes on the Han brush of Juyan),” Fanjiangzhai jinshi
conggao 凡將齋金石叢稿 (Collected essays on the bronze and stone studies by Ma Heng) (Taipei:
Mingwen shuju, 1981), 276.
90 Tsuen-hsuin Tsien, Written on Bamboo and Silk: The Beginning of Chinese Books and Inscriptions
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962), 161-164; see also Chen Jiaren 陳家仁, “Jinnianlai kaogu 
faxian de shuxie gongju 近年來考古發現的書寫工具 (The writing tools discovered from archaeological
excavations in recent years),” in Zhongguo tushu wenshi lunji: Tsien Tsuen-Hsuin xiansheng bashi rongqing
jinian 中國圖書文史論集：錢存訓先生八十榮慶紀念 (Essays on the Chinese book, literature, and history:
In celebration of Mr. Tsien Tsuen-Hsuin’s eightieth birthday), ed. Tsien Tsuen-hsuin xiansheng bashi
shengri zhushou lunwenji bianji weiyuanhui 錢存訓先生八十生日祝壽論文集編輯委員會 (Taipei:
Zhengzhong shuju, 1991), 91-100.
91 For discussion of the development of Chinese calligraphy during this pivotal period, see Qianshen Bai,
“Some Research Notes on the Caligraphy of Wu Dynasty Bamboo Slips from Zoumalou, Changsha,” in
Between Han and Tang: Art and Material Culture in a Transformative Period, ed. Wu Hung and Katherine
R. Tsiang Mino (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 2003), 570-596.
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tuft.92 This combination of firm and soft hair has been used in the manufacture of most
calligraphy brushes to the present day.
Treatises on calligraphy and its material basis also appeared from the second
century. Brush Classic (Bi jing 筆經), attributed to Wang Xizhi but likely written during
the Tang period, describes the process of making a brush from rabbit hair. A distinctive
aspect of this process is the preliminary step of wrapping the base of the tuft with hemp
paper, then covering it with so-caled “shang 上 hair (outer hair).”93 This method of
using hemp paper is seen in surviving brushes dating to the Tang. Seventeen of these
brushes were brought to Japan in the eighth century and preserved in the Shosoin
Repository 正倉院. Their forms are consistent with the Brush Classic description. Most
of the brushes preserved in the Shosoin have lost more than fifty percent of their hair;
only brush No. 8 is in good condition.94 A similar form of brush was produced in Japan;
the tenpyo brush 天平筆 (or jakutou brush 雀頭筆) is still produced in Japan (fig. 2.3).
Naito Konan 內藤湖南 (1866-1934), a famous Sinologist, was a great admirer of this
brush form.95
92 Jia Sixie賈思勰, Qimin yaoshu齊民要術 (Essential methods of the common people), in SBCKCB, juan
9: 120.
93 See Su Yijian, Wenfang sibpu, in BJXSDG, juan 1: 2267.
94 Chen Junguang 陳俊光, December 2, 2011 (4: 25 p.m.), “Da Tang yifeng－jianshu Zhengcangyuan
zhencang zhi gubi 大唐遺風－簡述正倉院珍藏之古筆 (The legacy of the grand Tang dynasty:
introduction to the ancient brushes treasured in the Shosoin),” Zunqian shanfang 尊謙山房 (Mountain villa
for honoring modesty): PIXNET, accessed March 30, 2012,
http://kuang16988.pixnet.net/blog/post/39706447; Fengliang 風涼, August 25, 2011 (5:29 p.m.), “Zhijuanbi, 
quetoubi (jijubi) de yixie ziliao 紙卷筆、雀頭筆（雞距筆）的一些資料 (Some materials about
paper-wrapped and jakutou brushes<jiju brush>),” Menglongzhong de shuguang de boke 朦朧中的曙光的
博客, accessed March 30, 2012, http://blog.sina.com.cn/s/blog_5a6cc89f0100udpo.html.
95 Ma Heng, “Ji Han Juyanbi,” Fanjiangzhai jinshi conggao (Taipei: Mingwen shuju, 1981), 279-280; Fu
Yunzi 傅芸子, Zhengcangyuan kaogu ji 正倉院考古記 (Archaeological investigation in the Shosoin)
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The exposed tuft of the jakutou brush is short. Of the core, almost sixty percent
of its length beginning with its root is wrapped with hemp paper, leaving only forty
percent exposed. Another layer of hair is evenly applied over the core. This double
layering of core and outer hair is then twice repeated to form three layers of paper and
hair.96 The Tang calligrapher Li Yangbing 李陽冰 (721/722-785/787) wrote: “Brushes 
vary in size, stiffness, and length and are of the zhixin 紙心, juanxin 絹心, or sanzhuo 散
卓 types. All depends on the preference of the user 夫筆， 大小、 硬軟、 長短， 或紙、
絹心、 散卓等，即各從人所好.”97
The term “sanzhuo” refers to the structure of the second of the three layers of a 
Tang brush tuft described above. Normally, the second layer of the tuft, like the other two
layers, is wrapped with paper and silk. But san 散 means scatter without restriction, and
zhou 卓 has the meaning of outstanding or beyond the ordinary, which together mean
something like: “without (wrapping), which is unusual.” That is, this type of brush was 
made without a wrapping on the second of its three layers. In this respect, the structure of
the Tang sanzhuo brush approaches that of the modern brush, whose tuft is not wrapped.
In 1993, a double-tapered brush (whose tuft is tapered at both ends) and other
stationery items were uncovered in a brick chamber tomb of the Eastern Jin 東晉
(317-420) in Jiangning 江寧, Jiangsu 江蘇. Judging by the form of the tomb and the types
of objects excavated from it, its owner has been identified as a civilian official of the
(Tokyo: Bunkyudo, 1941), 61-62.
96 Chen Junguang; Fengliang.
97 See Su Yijian, juan 1: 2268-2269.
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ruling class in the mid-to-late period of the Eastern Jin dynasty, when Wang Xizhi and his
son lived. The archaeological report notes that only the tuft of the brush survives. Its
bristles are tapered at both ends, and the center of the tuft is bundled tightly with a strip
of silk 2.5 cm wide. This double-tapered tuft is 10.2 cm long and 1.4 cm at its widest
diameter.98 Although Wang Xuelei 王學雷 suggests that this double-tapered brush
resembles the brush mentioned in Brush Classic,99 this is not true. Instead, the
double-tapered brush wrapped with silk seems similar to the juanxin brush mentioned
above, which also employs a silk wrap.
In the later Tang, many literary works enthusiastically exalt talented
calligraphers, masterpieces, and refined materials associated with calligraphy. The
famous Tang poet Bai Juyi 白居易 (772-846) composed a yuefu 樂府verse entitled “The 
Purple Bristle Brush (Zihao bi 紫毫筆)”:
The purple bristle brush–edged like an awl, sharp as a knife.
Old rabbits on Jiangnan rocks
Eat bamboo, drink from springs, grow purple hair.
Craftsmen of Xuanzhou gather their hair for brushes;
From every ten million strands, they select but one….
紫毫筆，尖如錐兮利如刀。
江南石上有老兔，
食竹飲泉生紫毫。
宣城之人採為筆，
98 Nanjingshi bowuguan 南京市博物館, Jiangningxian wenguanhui 江寧縣文管會, “Jiangsu 
Jiangningxian Xiafangcun Dongjinmu de qingli 江蘇江寧縣下坊村東晉墓的清理 (Excavation report on
an Eastern Jin tomb in Xiafang vilage, Jiangning county, Jiangsu),” Kaogu 考古 8 (1998): 51.
99 Wang Xuelei 王學雷, “Dongjin shubobitou kao東晉束帛筆頭考 (Investigation on a brush wrapped
with silk from the Eastern Jin dynasty),” National Palace Museum monthly of Chinese Art 221 (2001): 86.
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千萬毛中選一毫……100
The poem attests that a fine brush was not easy to produce because the tuft hairs were
meticulously selected. Bai Juyi also wrote “Rhapsody on the Jiju Brush (Jijubi fu 雞距筆
賦),” which preserves a detailed description of this type of brush.101
Other famous brush-makers’ names are found in Tang records. The Buddhist 
monk Qiji 齊己 (863-937) lauded the famous brush-maker Huang Hui 黃暉 in a poem.
Qi Ji writes that Huang inherited Meng Tien’s蒙恬 (?-210BC) method of making
brushes, the finest of which were labeled golden jiju.102
The Zhuge family of Xuanzhou was another well-known family of brush-makers.
According to Miscellaneous Chats at Mt. Tiewei (Tieweishan congtan 鐵圍山叢談) by
Cai Tao 蔡絛, son of Cai Jing 蔡京 (1047-1126), the Zhuge family founded their
brush-making business in the era of Wang Xizhi (fourth century AD), and their most
famous product was the sanzhuo brush described above.103 Ye Mengde’s葉夢得
(1077-1148) Conversations Recorded while Escaping the Heat (Bishu luhua 避暑錄話)
states that most brushes came from Xuanzhou and that the Zhuges were the only family
to preserve their craft through the epochal transformations of the Tang-Song dynastic
100 Bai Juyi 白居易, Baishi changqing ji 白氏長慶集 (Collected writings of Bai Juyi compiled at the end
of the Changqing era), in WYGSKQS, juan 4: 14.
101 Bai Juyi, juan 38: 13-14.
102 Qiji 齊己, Bailian ji 白蓮集 (Collected writings of Qiji), in SBCKCB, juan 7: 46.
103 Cai Tao 蔡絛, Tieweishan congtan 鐵圍山叢談 (Miscellaneous chats at Mt. Tiewei), in BJXSDG, juan
5: 683.
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transition.104
Many types of brush are mentioned in Northern Song documents, but in most
cases, only the names of these brushes have been transmitted to the present. Among these,
the sanzhuo brush received most attention from Northern Song literati. Recorded
discussions of Northern Song literati on the sanzhuo brush offer great insights into period
taste in the use of the brush and developments in brush-making.
The famous Northern Song calligrapherCai Xiang believed that “the sanzhuo
brush with long core hair [pillar hair] is best 散卓筆，心長特佳耳.”105 He also stated that,
“recently, the shuxu sanzhuo (sanzhuo with rat whiskers) and changxin (long core hair)
brushes made by Zhuge Gao of Xuanzhou are excellent近宣州諸葛髙造鼠鬚散卓及長
心筆絶佳.”106 From this statement, it is clear that the Zhuge family were not only
famous craftsmen of the sanzhuo brush but also produced another excellent brush known
as the changxin brush. As for the sanzhuo brush and its development in the Northern
Song, Cai Tao further noted:
The Zhuge family of Xuanzhou has specialized in making brushes since the
time of Wang Xizhi. Their brush-making business has been passed down for
generations, and their preeminent brush is the sanzhuo brush. Recently, I saw
Youjun Bizhentu (Wang Xizhi’s Diagram of the Battle Formation of the Brush)
by Wang Xizhi in the imperial collection. Wang depicted his own hand as an
example of how to hold a brush, and the brush he held was the sanzhuo brush.
In addition, when I was a child in the Yuanfu [1098-1100] and Chongning
104 Ye Mengde 葉夢得, Bishu luhua 避暑錄話 (Conversations recorded while escaping the heat), in
BJXSDG, juan 1: 1580.
105 Cai Xiang 蔡襄, Puyang jushi Caigong wenji 莆陽居士蔡公文集 (Collected writings of Cai Xiang)
(Beijing: Shumu wenxian chubanshe, 1988), juan 25: 238.
106 Cai Xiang, juan 25: 239.
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[1102-1106] eras, my father competed with such scholar-officials as Mi Fu,
who desired the same thing: to obtain a sanzhuo brush. All the Zhuge brushes
my father gave me were sanzhuo. During the Daguan era [1107-1110], I
occasionally acquired Zhuge brushes and found that some were of the type
favored by Huang Tingjian, with tufts shaped like jujube pits. Duke Lu [Cai
Jing] not only favored brushes with rabbit hair but also made much use of
brushes with goat hair. Therefore, the Zhuge family also made the goat hair
brush of the Duke Lu type. Shortly thereafter, they began producing the
guanwen brush for my uncle, Cai Bian [1058-1117]. In these respects, they
changed their original principles to cater to the latest trends in brushes.… After 
the Zhenghe era [1111-1118], the fame of Zhuge brushes ended abruptly.
宣州諸葛氏素工管城子，自右軍以來，世其業。其筆制，散卓也。吾頃見
尚方所藏《右軍筆陣圖》，自畫捉筆手於圖別本捉並作提，亦散卓也。又幼嵗，
當元符、崇寧時，與米元章輩士大夫之好事者争寳愛。每遺吾諸葛氏筆，
又皆散卓也。及大觀間偶得諸葛筆，則已有黄魯直樣，作棗心者。魯公不
獨喜毛穎，亦多用長鬚主簿，故諸葛氏遂有魯公羊毫樣。俄為叔父文正公
（蔡卞）又出觀文樣。既數數更其調度，繇是奔走時好……政和後，諸葛
氏之名於是頓息焉。107
This passage suggests that the history of Zhuge brushes dates to the time of Wang Xizhi
and that for centuries their main product was the sanzhuo brush. During the Daguan era,
the Zhuge family began to make other types of brush popular at that time; after the
Zhenghe era, the Zhuge family’s production apparently ceased. In Cai Tao’s quote, the 
sanzhuo brush could be identified by its shape; otherwise, he would have been unable to
identify the brush depicted in Youjun bizhentu as a sanzhuo brush. That the goat hair
brush identified asDuke Lu’s type was named for the material used for its bristles is not 
unusual: a number of brush types were named after their physical characteristics. Even so,
there remain many brush names whose meanings are obscure. In addition to the types of
107 Cai Tao, juan 5: 683.
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brush mentioned by Cai Tao, the Zhuge family also produced another popular version
known as the jiju brush,108 the subject of Jijubi fu by Bai Juyi.
The properties of the sanzhuo brush have been described by many other scholars
of the era. Huang Tingjian wrote:
The brush made by the Daoist adept Lu of Shezhou absorbs ink well, and the
tip of its tuft is round. The Zhuge family of Xuanzhou uses the same method to
make the tuft core, and excels in the delicate step of eliminating splayed hairs,
because one group of splayed hairs can break the roundness of the tip. The
sanzhuo brush made by Zhuge Gao of Xuanzhou has a tuft of about 1.5
Chinese inches. One inch is inserted into the tube of the brush handle, a half
inch is revealed. The diameter of the brush handle is trimmed to half an inch.
The core of the tuft is a bundle of three bunches of chestnut rat tail hair. Also,
the auxiliary hair should be put in the proper position so that the brush may
show the qualities of roughness and softness coresponding to the user’s will.
These qualities make the best brush. The chestnut rat is called the jiling (cricket)
rat by the people of Jiangnan…. In the past, a craftsman named Yan Yong of 
Bodao [modern Yibin, Sichuan] steamed otter hair to make a sanfu brush for
me, and it was quite usable.
歙州呂道人作墨池，含墨而鋒圓，佳也。宣州諸葛家撚心法如此，唯倒毫
淨便是其妙處，蓋倒毫一株便能破筆鋒爾！宣城諸葛髙繫散卓筆，大槩筆
長寸半，藏一寸於管中，出其半，削管洪纎與半寸相當，其撚心用栗鼠尾
不過三株耳！但要副毛得所，則剛柔隨人意，則最善筆也！栗尾，江南人
所謂蛣蛉鼠者……往在僰道有嚴永者，蒸獺毛為余作三副筆，亦可用。109
Here, Huang means that the purpose of inserting two-thirds of the tuft into the handle is
to contain the soft part of the tuft to produce a stiffer brush. This method creates an effect
similar to that of the hemp paper wraps on the Tang brushes in the Shosoin Repository.
108 Huang Xun黄畇, Shangu nianpu 山谷年譜 (Chronicles of Huang Tingjian) (Taipei: Xuehai chubanshe,
1979), juan 24: 272.
109 Huang Tingjian黃庭堅, Shangu bieji山谷別集 (Another anthology of Huang Tingjian), in WYGSKQS,
Juan 6: 8-9.
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He also reveals that the core of the sanzhuo brush consisted of three bundles of the
chestnut rat’s tail hair and that auxiliary hair was essential for a good brush. While Cai
Xiang’s comments on the sanzhuo brush mention rat whiskers as a component, Huang
Tingjian does not mention this material in his writings.
HuangTingjian writes that the core of the Zhuges’ sanzhuo brush was the tail
hair of the chestnut rat. However, Mei Yaochen indicates that the Zhuge brush used rabbit
fur as well as the whiskers of the cang 蒼 rat. He wrote:
The Zhuges’ brush has long been the finest marvel,
Its fame long spread to the capital.
Purple hair is gathered from old rabbits,
And long whiskers is pulled from cang rats….
諸葛久精妙，
已能聞國都。
紫毫搜老兔，
蒼鼠拔長鬚……110
This indicates that the primary material of the Zhuge sanzhuo brush was rabbit hair.
Another poem by Mei Yaochen describes the characteristics of brushes with rat whiskers:
Pluck the long tail hairs of Jiangnan flying squirrels,
[They are] stronger and more flexible than [the rabbit] hair of Zhongshan.
In the brush core are also rat whiskers….
江南飛鼠拔長尾，
勁健頗勝中山毫。
其間又有蒼鼠鬚……111
Since both Mei Yaochen and Huang Tingjian describe sanzhuo brushes made by
110 Mei Yaochen, juan 43: 367.
111 Mei Yaochen, juan 15: 131.
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the Zhuge family, it is likely that the flying squirrel in Mei Yaochen’s poem was the same 
animal as the chestnut rat that Huang Tingjian mentioned. Mei Yaochen, a native of
Xuanzhou, was a townsman of the Zhuges, and in another of his poems, he reveals that
he was likely also a friend of the Zhuges and interested in innovations in brush-making:
My hometown is known for brushes of purple hair,
At my suggestion, cang rat whiskers are added.
First favored by Prime Minister Du,
Then cherished by Cai Junmo [Cai Xiang]….
吾鄉素誇紫毫筆，
因我又加蒼鼠鬚。
最先賞愛杜丞相，
中間喜用蔡君謨……112
This indicates that Mei Yaochen played a role in the development of brushes by
suggesting that the Zhuge family add cang rat whiskers to their sanzhuo brush to create a
brush with rat whiskers, or shuxu brush.
We may conclude from these sources that the famed sanzhuo brushes crafted by
the Zhuge family were mainly of rabbit hair with additions of stiff hair from the tail of the
chestnut rat and the whiskers of the cang rat. The rat material made the tuft firmer and
more elastic than brushes made exclusively of rabbit hair.
Lu Dian 陸佃, who studied under the influential politician Wang Anshi and
passed the civil service examination in 1070, wrote that the chestnut rat is similar to the
weasel (shulang 鼠狼) and a species of rat that eats bamboo (zhuliu 竹鼠留). When it comes
to the shuxu liwei 鼠鬚栗尾 (rat whisker and chestnut rat tail hair) brush, Lu Dian refers
112 Mei Yaochen, juan 45: 380.
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to the use of tail hair without mentioning rat whiskers.113 Therefore, we may deduce that
the rat whiskers used in this brush were from the cang rat mentioned in Mei Yaochen’s 
poem, not the chestnut rat. From the discussions of Northern Song literati, we know that
the tail hair of the chestnut rat is stiffer than rabbit hair. Modern brush-makers indicate
that rabbit hair is stiffer than weasel hair owing to the unique shape of its cross-section
(fig. 2.4). Most animal hairs, including those of the weasel, are circular or oval in section,
but rabbit hair is dumbbel shaped. From these facts, we may deduce that the “chestnut 
rat” must not have been a weasel, because weasel hair is softer than rabbit hair.
Soon after the Zhuge family added cang rat whiskers to sanzhuo brushes made
with chestnut rat tail hair, the result became the most prized of writing brushes and was
alternatively known as the shuxu sanzhuo brush, shuxu brush, or shuxu liwei brush. The
sanzhuo brush heralded in Cai Xiang’s Letter to Mr. Tao (Taosheng tie 陶生帖) was
therefore likely the shuxu liwei brush (fig. 2.5). Du Junyi 杜君懿, who served as the
Controller-General of Xuanzhou (Xuanzhou tongpan 宣州通判), was an ardent admirer
of the Zhuges’ sanzhuo brush. He treated the family well and collected many of their
brushes. When Su Shi went to take the national examination, Du Junyi gifted him two
sanzhuo brushes to use in the exam. Twenty-five years later, when Su Shi was exiled to
Huangzhou, he met Du’s son Yi沂 and found that he stil preserved his father’s brush 
collection.114 It appears the sanzhuo brushes of the Zhuge family were at once practical
writing instruments and valuable collectibles.
113 Lu Dian 陸佃, Bi ya 埤雅 (Expanded Erya), in CSJCXB, juan 11: 306.
114 Su Shi, Su Shi wenji, juan 70: 2234.
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In contrast to brushes with stiff core hair, there were also wuxin sanzhuo bi 無心
散卓筆, which lack a stiff core. Wu Wuzhi 吳無至 was praised by Huang Tingjian as an
outstanding brush-maker and known for making excellent sanzhuo brushes without stiff
core hair. Huang Tingjian said that the sanzhuo brush without stiff core hair made by Wu
was useful and easy to control.115 In comparison to the Zhuge sanzhuo brush, Wu’s 
sanzhuo brush was made exclusively of rabbit hair, which made it softer than the Zhuge
models.
Another brush, recorded by Huang Tingjian as the sanfu 三副 brush, has been
connected to the Zhuge family. Huang writes, “Mr. Yan made the sanfu brush following
the method of the Zhuge family 閻生作三副，規模宣城葛.”116 Sanfu brushes were also
mentioned in a verse by Ouyang Xiu:
Shengyu [Mei Yaochen] is a native of Xuanzhou,
And he uses brushes of rabbit hair.
Zhuge Gao is a native of Xuanzhou
And he runs his family business well.
The tight core of the brush tuft is bound with long hair,
The sanfu brush is fine and delicate….
聖俞宣城人，
能使紫毫筆。
宣人諸葛髙，
世業守不失。
緊心縳長毫，
115 Huang Tingjian, Yuzhang Huang xiansheng wenji 豫章黃先生文集 (Anthology of Huang Tingjian), in
SBCKCB, juan 25: 287.
116 Huang Tingjian, Song Huang wenjie gong quanji (waiji) 宋黃文節公全集．外集 (Another collection of
the writings of Huang Tingjian), in Huang Tingjian quanji 黃庭堅全集 (Collected writings of Huang
Tingjian) (Chengdu: Sichuan daxue chubanshe, 2001), juan 1: 871.
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三副頗精密……117
This signals that the Zhuge family long produced the sanfu brush as a signature brush. It
also suggests that the sanfu brush was another name for the sanzhuo brush. As for the
sanfu brush with otter hair that Huang Tingjian attributed to Yan Yong, it must have
involved replacing the two stiff core hairs with otter hair, because the foregoing
references indicate that rabbit hair was intrinsic to the sanfu brush and thus presumably
irreplaceable.
But what does sanfu mean? In his Miscellaneous Notes by a Rustic while
Warming Himself under the Sun (Fuxuan yelu 負暄野錄), Chen You 陳槱 (fl. 1190-1194)
states that rabbit hair for brush-making could come from northern or southern regions.
The rabbit hair of the north was long and firm, while the rabbit hair of the south was short
and soft. The best brush tufts were made of the hair of the northern rabbit with two
auxiliary hairs–the hair of the southern rabbit (nanhao 南毫) and the frost-white hair of
the northern rabbit (shuangbai 霜白).118 Since san 三 means three and fu 副 means
auxiliary, sanfu could possibly mean three kinds of auxiliary hairs, as in the two kinds of
auxiliary hairs mentioned in Miscellaneous Notes by a Rustic.
Another anecdote explains how Su Shi learned how the properties of rabbit hair
differed by region. Without knowing the difference between southern and northern rabbit
hair, he naively collected dozens of rabbit pelts and attempted to exchange them for
brushes from brush-makers in the capital. However, the brush-makers informed him that
117 Ouyang Xiu, Ouyang wenzhong gong quanji, juan 54: 401.
118 Chen You 陳槱, Fuxuan yelu 負暄野錄 (Miscellaneous notes by a rustic while warming himself under
the sun), in MSCS, juan 2: 4.
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what he had collected were skins of southern rabbits, which are not exposed to frosty,
snowy weather, which meant that their hair was too soft to be suitable for
brush-making.119
In the Northern Song dynasty, the Xuanzhou 宣州 brush made of rabbit hair was
known for its stiff elasticity. However, after the Zhuge family combined chestnut rat tail
hair and cang rat whiskers with rabbit hair to make the sanzhuo brush, the sanzhuo brush
became stiffer and springier. As a result, calligraphers who loved using firm brushes came
to prefer the improved sanzhuo brush over the originals from Xuanzhou.
In addition to the nature of brush hair, the process of brush-making affected the
firmness of the brush tuft. The surface of animal hair is naturally coated with oil that must
be removed to increase its absorbency, a process has the added benefit of making slippery
hairs easier to handle while binding tufts. Soaking hair roots in an alkaline solution such
as quicklime water is the most common way to degrease brush hair in modern
brush-making.120 The process of degreasing is also integral to determining the firmness
of hair. Su Shi acknowledges this problem:
Recently, all brushes sold in the capital have round and fine tufts. Although soft
and easy to use, they become weak after writing little more than one hundred
characters. This is because too much grease was removed. Merchants sell many
such brushes because they do not last long and buyers like their easy control.
Only the Zhuge family used the traditional method to degrease the hairs, which
was a source of joy.
近日都下筆皆圓熟少鋒，雖軟美易使，然百字外力輒衰，蓋制毫太熟使然
也。鬻筆者既利于易敗而多售，買筆者亦利其易使。惟諸葛氏獨守舊法，
119 Su Shi, Su Shi wenji, juan 70: 2233.
120 Pan Tianshou 潘天壽, Maobi de changshi 毛筆的常識 (Knowledge on the Chinese brush) (Taipei:
Danqing tushu youxian gongsi, 1986), 52.
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此又可喜也。121
Su Shi also explains the traditional method of degreasing:
The brush tuft should be made of raw hair that has not been degreased. When
the brush is complete, steam it in a rice cooker for the time it takes to cook one
dou [Chinese bushel] of rice, then remove. Hang it over a water jar for several
months, after which the brush will be usable. This is the traditional method.
系筆當用生毫，筆成，飯甑中蒸之，熟一斗飯乃取出，懸水甕上數月乃可
用，此古法也。122
Instead of using harsh alkaline solutions, Su Shi suggested a natural way to degrease the
hair to reduce damage to the tuft. However, this traditional method is time-consuming. Su
Shi also emphasized that the brush tuft should be made of raw hair, but raw hair is
notoriously difficult to manipulate owing to its grease.
Northern Song literati used and collected sanzhuo brushes with great enthusiasm.
They did not acquire brushes passively but conducted research to better understand the
physical properties of the brushes on which they placed daily reliance. They not only
understood the structural dynamics of brushes but also studied the properties of different
animal hairs and the process of brush-making. They formed opinions as to the properties
of brushes and attempted to improve the quality of their brushes. The extensive research
conducted by Northern Song literati and the resulting literature they produced on the
topic of brush-making reveal an enthusiasm for the material composition of the brush
unparalleled in the history of Chinese calligraphy.
121 Su Shi, Su Shi wenji, juan 70: 2233.
122 Su Shi, Su Shi wenji, juan 70: 2233.
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2.2 Ink cake
As early as the Neolithic period, it is possible that dried cakes of ink were the
source of ink used on painted pottery in China.123 Traces of black and shades of red
pigment remain on oracle bones dating to 1400-1100 BC from the Shang dynasty capital
of Yin at Anyang in Henan Province. According to chemical microanalysis, a test
specimen of black ink suggests it was made from carbon or organic matter, which points
to the carbon mixture later often used for ink cakes.124 On the tested pottery shard, the
character si 祀 was written in black ink.125 The earliest documentary evidence of ink
cakes is in the Zhuangzi 莊子,126 and the extant earliest artificial ink cake was found in
the Qin dynasty Tomb No. 4 of Yunmeng, Hubei, in 1975. An ink stone and a grinding
stone, both of which show traces of grinding and ink, were excavated from the same
tomb. The ink cake was not rubbed directly on the ink stone but was crushed between ink
stone and grinding stone.127 This technique differs from the modern method of grinding
an ink cake directly on an ink stone. Ink cakes of the Han and Jin dynasties, always
shaped into cylinders or cones, have been occasionally excavated since the 1950s, and
123 Zhongguo kexueyuan kaogu yanjiusuo 中國科學院考古研究所, Shaanxisheng Xi’an Banpo bowuguan
陜西省西安半坡博物館 ed.,Xi’an Banpo: yuanshi shizu gongshe juluo yizhi西安半坡：原始氏族公社聚
落遺址 (Banpo in Xi’an: A primitive society setlement site) (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 1963).
124 Roswell S. Britton, 1.
125 Li Ji 李濟, Anyang fajue baogao 安陽發掘報告 (Preliminary reports on excavations at Anyang) (Taipei:
Nantian shuju 南天書局, 1978).
126 Zhuang Zhou 莊周, Zhuangzi zhu 莊子注 (Annotations on Zhuangzi), annotated Guo Xiang 郭象, in
WYGSKQS, juan 7: 25.
127 Xiaogan diqu dierqi yigong yinong wenwu kaogu xunlianban, 53.
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their composition is similar to the composition of modern ink cakes.128
The calligrapher Wei Dan is credited for improving the ingredients and
manufacture of the ink cake. It was said that every drop of ink from his cakes was black
as lacquer.129 His recipe is preserved in Jia Sixie’s Essential Methods of Common People,
first half of the sixth century. The key to his recipe was crushing and sieving fine soot to
remove impurities. The refined soot was blended with glue and other ingredients, herbs
and fragrances, and then pounded thirty thousand times.130 Modern testing has shown
that the number of times a mixture is pounded determines the relationships among its
elements. Only after pounding 6,000 or more times will glue assume a fibrous structure
that is evenly impregnated with particles of soot. An ink cake with such a high degree of
blending is more resistant to moisture than those that have undergone less pounding.
More pounding makes ink cakes finer and longer-lasting.131
The fifth-century calligrapher and critic Wang Sengqian 王僧虔 (426-485)
mentions the so-caled “Yi ink cake” (Yimo 易墨) at the beginning of his “Ode to
Meaningful Brushwork (Biyi zan 筆意贊)”.132 This ink cake, which was produced in
Yizhou 易州, Hebei 河北, was a representative ink cake of the Northern and Southern
128 Tsuen-hsuin Tsien, “Zhongguo mo de zhizuo yu jianshang中國墨的製作與鑑賞 (Development of
ink-making in China),” trans. Gao Sixi高禩熹, The National Palace Museum Research Quarterly 故宮學
術季刊, vol. 6, no. 1 (1988): 70, 75.
129 Wang Sengqian 王僧虔, “Lun shu論書 (Essay on caligraphy),” in Fashu yaolu 法書要錄 (Essentials
of calligraphy), ed. Zhang Yanyuan 張彥遠 (Beijing: Renmin meishu chubanshe, 2004), juan 1: 22.
130 Jia Sixie, 121.
131 Zhang Wei 張煒, Liu Hongbing 劉紅兵, Guo Shiqing 郭時清, “A study of the manufacture and
conservation of ancient ink-sticks 古墨的製作工藝及保存問題的探討,” Sciences of Conservation and
Archaeology 文物保護與考古科學, vol 7, no. 1 (1995): 21-27.
132 Wang Sengqian, “Biyi zan筆意贊 (Ode to meaningful brushwork),”in Yulan shuyuan jinghua 御覽書
苑菁華 (Anthology of the calligraphy garden), ed. Chen Si 陳思, in Congshu jicheng xubian 叢書集成續
編 (A comprehensive collection of books, continuum) (Taipei: Xinwenfen chubanshe, 1989), juan 18: 644.
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Dynasties (420-589). In the Tang, manufacture of the Yi ink cake developed on a huge
scale, and Yizhou became the official supplier of ink cakes for the Academy of Scholarly
Worthies (Jixian shuyuan 集賢書院), an imperially sponsored institution for
scholarship.133 The ink-making industry also developed in Luzhou 潞州, Shanxi 山西
during the Tang owing to the large pine forests in the region from which soot for ink was
obtained. In the Tianbao 天寶 era (742-756), Luzhou was renamed Shangdang 上黨, and
its ink cakes consequently came to be known as Shangdang ink cakes.
The flourishing of the Tang ink cake industry led to the emergence of a
collective of famous ink-makers. Zu Min 祖敏, Superintendent of Ink Cake, studied the
manufacture of pine soot ink cakes received as tribute from Korea, after which he derived
several materials and formulations to make a new type of ink cake from pine soot and
antler glue. This novel method became renowned during the Tang.134 Another famous
ink-maker, Wang Junde 王君德, also received high praise from his contemporaries. He
left so few ink cakes that they were treasured as heirlooms.135
After the An Lushan Rebellion (755-763), warfare and turmoil ravaged the
northern parts of the Tang empire, and many people took refuge in southern China, which
was more prosperous and peaceful. Some ink-makers joined this migration to the
Jiangnan region. In the tenth century, this area was governed by the Southern Tang
dynasty, two of whose emperors, Li Jing 李璟 (916-961) and Li Yu 李煜 (937-978), were
133 Ouyang Xiu et al., Xin Tang shu 新唐書 (New history of the Tang dynasty) (Taipei: Dingwen shuju,
1989), juan 57: 650.
134 Lu You 陸友, Mo shi 墨史 (History of ink cakes), in YSCB, juan 1: 6-7.
135 Lu You, juan 1: 7.
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interested in the arts. Under their influence, cultural life in southern China thrived, and
the demand for ink cakes increased steadily. The Ink Classic (Mo jing 墨經) of Chao
Guanzhi 晁貫之 states that the pines of Shezhou 歙州 were like those in Yishui 易水,136
so we know Shezhou possessed sufficient raw material for ink-making. As a result,
Shezhou developed into an important center for ink cake production.
Li Chao 李超 and Li Tinggui 李庭珪, father and son, were the most renowned
ink-makers of the late Tang and Five Dynasties. Li Tinggui was appointed Superintendent
of Ink (mowuguan 墨務官) in the Southern Tang court, and his ink cakes were reserved
forthe emperor’s use. His later Tinggui ink cakes (Tingguimo 庭珪墨) were considered
by Northern Song literati to be the finest “under Heaven.”137
In the Northern Song, ink-making developed further. The literati not only kept an
eye out for new and improved types of ink cakes but also participated in their production.
Su Shi relates how many literati became involved in ink-making:
In recent times, many scholar-officials have participated in the production of
ink cakes, and professional ink-makers have tried their best as well, but their
ink cakes have failed to match the quality of ancient ink cakes by Zhang [Yu]
and Li [Tinggui]. Only the cakes formulated by Pan Gu and Zhang Gu seem to
approach the original ones, but they only imitate the exterior appearance of
traditional cakes.
近時士大夫多造墨，墨工亦盡其技，然皆不逮張（遇）李（庭珪）古劑，
獨二谷亂真，蓋亦竊取其形制而已。138
136 Chao Guanzhi 晁貫之, Mo jing 墨經 (Ink classic), in YSCB, 2.
137 Wang Pizhi 王闢之, Shenshui yantan lu 澠水燕談錄 (Miscellaneous chats from the Shen River), in
BJXSDG, juan 8: 1024.
138 Su Shi, Su Shi wenji, juan 70: 2228.
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Seeking to recreate revered ancient ink cakes, Chao Guanzhi recorded his
observations. Recognizing that the primary material in ink cakes is soot, and the source of
soot is pine charcoal, Chao Guanzhi introduces at the beginning of his Ink Classic the
characteristics of pine trees in different places and times. He then discusses types of pine
soot and explains the processes for making them. Other raw materials and procedures for
ink-making are also described here.139 Chao Guanzhi’s thorough understanding of ink 
cakes enabled him to make ink cakes of a quality comparable to those of Pan Gu 潘谷
and Chen Lang 陳朗.140
Many Northern Song literati expressed interest in the material composition of
ink cakes, especially sources of soot. Cai Xiang said:
Recently, I obtained soot from Shezhou and had an ink-maker produce an ink
cake from it. The cake had the bearing of Li Tinggui and does not have a shiny
patina. Thus, I knew that the characteristics of trees vary according to the soil. I
have long argued this point, and this proves that I was not mistaken.
近得歙烟，令造墨，便有李庭珪風采，不為浮光。乃知木性隨其地土所異。
予嘗有辨，信不誣矣。141
Cai Xiang found that ink cakes made from the soot of Shezhou had qualities reminiscent
of the ink cakes of Li Tinggui. With regard to pine soot, he wrote:
The finest pine soot of Mt. Huang can be made into ink cakes competitive with
those of Li Tinggui. However, most of the ink-makers, being poor, prefer
making higher profits. That is why their ink cakes cannot reach perfection.
Recently, a Daoist adept could gather soot from burning wood, so I had him
obtain soot from Mt. Huang. I knew he would get the best.
139 Chao Guanzhi, 1-6.
140 Lu You, juan 1: 35-36, 27-28.
141 Cai Xiang, juan 25: 239.
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黄山松煤至精者，造墨可比李庭珪。然匠者多貧，人於以求利，故不逮也。
近有道人自能燒烟，遣令就黄山取煤，必得佳者。142
We know that the soot that Cai Xiang obtained was collected from the pine trees of Mt.
Huang. Although the best soot from Mt. Huang would make ink cakes similar to those of
Li Tinggui, the work still demanded a competent, dedicated ink-maker. To obtain pine
soot from Mt. Huang, Ye Mengde sent the craftsman Gao Qinghe 高慶和, who spared no
expense in collecting the best soot from the area. To this, Ye Mengde added crushed
tribute ink cakes from Korea. The resulting ink was superior to that of Pan Gu, Zhang Gu,
or Chen Zhan 陳瞻.143
In addition to Mt. Huang, Mt. Dong 東 in Yanzhou兖州 (modern southwest
Shandong) was an esteemed Northern Song manufacturing center of pine-soot ink
cakes.144 Consider a memorial Wang Qinchen 王欽臣 (ca. 1034- ca. 1101) wrote for his
father, Wang Zhu 王洙 (997-1057):
He could made ink cakes himself. When he was in Pengmen, Haoliang, he sent
someone to obtain good soot from Yanzhou. He kneaded the raw material by
hand and skillfully shaped it into forms. The light and color of the ink cakes
were equal to those of Li Tinggui. He presented these ink cakes to those who
admired such things, and they all appreciated their fineness.
公又自能造墨，在濠梁彭門，常走人取兖州善煤。手自和揉，妙為形體，
蓋光色與廷珪相上下。既成，分遺好事，悉伏其精。145
It is interesting that literati amateurs sometimes surpassed professional
142 Cai Xiang, juan 25: 238.
143 Ye Mengde, juan 1: 1580
144 Chao Guanzhi, 2-3.
145 Wang Qinchen 王欽臣, Wangshi tanlu王氏談録 (Miscellaneous chats of Wang Zhu), in WYGSKQS,
8.
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ink-makers in ink-making. Fueled by their academic fervor and quest for the best
materials, they sought to recreate the best ancient models and, in their research, surpassed
the more commercially-driven professionals.
In addition to his analysis of soot, Chao Guanzhi also emphasized the
importance of glue:
In all ink cakes, glue plays a major role. Having first-class soot without the
proper method of gluing will not result in a good ink cake. If you grasp the
method of gluing, even second-class soot can be made into a good ink cake.
The soot of Pan Gu can be acquired by most people, but nobody can compete
with Pan Gu in the art of ink-making. The secret is in the method of cooking
the glue.
凡墨，膠為大。有上等煤，而膠不如法，墨亦不佳。如得膠法，雖次煤，
能成善墨。且潘谷之煤，人多有之，而人製墨莫有及谷者，正在煎膠之妙。
146
Without a detailed description of the process of cooking the glue, Chao nevertheless
reveals his deep appreciation for ink materials and an above-average understanding of the
production process.
Soot and glue are the two basic ingredients in ink cakes. Other materials
sometimes are added for practical purposes, such as shexiang 麝香 (musk) to mask the
odor of natural ink. Other times, additions are made to imbue an ink cake with cultural
significance. The literatus and high-born imperial clansman Wang Shen 王詵 (ca.
1048-1104) added gold and vermilion to his ink cakes; as a result, their price was equal to
that of gold. However, Su Shi knew an ink-maker who made ink cakes as black and
146 Chao Guanzhi, 6-9.
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bright as those by Wang Shen using only soot and glue. Comments like these reinforce
the importance of ink-making techniques in producing good ink.147
Su Shi also made ink cakes. He mixed the ingredients and collected the soot by
burning pine wood in his kitchen. He describes the fire as follows:
On twenty-third of the twelfth lunar month of the year jimao, I made a huge fire
in my kitchen stove, and it came close to burning down my house. After the fire
was put out, I stopped making ink cakes. I made five hundred excellent ink
cakes of every size, and among these, several hundred have the quality of
lacquer. I now have enough ink cakes for the rest of my life. Presented to others,
none would know how they had been achieved.
己卯臘月二十三日，墨竈火大發，幾焚屋，救滅，遂罷作墨。得佳墨大小
五百丸，入漆者幾百丸，足以了一世著書用，仍以遺人，所不知者何人也。
148
Su Shi’s enthusiasm is hard to mask. Having the quality of lacquer, a description 
originally applied to the ink cakes of Wei Dan, remained the highest standard for ink
cakes in the Northern Song. About these cakes, Su Shi proudly asserted:
I made these ink cakes with my own hands, and their quality matches those of
[Li] Tinggui. There are many pine trees in Hainan, so pine soot is plentiful.
Because the soot is plentiful, I can select the best.
此墨吾在海南親作，其墨與廷珪不相下。海南多松，松多故煤富，煤富故
有擇也。149
The notion that the best ink has the quality of lacquer is related to the black and lustrous
physical characteristics of lacquer. However, not all ink cakes that exhibited this
characteristic were of superior quality. It is obvious that Northern Song literati judged
147 Su Shi, Su Shi wenji, juan 70: 2230.
148 Su Shi, Su Shi wenji, juan 70: 2229.
149 Su Shi, Su Shi wenji, juan 70: 2229.
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quality according to broader standards.
When Su Shi examined an ink cake by Li Chengyan’s李承晏, son of Li
Tingggui, he wrote:
Wu Ziye took out an ink cake and said it was passed down by Sun Zhun. It was
an original ink cake of Li Chengyan. It should be authenticated by color, and
then compared with several originals to determine its identity.
吳子野出此墨，云是孫準所遺，李承晏真物也。當以色考之，仍以數品比
較，乃定真偽耳。150
Here, color was the crucial point of evaluation. When Wang Shen presented Su Shi
twenty-six ink cakes, Su Shi tried to improve their quality by blending them together:
The Emperor’s son-in-law and Commandant Wang Jinqing presented me with
twenty-six ink cakes of a dozen different types. I ground down each kind and
wrote several dozen characters with the intent of observing the darkness of its
hue. If the hue is good, they should be pounded and combined with each other.
This mixture should make good ink cakes.
駙馬都尉王晉卿致墨二十六丸，凡十餘品。雜研之，作數十字，以觀其色
之深淺。若果佳，當擣和為一品，亦當為佳墨。151
For Su Shi, the performance of ink on paper was primary in determining the quality of an
ink cake. Consequently, grinding ink cakes became a practical method of evaluation. Su
Shi collected hundreds of ink cakes, and, on a leisurely day, decided to grind them and
test their quality. However, he found that the majority were not black enough, that only a
few were considered acceptable by his standards. He sighed over the lack of fine ink
cakes.152 Another literati figure Kou Junguo 寇鈞國 possessed a collection of ink cakes
150 Su Shi, Su Shi wenji, juan 70: 2228.
151 Su Shi, Su Shi wenji, juan 70: 2225-2226.
152 Su Shi, Su Shi wenji, juan 70: 2221.
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made by thirteen famous craftsmen, from Li Tinggui to Pan Gu, and also ranked them by
personally grinding and writing with their ink.153
However, some collectors, such as Shi Changyan 石昌言 (995-1057), did not
allow the ink cakes in his collection to be ground. Su Shi joked that while Shi did not
consume his ink cakes, they consumed his life. After Shi Changyan died, Su Shi sighed:
Now Changyan is long dead, but his collection of ink cake still exists. This
should serve as an admonishment for lovers of ink cakes.
今昌言墓木拱矣，而墨故無恙，可以為好事者之戒。154
For literati like Su Shi, acquiring ink cakes was not only for collecting but for writing.
Therefore, in understanding the characteristics of ink cakes, even the antique cakes of Li
Tinggui were not too precious to use.
As to the hue of ink, Su Shi had his own criteria. When he evaluated an ink cake
from Silla 新羅, he observed:
The ink cake of Silla collected by Junzuo is quite black but without luster, so it
should be blended with ink cakes by Pan Gu to become excellent. Most of
today’s literati value the ink cakes of Su Haoran because they are made from 
Korean and yuan soots. But if Korean ink cakes are ground alone, it is like
grinding coal.
君佐所蓄新羅墨，甚黑而不光，當以潘谷墨和之，乃為佳絶。今時士大夫
多貴蘇浩然墨，浩然本用高麗煤雜遠煙作之。高麗墨若獨使，如研土炭耳。
155
This indicates in addition to blackness, luster was another important quality of a fine ink
153 He Wei 何薳, Chunzhu jiwen 春渚紀聞 (Stories learned at the waterside in spring), in CSJCXB, juan 8:
577.
154 Su Shi, Su Shi wenji, juan 70: 2224.
155 Su Shi, Su Shi wenji, juan 70: 2229.
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cake. In Su Shi’s opinion, the lack of luster in Korean ink cakes lowered it to the level of 
coal. Su Haoran, grandson of Su Yijian, remedied the flaws of Korean ink cake by adding
yuan soot, and his cakes became popular in both Northern Song China and Korea.156
According to He Wei 何薳 (1077-1145), yuan soot came from Mt. Huang, so it was a
type of pine soot.157 Because Pan Gu was able to transform a Korean ink cake into the
finest ink cake simply by blending it with fresh glue, we know that the lack of luster
characteristic of Korean ink cakes was determined by the soot and glue of which it was
comprised.158
Su Shi further commented on ink cake luster:
When people evaluate an ink cake, they usually focus on its blackness without
considering its luster. Ink cakes that have luster but no blackness are nothing.
However, ink cakes with blackness but no luster are dull and useless. The key is
to make the luster clear but not dazzling; the best quality has the crystal clarity
of a child’s pupil.
世人論墨，多貴其黑，而不取其光。光而不黑，固為棄物。若黑而不光，
索然無神采，亦復無用。要使其光清而不浮，湛湛如小兒目睛，乃為佳也。
159
That Su Shi took the beauty of child’s pupil to describe the best luster seems quite 
appropriate, if a little abstract. After all, it is hard to locate calligraphy from the Northern
Song dynasty that confirms Su Shi’s standard of luster of ink writen on paper. But we 
must bear in mind that today examples of Northern Song calligraphy differ significantly
from their original appearance. Dulled by time, by repeated rolling and unrolling, and by
156 Lu You, juan 1: 35.
157 He Wei, juan 8: 577.
158 Lu You, juan 1: 61-62.
159 Su Shi, Su Shi wenji, juan 70: 2225.
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remounting, the ink on these pieces may have decreased in luster. Nevertheless,
compared with calligraphy made during succeeding dynasties, the worn ink in Northern
Song pieces remains the darkest and confirms the black-luster aesthetic.
Additional evidence of Northern Song ink aesthetics is Chao Guanzhi’s 
discussion of the hue and luster of ink cake. He writes:
Concerning the hue of ink cakes, violet radiance is best, black radiance is
second best, blue radiance is third, and white radiance the worst. Both hue and
luster cannot be neglected and are valued based on their long-term endurance.
However, radiance from glue needs to be avoided. Most ancient ink cakes have
hue without luster owing to moisture damage, which reveals that these are not
the best ink cakes of ancient times. Among ancient ink cakes, those with good
hue are dark but not dazzling, bright and vivid, and glossy but not stained.
These are the qualities of violet radiance.
凡墨色紫光為上，黒光次之，青光又次之，白光為下。凡光與色不可廢一，
以久而不渝者為貴。然忌膠光，古墨多有色無光者。以蒸溼敗之，非古墨
之善者。其有善者，黯而不浮，明而有艶，澤而無漬，是謂紫光。160
Chao ranked ink cake luster in four levels: violet, black, blue, and white, and offered his
criteria for the best luster. Although these measures are rather abstract, it is clear that
Northern Song literati claimed to have specific standards for assessing the luster of ink
cakes.
Ye Mengde supports Su Shi and Chao Guanzhi’s observations and provides 
valuable insight into the means by which ink-makers may improve their ink cakes. He
posits:
Most people today pay little attention to ink cakes, saying that since they are all
black, there is no need to worry about their hue. This is not true, because deep
160 Chao Guanzhi, 18-19.
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black is hard to make. People do not try to discern differences between blacks.
Excluding the ancient ink cakes, the only deep black ink cake made recently is
that of Pan Gu. Of the ink cakes produced on request by such other ink-makers
as Zhang Gu, Chen Zhan, and the apprentices of Pan Gu, none were completely
black. If the hue of the characters is insufficiently black, it will appear old and
feeble and make the viewer ill. I have given up almost all of my hobbies, but I
cannot abandon the ink cake. I have searched for fine ink cakes, but none have
satisfied me. Recently, someone taught me how to make ink cakes from oil soot.
First, burn sesame oil in an airtight chamber and cover with a tile. When this is
completed, one can collect the oil soot more easily. Use glue according to the
usual method of ink-making without extra ingredients. After testing, I
discovered that the resulting ink cake was good. Generally, ink cake of sesame
oil is black, but ink cake of tung oil is not. People love to use tung oil instead of
sesame oil because it is cheaper. Therefore, typical ink cakes made from oil
soot are unsatisfactory.
世不留意墨者，多言未有不黑，何足多較？此正不然。黑者正難得，但未
嘗細別之耳。不論古墨，惟近歲潘谷親造者黑。他如張谷、陳瞻與潘使闕
徒造以應人，所求者皆不黑也。寫字不黑，視之耄耄然，使人不快意。平
生嗜好屏除略盡，惟此物未能忘，數年來乞墨於人，無復如意。近有授余
油煙墨法者，用麻油燃密室中，以一瓦覆其上，即得煤，極簡易；膠用常
法，不多以外料參之，試其所作良佳。大抵麻油則黑，桐油則不黑，世多
以桐油賤，不復用麻油，故油煙無佳者。161
The deep black that Ye Mengde mentioned is likely similar to the color and luster of the
ink cakes Su Shi discussed. In his enthusiasm for ink cakes, Ye conducted experiments in
hopes of improving his ink, offering improvements in blackness by using soot from
sesame oil instead of tung oil, an extravagance, however, that was eschewed by
ink-makers who found sesame oil too costly for their business.
In addition to oil soot, lacquer soot was also used to make ink cakes. Ye Mengde
161 Ye Mengde, juan 1: 1580.
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noted that Mt. Huang was an excellent location for acquiring plentiful amounts of pine
and lacquer. He explained that, over the previous thirty years, people had begun to burn
pine wood painted with lacquer to make soot for ink cakes, a process that greatly differed
from the practices of ancient times.162
Northern Song literati became involved in the manufacture of ink cakes out of
more than personal interest. Some of their work influenced professional ink-makers, who
would advertise that their ink cake recipes were created by famous literati. When the
craftsman Pan Heng 潘衡 of Hainan initially took up ink cake production, he was unable
to make ink cakes of high quality. However, after he learned from Su Shi how to obtain
fine soot, he produced excelent ink cakes that he imprinted with the inscription, “Ink 
made from Hainan pine soot using the method of Dongpo [Su Shi]” (Hainan songmei
Dongpo fa mo 海南松煤東坡法墨). It is attested that this ink was comparable to the ink
cakes of Li Tinggui and Zhang Yu, which caused consumers to purchase it at high
prices.163 Another ink-maker, Pu Dashao 蒲大韶, studied the method developed by
Huang Tingjian. The fine ink cakes made by Pu were esteemed by the literati of
southeastern China.164
Northern Song literati not only collected ancient and contemporary ink cakes,
but also researched raw materials and manufacturing processes to produce ideal ink cakes.
Evidently, the quantity of high quality ink cakes available for purchase was insufficient to
supply the demands of the literati, causing many to study and produce ink cakes. The
162 Ye Mengde, juan 1: 1580.
163 Ye Mengde, juan 1: 1581.
164 Hong Mai 洪邁, Yijian jiazhi 夷堅甲志 (Records of a listener), in CSJCXB, juan 16: 126.
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extent of literati participation in the manufacture of ink cakes reveals the importance of
this material to them and the significance of this phenomenon in the history of
ink-making. It is clear from extant documents that the literati knew much about ink cakes
produced in both early and contemporary times. They were especially interested in
investigating ink cake ingredients to enable them to create new ink cakes of improved
quality. Their expertise frequently led them to collaborate with, and sometimes direct,
ink-makers in the production of ink cakes.
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2.3 Paper
Although Cai Lun 蔡倫 (63-121) of the Eastern Han dynasty is traditionally
regarded as the inventor of paper, modern research on paper excavated from Western Han
sites suggests that he further improved an existing technology.165 However, the term
“Western Han paper” is stil controversial, at present.166 Some scholars deny the
existence of paper in the Western Han, arguing that the samples are either misdated or are
not “paper.”167 The earliest excavated paper with writing dates to the late Eastern Han.
This indicates that it is possible that Cai Lun altered the ingredients and process of paper
manufacturing to produce a new type of paper that he then brought as tribute to the court
in 105.168 Regardless of the status of Western Han paper, Zuo Bo左伯 of the late Eastern
Han dynasty, a calligrapher specializing in clerical script, produced the famous Zuo Bo
paper, which Xiao Ziliang 蕭子良 (460-494) described as delicate and lustrous.169 Wei
Dan also pointed out that an artist requires the best writing tools to produce the best
calligraphy and revealed that he made his calligraphy excellent by using the Zhang Zhi 張
165 Tsuen-hsuin Tsien, Written on Bamboo and Silk, 135-137; Pan Jixing, Zhongguo zaozhi shihua, 9-16;
Pan Jixing, Zhongguo zaozhi jishu shigao, 24-33; Chen Jiaren, 94-95.
166 Pan Jixing, “Cong kaogu faxian he chutu guzhi de huayan kan zaozhishu qiyuan 從考古發現和出土古
紙的化驗看造紙術起源 (Tracing the origin of paper making from archeological discoveries and
excavated ancient paper),” Chemistry 化學通報 1 (1999): 55-56; Pan Jixing, “1979-2007 nian Zhongguo
zaozhishu famingzhe zhengyi de huigu 1979-2007 年中國造紙術發明者爭議的回顧 (Review on debates
of the inventor of Chinese paper-making during 1979-2007),” The Chinese Journal for the History of
Science and Technology 中國科技史雜誌, vol. 32, no 4 (2001): 561-571.
167 Chen Dachuan 陳大川, Zaozhishi zhoubian 造紙史周邊 (Regardings the history of paper-making)
(Nantou: Taiwan shengzhengfu wenhuachu, 1998), 65-104.
168 Chen Jiaren, 95.
169 Zhang Huaiguan 張懷瓘, Shuduan 書斷 (Judgments on calligraphy), vol. 2, in Zhang Yanyuan, Fashu
yaolu, juan 9: 292.
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芝 (?-ca. 192) brush, Zuo Bo paper, and his own ink cakes.170 It is therefore certain that
paper had become the primary calligraphy substrate no later than the Eastern Han.
According to recent archaeological reports, the so-caled “papers” of the Western 
Han were mainly of hemp as well as of mulberry and other tree barks.171 This is in
accord with ancient documents that indicate that Cai Lun used wild paper mulberry bark
to make paper in Luoyang 洛陽.172 Paper mulberry is fibrous and grows across a wide
swath of territory from northern to southern China, which made it an accessible raw
material for paper-making.173
Paper-making techniques developed over the course of the Wei, Jin, and
Northern and Southern dynasties (220-581). The main material used for paper-making in
this period was hemp, but other resources such as paper mulberry, mulberry, and rattan
werealso introduced. Lu Ji’s陸機 (261-303) A Consoling Letter (Pingfu tie 平復帖) is
the earliest model calligraphy (fig. 2.6), and observations by Pan Jixing indicate that it is
written on early hemp paper.174 Pan notes that the imprint of the bamboo screens used in
paper-making is not obvious and that strands of hemp fibers can be seen on the paper
surface. The surface was not treated effectively, and the absorption of liquid ink seems
lower than average. These qualities are indicative of primitive hemp paper.175
170 Zhao Qi 趙岐, Sanfu juelu 三輔決錄 (Records of the Sanfu), in CSJCXB, juan 2: 358.
171 Pan Jixing, “Cong chutu guzhi de moni shiyan kan Handai zao mazhi jishu從出土古紙的模擬實驗看
漢代造麻紙技術 (Through experiments to reproduce excavated ancient paper to review the Han
technology of hemp-paper making),” Wenwu 1 (1977): 51-58.
172 Pan Jixing, “Xinjiang chutu guzhi yanjiu新疆出土古紙研究 (Study on excavated ancient paper in
Xinjiang),” Wenwu 10 (1973): 52-60; Chen Dachuan, 15-32.
173 Pan Jixing, Zhongguo zaozhi shihua, 20.
174 Pan Jixing, Zhongguo zaozhi jishu shigao, 55-61.
175 Pan Jixing, “Gugong bowuyuan cang ruogan gudai fashu yongzhi zhi yanjiu故宮博物院藏若干古代法
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Rough fibers and stiffness are characteristic features of hemp paper. The samples
of paper discovered in Xinjiang 新疆 from the third to eighth centuries are mainly made
from hemp, flax, and ramie, with a small number from mulberry.176 Hand-written papers
founded in Dunhuang 敦煌 from the third to tenth centuries are made of hemp, ramie,
and jute.177 The paper used for official documents of the Tang government was also
made from hemp. This paper was divided into grades according to the rank of the official
using it and the category of paperwork. White hemp paper was used for administrative
paperwork, yellow hemp paper for military paperwork. Five-colored hemp paper was
used for court documents delivered to high-ranking officials of minorities.178 During the
Tang dynasty, Sichuan 四川 hemp was famed for its ease of production and good quality.
It was used to produce paper for the Academy of Scholarly Worthies (Jixianyuan 集賢院)
in thetwo capitals, Chang’an長安 and Luoyang, in quantities sufficient to transcribe
books of four categories that totaled 125,960 juan 卷 (fascicles)179 in addition to
thousands of additional sheets for routine use in the academy.180 Mi Fu records that
Yangzhou 揚州 also produced a type of fine hemp paper known as liuhe 六合. Treatment
書用紙之研究 (Study on the paper of some ancient works of calligraphy collected in the Palace
Museum),” Wenwu 10 (1975): 84.
176 Hoernle A. F. Rudolf , “Who Was the Inventor of Rag Paper?” Journal of the Royal Asiatic 10 (1903):
665; Thomas Francis Carter, The Invention of Printing in China and Its Spread Westward (New York:
Ronald press, 1955), 6-7; see also Tsuen-hsuin Tsien, Written on Bamboo and Silk, 142-145.
177 Robert H. Clapperton, Paper: An Historical Account of Its Making by Hand from the Earliest Times
down to the Present Day (Oxford: Shakespeare Head Press, 1934), 18; Pan Jixing, “Dunhuang shishi 
xiejingzhi de yanjiu 敦煌石室寫經紙的研究 (Study of the sutra paper stored in the stone rooms of
Dunhuang),” Wenwu 3 (1966), 40-41; see also Tsuen-hsuin Tsien, Written on Bamboo and Silk, 147-148.
178 Li Zhao 李肇, Hanlin zhi 翰林志 (The Hanlin Academy), in WYGSKQS, 3-4
179 Zhang Yue 張說 et al., Tang liudian 唐六典 (Six statutes of the Tang dynasty) (Beijing: Zhonghua
shuju, 1992), juan 9: 280.
180 Ouyang Xiu et al., Xin Tangshu, juan 57: 1422.
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through sizing and calendering made the paper durable and gave it a smooth surface,
making it suitable for sutra transcription.181 Evidence that, after the Tang, documents
seldom appeared on hemp paper suggests that hemp had ceased to be an important
material in paper-making, after which it was replaced by rattan and bamboo.182
During the Sui, Tang, and Five Dynasties, in addition to paper made from hemp,
mulberry, and rattan, paper was also made from such materials as sandalwood, daphne,
and bamboo. The advent of block printing in the early Tang increased demand for paper
and stimulated the growth of paper manufacturing. Paper had become part of daily life.183
The Chengxin 澄心 (purifying mind) Hall paper of the Southern Tang was
highly praised by Northern Song literati. Mei Yaochen said that “…its surface is glossy as 
spring ice and dense as a cocoon 滑如春冰密如繭.”184 Elsewhere, Mei remarked that
“…after drying, its surface is firm and glossy as if covered with jade….Ancient paper is 
fine, lustrous, and thick焙乾堅滑若鋪玉……古紙精光肉理厚.”185 Mi Fu described this
paper as follows:
Li Chongguang [937-978] ordered this kind of paper for use at Chengxin Hall.
The paper came from different places, but the best, calendered and sized, was
from Maya, Chizhou. [But what I have here] is the paper of Raozhou. Owing to
its low absorption of ink, the characters written on it lack elegance and spirit.
李重光作此等紙，以供澄心堂用，其出不一，以池州馬牙硾漿者為上品。
此乃饒紙，不入墨，致字少風神也。186
181 Mi Fu, Pingzhi tie 評紙帖 (Evaluations of paper), in YSCB, 305.
182 Tsuen-hsuin Tsien, Zhongguo shuji, zhi, mo ji yinshua lunwenji, 59.
183 Pan Jixing, Zhongguo zaozhi shihua, 39.
184 Mei Yaochen, juan 7: 1.
185 Mei Yaochen, juan 27: 1.
186 Mi Fu, Baojin yingguang ji 寶晉英光集 (Collected writings of Mi Fu), in CSJCXB, juan 8: 147.
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In other words, Mi believed that the best kind of Chengxin Hall paper came from
Chizhou, but what he had at this writing was paper from Raozhou, which had a poor rate
of absorption.
Another type of paper known as jiaodie 校牒 from the Southern Tang dynasty
was also considered excellent. Chen Shidao 陳師道 (1053-1101) writes: “It is lustrous 
and clean as jade, and its surface is like the membrane of an egg 光潔如玉，膚如卵膜.” 
He considered this paper superior to Chengxin Hall paper.187 It is notable that these two
papers bore similar features, as both were glossy, lustrous, dense, and clean. Later, these
qualities became standards for the best Northern Song paper.
Glossiness and density were such important signifiers of good paper that they
influenced the technology of paper-making in the Northern Song dynasty. To achieve
these characteristics, sizing and calendering were added into the paper manufacturing
process. Sizing involves spreading a layer of liquid glue on the surface of paper to fill its
micro-pores.188 After coating, the absorption and diffusion of ink on the surface is
reduced and regularized. Calendering involves pounding or pressing the paper to increase
its density and smooth its surface. Since the process of calendering is executed on wet
paper, the processes of sizing and calendering can be done together or separately.
Calendering technology developed early and is clearly evident in the delicacy
and glossiness of Zuo Bo paper. Sizing has been dated to as early as the fourth century
AD, and its earliest use principally involved solutions made chiefly from starch. This
187 Chen Shidao 陳師道, Houshan ji 後山集 (Collected writings of Chen Shidao), in WYGSKQS, juan 19:
4.
188 Pan Jixing, Zhongguo zaozhi jishu shigao, 15-16; see also Tsuen-hsuin Tsien, Paper and Printing,
73-74.
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solution could be spread evenly on the surface of the paper or added into the pulp.189
Later, white mineral powders were added to the sizing solution, mitigating problems
associated with starch, which makes paper fragile and attracts insects.190
Paper processing turned a new page in the Tang dynasty, when raw and prepared
papers were distinguished. Zhang Yanyuan 張彥遠 (815-907) cautioned against the use
of prepared paper in mountings because it causes wrinkles.191 In the Tang court and
government, craftsmen were specially assigned to the task of transforming raw into
prepared paper.192 The process was essentially that of the earlier technique of sizing,
except that starch was combined with animal or plant glue to ameliorate its flaws. Alum
(Al2(SO4) 3．18H2O) was also added to the solution to allow the glue to separate evenly.
The solution could be spread on the paper surface or be added to the pulp, methods still
used in paper-making.193
Dyeing is another important process in paper-making. Some believe it was
invented in the Han dynasty, but the evidence for this conclusion is unpersuasive.194 In
the Wei, Jin, Southern and Northern dynasties, dyeing techniques developed rapidly, and
dyed paper was used for writing official paperwork and transcribing classic books.195
According to Mi Fu, the calligraphy masters Wang Xizhi and Wang Xianzhi wrote on
189 Pan Jixing, Zhongguo zaozhi jishu shigao, 61-62.
190 Pan Jixing, Zhongguo zaozhi shihua, 32-34.
191 Zhang Yanyuan, Lidai minghua ji 歷代名畫記 (Record of famous paintings in successive dynasties), in
HSCS, juan 3: 37.
192 Ouyang Xiu et al., Xin Tangshu, juan 47, 49, 49: 1214, 1294, 1295.
193 Pan Jixing, Zhongguo zaozhi shihua, 48-49; Zhongguo zaozhi jishu shigao, 81-82;
194 Tsuen-hsuin Tsien, Paper and Printing, 74-75; see also Wang Degang 王德剛, “Qimin yaoshu yu
zhizhang cailiao baohu jishu 齊民要術與紙張材料保護技術 (Qimin yaoshu and the technique of paper
preservation),”Dangan guanli 檔案管理 (Archives Management) 5 (1990): 43.
195 Pan Jixing, Zhongguo zaozhi jishu shigao, 65-67
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yellow hemp paper.196 Other colors of dyed paper, such as blue, red, and pink, were also
produced at this time.197 Xue Tao 薛濤 (ca.781-832) paper was named after the woman
who made it and was the most famed dyed paper of the Tang dynasty. Xue Tao lived by
Wanhua 浣花 Creek, Chendu 成都, so Xue Tao paper was also known as Wanhua paper.
Xue Tao had paper-makers produce small-sized paper in various shades of red on which
she was fond of composing short poems.198
The process of waxing is similar to that of dyeing, and Zhang Yanyuan mentions
that waxed paper can be used for copying or mounting art works.199 Numerous copies of
calligraphy made in the Tang on waxed paper survived the transition to the Northern
Song; Mi Fu mentions a tracing copy ofWang Xizhi’s caligraphy made on waxed 
paper.200 Fortunately, three pieces of calligraphy mounted on a handscroll and
collectively entitled Three Passages: Pingan, Heru, and Fengju (Pingan Heru Fengju
santie 平安何如奉橘三帖) are well preserved in the National Palace Museum, Taipei (fig.
2.7). These three works are tracings copied onto a single scroll in the Tang and reveal the
speed and variety of brushwork as the brush was turned and lifted. The purpose of
waxing paper was to increase its transparency and lower its absorption rate to facilitate
tracing. This paper belongs to the category of yinghuangjian 硬黃箋 (hard yellow paper),
also named huangying 黃硬 (yellow hard) or huangla 黃蠟 (yellow wax) paper, and its
196 Mi Fu, Shu shi 書史 (History of calligraphy), in YSCB, 11, 13.
197 Li Fang 李昉 et al., Taiping yulan 太平御覽 (Imperial overview from the Taiping [xingguo] reign
[976-983]) (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1960), juan 605: 2724.
198 Pan Jixing, Zhongguo zaozhi jishu shigao, 84.
199 Zhang Yanyuan, Lidai minghua ji, juan 2, 3: 24, 37.
200 Mi Fu, Shu shi, 6.
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surface is dense and glossy yellow.201 According to Zhang Shinan’s張世南 (1195-1246)
Stories Learned on Travels (Youhuan jiwen 游宦紀聞), the preparation of yinghuangjian
paper involves placing the paper on a hot iron and spreading yellow wax on it.202
Yinghuangjian paper was also dyed with amur cork to ward off insects.203 Undyed waxed
paper is typified by that used by Wu Cailuan’s吳彩鸞 Amendments to Cut Rhymes
(Kanmiu buque Qieyun 刊謬補缺切韻) in the Palace Museum collection (fig. 2.8).
Waxed papers of other colors were also produced in the Tang.204 A further Tang
innovation combined sizing and waxing techniques to produce fenlajian 粉蠟箋 (coated
and waxed paper), which combined the advantages of sized and waxed papers.205
The best-known paper for tracing calligraphy was yinghuangjian, but other
papers served the same purpose, as evident in a comment by Su Yijian:
The method of making tracing paper is to immerse a sheet of huaye 花葉
(flower and leaf) paper from Jiangdong (the eastern end of the Yangtze River)
in persimmon oil and good wine. Five sheets that have not been immersed are
then placed under the immersed sheet and another five sheets are added on top.
The stack of paper is then carefully rolled and pounded until penetration is
even.
搨紙法。用江東花葉紙，以柿油、好酒浸一幅，乃下鋪不浸者五幅，上亦
鋪五幅，乃細卷而硾之，浸漬染着如一。206
201 For a scholarly discussion of yinghuang paper and tracing calligraphy, see Shen C.Y. Fu, Traces of the
Brush, 3; see also Tsuen-hsuin Tsien, Paper and Printing, 78-79.
202 Zhang Shinan 張世南, Youhuan jiwen 游宦紀聞 (Stories learned from travels), in CSJCXB, juan 5: 86.
203 Zhao Xigu 趙希鵠, Dongtian qinglu 洞天清錄 (Record of the pure registers of the cavern of Heaven),
in MSCS, 18.
204 Pan Jixing, Zhongguo zaozhi shihua, 50-51
205 Pan Jixing, Zhongguo zaozhi shihua, 51-52
206 Su Yijian, juan 4: 2310.
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It appears that this method was advantageous as it allowed for mass production, essential
to meeting the voracious paper needs of the empire.
Several methods of surface processing were developed to facilitate writing by
preventing the excessive diffusion of ink. However, once they satisfied the practical
functions of writing, paper-makers also developed such decorative papers as yahuajian 砑
花箋 (calendered paper with decorative patterns) and shuiwenzhi 水紋紙 (watermark
paper). Watermarked paper was made by affixing raised lines, usually in wave patterns, to
the upper side of the bamboo screen-mold over which pulp was poured. The raised lines
thinned the paper to leave their pattern faintly imbedded in it by increasing the paper’s 
transparency, leaving a visible pattern when the paper is held up to light. Yahuajian paper
differs from watermark paper in that the pattern is pressed into the paper with an
engraved wood or iron block. Where the block pattern compresses the paper, a blind
pattern is pressed into the paper. The pattern is also sized with compounds that make the
pattern more visible. But the blind imprint of the patterned block on the paper and the
compound sized to make the impressed pattern more visible affect the absorption of
writing ink. As a result, inconsistencies in the absorption rate of the paper when writing
are an indicator of this type of paper. The sharp edges left by the woodblock presses can
also be used to differentiate this type of paper, although the edges of these indentations
can gradually disappear with successive remountings.
Su Shi refers to a certain “block-printed paper with water paterns” (yinban
shuizhi) in a comment on paintings of water. He writes:
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In paintings that date from ancient times to the present, water is almost always
depicted as extensive subtle ripples, but the best show the larger fluctuations of
waves. When people touch the waves, they can feel the unevenness and find it
marvelous. However, this class only can compete with the yinban shuizhi
(paper block-printed with water patterns) within the limited zone of
workmanship.
古今畫水，多作平遠細皺，其善者不過能為波頭起伏。使人至以手捫之，
謂有窪隆，以為至妙矣。然其品格，特與印板水紙爭工拙於毫釐間耳。207
Some scholars interpret yinban shuizhi as watermarked paper,208 citing as an example the
second sheet of Li Jianzhong’s李建中 (945-1013) Letter to my Year-mate (Tongnian tie
同年帖), which has a subtle wave pattern watermark (fig. 2.9). However, Su Shi wrote
“yinban,”which means “block printing,” so what he refers to is more likely to have been
calendered paper with decorative paterns, as seen in the paper of Shen Liao’s沈遼
(1032-1085) Letter to Baoxing (Dongzhi tie 動止帖), which is decorated with
block-printed wave patterns (fig. 2.10).
On yahuajian paper, Tao Gu 陶穀 (903-970) noted:
Yao Qi’s sons and nephews are good at making five-colored paper, which is
glossy, dense, delicate, and beautiful. The pressing blocks are made of Chinese
eaglewood into which landscapes, woods and fires, broken-stem flowers and
fruit, lions and phoenixes, the eight immortals, and bronzeware scripts are
engraved. Every block is different, and the decorative patterns pressed into the
paper are unusual and delicate. It is named yaguang xiaoben (small calendered
sheet).
207 Su Shi, Su Shi wenji, juan 12: 408.
208 Shi Daogang 師道剛, “Shuiwenzhi zhicheng niandai wenti zhiyi水紋紙製成年代問題質疑 (Query
into the date of watermarked paper),” Journal of Shanxi University (Philosophy and Social Science Edition)
山西大學學報（哲學社會科學版）1 (1981): 51-52, 96.
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姚覬子侄善造五色牋，光緊精華，砑紙版乃沉香刻山水、林木、折技花果、
獅鳳、蟲魚、壽星、八仙、鍾鼎文，幅幅不同，文縷奇細，號砑光小本。209
This calendered paper was processed on the basis of the five-colored paper, and its
complicated process indicates that it probably has an old pedigree.
Another paper known as yuzijian 魚子箋 (fried paper) and produced in Sichuan
is also related to yahuajian.210 Su Yijian describes its manufacture:
When paper-makers in Shu [Sichuan] made ten-colored paper, they assembled
ten sheets as a unit and clipped the end of each sheet with a bamboo clipper.
The paper then was dyed with ten color solutions unit by unit. In the dyeing
process, the units of paper were left aside, pounded and covered, and piled up
on both sides [of the dyed vats]. This work was exhausting. After the sheets of
paper were dried, their luster and colors illuminated each other in a manner
beyond words. Each sheet was put on a block engraved with decorative patterns
and pressed onto the block to form blind impressed patterns of flowers, trees,
and lin and luan [Chinese mythical animals] that are full of shapes and forms.
The next step was to take a piece of delicate cloth and paint glue solution over
it. This made the cloth stiff, and the pattern of the cloth [impressed on the paper]
enhanced the decorative patterns on the paper. This kind of paper was called
yuzijian or luojian (gauze fabric lines paper) and is also produced in Shanxi 剡
溪 today.
蜀人造十色箋，凡十幅為一榻。每幅之尾，必以竹夾夾之，和十色水逐榻
以染，當染之際，棄置捶埋，堆盈左右，不勝其委頓。逮乾，則光彩相宣，
不可名也。逐幅于方版之上砑之，則隱起花木麟鸞，千狀萬態。又以細布，
先以麪漿膠，令勁挺，隱出其文者，謂之「魚子箋」，又謂之「羅箋」，今
剡溪亦有焉。211
This is quite similar to the yaguang xiaoben of the Five Dynasties, which was also
209 Tao Gu 陶穀, Qing yi lu 清異錄 (Record of the pure and uncommon), in BJXSDG, juan 4: 2028.
210 Li Zhao 李肇, Tang guoshi bu 唐國史補 (Supplement to the History of the Tang Dynasty), in CSJCXB,
juan 3: 399.
211 Su Yijian, juan 4: 2298-2229.
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imprinted after dyeing. However, for yuzijian, a delicate cloth and a glue solution were
additionally applied to make its decorative patterns more conspicuous.
The yuzijian Su describes seems related to the caijian 綵箋 (colorful paper) of
Wuzhong 吳中 and the fenjian 粉箋 (powder paper) of Shuzhong 蜀中. Fan Chengda 范
成大 (1126-1193) remarks:
Caijian made in Wuzhong is famous in every corner of the country. Every kind
of colorful powder is mixed with glue and then used to paint the paper. The
paper is imprinted with gauze fabric lines and then calendered with decorative
paterns….
Today, fenjian paper made in Shuzhong follows precisely the method of
Wuzhong and is termed Wujian (Wu paper).
綵牋。吳中所造，名聞四方，以諸色粉和膠刷紙，隠以羅紋，然後砑花……
今蜀中作粉牋正用吳法，名吳牋。212
Although the process is slightly different from the yuzijian discussed by Su Yijian, the
effect of its decoration is similar. According to Fan Chengda, caijian, fenjian, and
yuzijian are the same type of paper. In addition to pigments, the fenjian paper of the
Northern Song dynasty also used mica powder, as indicated by a comment from Cai
Xiang:
The fenjian paper made by Qiang Wuxian of Changzhou is particularly fine.
Although it is not a rare treasure, it is hard for even the devoted to get their
hands on it. Mica powder is harmful to the eye, so users should be cautious.
常州强武賢造粉牋殊精，雖未為竒物，然於當今好事亦難得耳。雲母粉不
利人目，用者宜審之。213
212 Fan Chengda 范成大, Wujun zhi 吳郡志 (Gazetteer of Wu commandery), in CSJCXB, juan 29: 724.
213 Cai Xiang, juan 25: 240.
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Mica powder can reflect light, so it makes colors shinier and patterns more detailed.
Today, many kinds of paper are still polished with mica powder.
Among Northern Song literati, Mi Fu had the most comprehensive
understanding of the characteristics of paper because he was not only an outstanding
painting and calligraphy master but also an excellent art connoisseur with a full
knowledge of mounting. About mounting, he remarks:
Youquan and hemp papers are hard, which makes them the worst hazard for
works of art. Chizhou paper is even and easy to soften with pounding and
seldom fluffs: Chengxin Hall paper was made from it. It is ridiculous that
people today think that Chengxin Hall paper was made in Shezhou. [The
Shezhou paper] separates immediately with rolling, its softness cannot stand
rolling, and it easily becomes fluffy. After old Chengxin Hall paper was
immersed in water overnight, it was spread on a desk for drying the next day.
By removing its sizing and the effects of its calendering processes, it recovers
its original characteristics, which shows that it is Chizhou paper at heart. The
only difference is that it was pounded to make it delicate and without obvious
fibers. Among ancient Chengxin Hall papers, the thin kind is best for mounting
art work. Art work mounted with taiteng (rattan paper of Taizhou 台州) is
smooth and unfluffy. It is the best under Heaven: others cannot compete with it.
油拳、麻紙硬堅，損書第一。池紙匀，硾之易軟，少毛，澄心其製也。今
人以歙為澄心，可笑。一卷即兩分，理軟不耐卷，易生毛。古澄心以水洗
浸一夕，明日鋪于卓上曬乾，漿硾已去，紙復元性，乃今池紙也，特擣得
細無筋耳。古澄心有一品薄者，最宜背書。台藤背書，滑無毛，天下第一，
餘莫及。214
Mi Fu indicates here that stiff paper is not suitable for mounting art work, and that the
best papers for mounting are thin Chengxin Hall paper and taiteng paper because their
characteristic softness makes scrolls that are easily rolled without cracking, while their
214 Mi Fu, Shu shi, 41.
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lack of fluffiness means that these papers have smooth, glassy surfaces that reduce
friction from the hands when rolling a scroll. Taiteng paper is rattan paper of Huangyan
黄巖, Taizhou and was often used for mounting by Mi Fu, who adds:
Tang people used chuishou (prepared by calendering) paper to mount Wang
Xizhi’s caligraphy. The paper is soft as coton, so it does no harm to the 
ancient paper [of the original] …. 
I exchanged the letter that Wang Xizhi wrote to Wang Shu for an autograph
edict of the Tang emperor Taizong. It was mounted on yellow silk bearing a
pattern of jujube flowers, a pattern that was also pressed into the surface of the
edict. I tried to re-mount it on rattan paper from Huangyan, Taizhou, that was
calendered and split into half thickness. The back of this paper is smooth, clean,
and soft. It does not fluff while rolling and unrolling. Most of my calligraphy
collection is mounted on this paper. I mounted and dressed each of them myself
and then stored them in bookcases.
唐人背右軍帖皆硾熟，軟紙如綿，乃不損古紙……
余又以右軍與王述書，易得唐文皇手詔。以棗花黄綾背，詔面上一齊隠起
花紋。余尋重背，以台州黄巖藤紙，硾熟，掲一半，背滑淨軟熟，卷舒更
不生毛。余家書帖多用此紙，一一手背，手裝，方入笈。215
Chuishou paper is calendered to be soft and delicate and is suitable for mounting. Mi also
mentions that Letter on the Controversy over Seating Protocol (Zhengzuowei tie 爭座位
帖) by Yan Zhenqing was written on chuishou paper used for writing verdicts from the
county near the capital (Chang’an) in the Tang.216 Therefore, many types of paper can be
categorized as chuishou paper because its qualities are achieved chiefly through the
calendering process.
215 Mi Fu, Shu shi, 41-43.
216 Mi Fu, Shu shi, 19.
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In the Northern Song, Taizhou also produced yuban 玉版 (jade tablet) paper,
which was famous through the empire. Su Shi, presented with yuban paper from Tiantai
天台 by Li Cong 李琮 (courtesy name Xianfu 獻父), said it was better than Chengxin
Hall paper. However, yuban paper was rare in Su Shi’s time,217 and since the literati
routinely mistook Taizhou for Tiantai paper during the Song and Yuan periods,218 what
Su Shi obtained was probably from Taizhou, not Tiantai. Chen Qiqing 陳耆卿
(1180-1237) further pointed out that yuban paper was made in Huangyan from
bamboo.219
In addition to smoothness and density, the Northern Song literati also considered
degree of whiteness to be an essential characteristic of good paper. When Cai Xiang
judged different kinds of paper, he noted:
Li’ao paper is worse than Jixi paper, beter than Youquan paper, and equal to 
Wutian paper. The rattan paper of Xunzhou is delicate but tinged with yellow.
The others are unworthy to mention owing to obvious bamboo fibers.
李隩下於績溪而優於由拳，與烏田相埒。循州藤紙微精細而差黄。他處以
竹筋，不足道。220
Although the rattan paper of Xunzhou was high quality, its yellowish hue was a fault. It
seems many traditions surround the evaluation of good paper. For example, Ouyang Tong
歐陽通 (?-691) wrote calligraphy only on paper that was dense, clean, white, and
217 Su Shi, Su Shi wenji, juan 70: 2341.
218 Xu Sanjian 徐三見, “‘Tiantai’ zakao “天台”雜考 (Research on ‘Tiantai’),” Dongnan wenhua 東南文化
(Southeastern culture) 6 (1990): 289-290.
219 Chen Qiqing 陳耆卿 ed., Jiading Chicheng zhi 嘉定赤城志 (Gazetteer of Chicheng county), in
Congshu jicheng xubian, juan 36: 606.
220 Cai Xiang, juan 25: 238.
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glossy.221
For Cai Xiang, the best paper was made in Jixi county, Anhui 安徽:
Jixi paper from Shezhou is descended from Chengxin Hall paper, the difference
being that it is newer and more vivid. Most of today’s paper comes from such
southern areas as Wutian, Gutian, Youquan, Wenzhou, and Huizhou. Although
these papers are all famous, compared to Jixi paper they are of no significance.
歙州績溪紙乃澄心堂遺物，唯有新色，鮮明過之。今世紙多出南方，如烏
田、古田、由拳、温州、惠州，皆知名。擬之績溪，曾不得及其門牆耳。222
Cai Xiang reveals the abundance of paper sources in China even as he retains a
preference for Chengxin Hall paper, which he states had been changed in his time. Unlike
Mi Fu, Cai Xiang believes that the tradition of Chengxin Hall paper had been preserved
in Jixi county.
Regarding the types of paper-making in China during the early Song, Su Yijian
wrote:
In the Shuzhong area, most paper is made of hemp, including the papers called
yuxie (jade trifles) and xiegu (bone dust). Between the Jiangnan East and
Liangzhe circuits, most paper is made of tender bamboo. In Northern areas,
paper-makers use mulberry bark for making paper, while in Shanxi 剡溪 they
use rattan bark to make paper. People who live near the sea make paper with
algae. People of Zhejiang use the stems of wheat and rice to make a paper that
is crisp and thin. Of these, papers made of wheat fore-stems and oily rattan are
especially good.
蜀中多以麻為紙，有玉屑、屑骨之號。江浙間多以嫩竹為紙。北土以桑皮
為紙。剡溪以藤為紙。海人以苔為紙。浙人以麥莖稻桿為之者脆薄焉，以
麥藁油藤為之者尤佳。223
221 Su Yijian, juan 4: 2297.
222 Cai Xiang, juan 25: 238.
223 Su Yijian, juan 4: 2298.
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Thus, we see that the materials chosen for making paper were affected by the availability
of native products in each location.
In the early Northern Song, rattan paper was produced in Shanxi 剡溪, which
was the area passed by the Cao E 曹娥 River in Shaoxing 紹興, Zhejiang. Zhang Hua 張
華 (232-300) mentions the huge volume of rattan from Shanxi made into a paper that was
termed shanteng 剡藤 (rattan paper of Shanxi). In the mid Eastern Jin dynasty, rattan
paper was used for official documents, a practice that continued into the Tang, so official
documents were called shandu 剡牘 (documents of Shanxi). The Tang poet Shu Yuanyu
舒元輿 (791-835) described the over-exploitation of rattan:
Paper-makers chasing profit cut down rattan day and night for sale. Even were
the area of Shanxi 剡溪 as big as the empire, the supply would still be short.
However, the area of Shanxi is only Shanxi. If this trend continues, there will
be no rattan growing in Shanxi.
紙工嗜利，曉夜斬藤以鬻之，雖舉天下為剡溪，猶不足以給，況一剡溪者
耶！以此恐後之日不複有藤生於剡矣。224
The depletion of rattan forced paper-makers to seek substitutes, and the plentiful
bamboo in Jiangnan appears to have been the first choice. Song literati believed that
bamboo paper was popular in making paper in the Eastern Jin dynasty. Mi Fu’s Paper of
the Jin Dynasty (Jinzhi tie 晉紙帖) says that the paper of the Western Jin was made of the
bamboos of Yue 越 (modern Shaoxing) (fig. 2.11). Zhao Xigu 趙希鵠, who lived in the
224 Shu Yuanyu 舒元輿, “Bei Shanxi guteng wen悲剡溪古藤文 (Sadness for the ancient rattan of
Shanxi),” in Yao Xun 姚鉉, Tang wen cui 唐文萃 (Selected writings of the Tang dynasty), in WYGSKQS,
juan 33b: 8.
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first half of thirteenth century, thought that the relocation of the Jin court to the south was
the primary catalyst for the development of bamboo paper. Since moving to the south
made it difficult to obtain northern materials for making paper, the bamboo plentiful in
Shaoxing became the main material for paper-making.225 In the Tang, bamboo paper was
also produced in Shaozhou韶州, Guangdong廣東.226 However, the quality of early Song
bamboo paper seems to have been substandard, as indicated by Cai Xiang:
I once forbid my department from using bamboo paper. Even before verdicts
were made, the relevant documents had decayed, not to mention those that
warranted preserving.
吾嘗禁所部不得輙用竹紙。至於獄訟，未決而案牘巳零落，况可存之遠久
哉。227
Bamboo paper may have been fragile in the early Song dynasty, but this characteristic
suited another usage. Su Yijian wrote:
Today, the Jiangnan East and Liangzhe circuits produce paper from tender
bamboo. If a secret letter were written on this type of paper, no one would dare
to open it because it would tear upon first touch and could not be glued back
together.
今江浙間有以嫩竹為紙，如作密書，無人敢拆發之，蓋隨手便裂，不復粘
也。228
However, bamboo paper was considerably improved during the Northern Song,
in part because of literati experiments. Mi Fu reprocessed bamboo paper from the Yue
region to make writing paper. He asserted:
225 Zhao Xigu, 17.
226 Li Zhao, juan 3: 399.
227 Cai Xiang, juan 25: 240.
228 Su Yijian, juan 4: 2300.
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After being pounded ten thousand times, the quality of the bamboo paper of the
Yue and Tao regions is superior to Youquan paper. It is dense, thin, and lovely. I
began to make this paper at age fifty and named it jinban (gold tablet).
越陶竹萬杵，在油拳上，緊薄可愛。余年五十，始作此紙，謂之金版也。229
After processing, bamboo paper could compete with rattan paper and even surpass the
famous Youquan paper ranked fourth by Cai Xiang. The name jinban derives from the
observation that its surface was as glossy as a gold tablet. When Mi Fu finished
processing this paper, he immediately used it to write poems to his good friends, Xue
Shaopeng and Liu Jing 劉涇 (ca. 1043- ca. 1100), stating confidently:
The bamboo paper of Yue pounded ten thousand times is like gold tablets,
What use is the Youquan paper of Hangzhou and the cocoon paper of Chizhou?
It surpasses Sichuan silk with black silk columns,
And outclasses fine silks of the south.
越筠萬杵如金板，
安用杭油與池蠒。
髙壓巴郡烏絲欄，
平欺澤國清華練。230
Sichuan silk with writing columns outlined in black silk is the famous Shusu 蜀素 on
which Mi Fu wrote his calligraphy masterpiece Poems Written on Sichuan Silk (Shusu tie
蜀素帖) at age 38 (fig. 2.12).231 Before being written, the silk of this scroll was treasured
by Lin Xi 林希 (1037-?).232 Poems Written on Sichuan Silk is one of only two extant
229 Mi Fu, Pingzhi tie, 305.
230 Mi Fu, Shu shi, 52.
231 For a discussion of this work in English, see Guoli gugong bowuyuan,Wen Fong, and James C. Y. Watt,
Possessing the Past: Treasures from the National Palace Museum, Taipei (New York: Metropolitan
Museum of Art, 1996), 155-157; see also Peter Sturman, Mi Fu, 75-80.
232 Ho Chuan-hsing, Grand View: Special Exhibition of Northern Sung Painting and Calligraphy 大觀－北
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examples of Shusu, which suggests how rare this type of silk was, even in its day. Mi Fu
must have been one of a tiny number of calligraphers who experienced writing on it, so
his ability to compare different papers based on experience, including papers like the
bamboo paper he developed, was also rare.
Gazetteer of Guiji (Guiji zhi 會稽志), completed 1201, describes the
development of local paper:
The rattan paper of Shanxi 剡溪 acquired its reputation long ago, with the next
most reputable paper being taijian (algae paper). Now, only bamboo paper is
famous throughout the empire. Although other manufacturers have tried to
recreate it, their imitations have not come close to the quality of bamboo paper,
and thus it surpasses the fame of rattan paper. Three types of bamboo paper
belong to the superior class: Yaohuang (Yao yellow), xueshi (scholar), and
Shaogong (Mr. Shao) ….
These three types all have the product named zhanshou (extended hand), which
is normal in height but is double the normal width. Since Wang Anshi
[1021-1086] was fond of small bamboo paper, which is shorter than paper of
the shaogong type, scholar-officials overwhelmingly imitated him. Before the
Jianyan [1127-1230] and Shaoxing [1131-1162] eras, most letters were written
on small bamboo paper. Later, shujian (letter) was suddenly abandoned and
replaced with zhazi (a special letter popular in the Southern Song). Zhazi was
written on the paper of paper mulberry, so sales of bamboo paper declined; only
those who excelled at calligraphy preferred bamboo paper. Glossiness is its
primary merit, while activating ink color is its second merit and suitability to
the brush tip is its third. That the ink does not change when the scroll is
repeatedly rolled and unrolled is its fourth merit. Resistance to insects is its
fifth merit. When Mr. Dongpo [Su Shi] came back from Hainan, he wrote a
letter asking Cheng Deru to buy one hundred brushes and two thousand sheets
of Yuezhou paper that consisted of one thousand sheets of changshi (usual
宋書畫特展 (Taipei: National Palace Museum, 2006), 397.
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usage) and one thousand pieces of zhanshou. In Chengdu, when Minister of
Personnel Wang Yinchen [1118-1176] organized his family collection of Su
Shi’s caligraphic works as a basis for engraving a compendium of ten volumes 
of model-leters, [he found that] 70% to 80% of Su Shi’s caligraphies were 
written on bamboo paper. Shu shi (History of calligraphy) by vice Director of a
Bureau in the Ministry of RitesMi Fu relates: “I once calendered the bamboo 
paper of Yuezhou, and the processed paper was as pervious to light as a gold
tablet. It is beter than the Youquan paper….”
The reason that the predecessors of calligraphy treasured Guiji bamboo paper
can be seen in these examples.
剡之藤紙，得名最舊，其次苔牋。然今獨竹紙名天下，他方效之，莫能彷
彿，遂掩藤紙矣！竹紙上品有三：曰姚黄、曰學士、曰邵公……三等皆又
有名「展手」者，其修如常而廣倍之。自王荆公，好用小竹紙，比今邵公
様尤短小，士大夫翕然效之。建炎、紹興以前，書柬往來率多用焉，後忽
廢書簡而用劄子。劄子必以楮紙，故賣竹紙者稍不售，惟工書者獨喜之。
滑，一也。發墨色，二也。宜筆鋒，三也。卷舒雖久，墨終不渝，四也。
性不蠧，五也。東坡先生自海外歸，與程得孺書云：告為買杭州程奕筆百
枝，越州紙二千幅，「常使」及「展手」各半。汪聖錫（汪應辰）尚書在成
都集故家所藏東坡帖，刻為十卷，大扺竹紙居十七八。米元章禮部著《書
史》云：予嘗硾越州竹，光透如金版，在由拳上……學書前輩貴會稽竹紙，
於此可見。233
Guiji bamboo paper gradually attracted the attention of Northern Song literati. Led by
Wang Anshi, the popularity of small bamboo paper also increased. Finally, Guiji bamboo
paper became famous nationwide. During the course of the development of bamboo
paper, paper-makers learned the characteristics of bamboo fibers and constantly improved
the techniques of paper-making to make excellent bamboo paper.
As for the physical characteristics of bamboo paper, Chen You 陳槱 (fl.
233 Shi Su 施宿 et al., Kuaiji zhi 會稽志 (Gazetteer of Kuaiji ), in WYGSKQS, juan 17: 50-51.
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1190-1194), observed:
The paper has yin (recto) and yang (verso) sides. In general, when pulp is
poured into a bamboo screen, the upper side is the yang side, and the side
against the bamboo screen is the yin side. Most people at present put the yang
side up and the yin side down for writing, because the yang side is coarse but
glossy without obstruction, while the yin side is fine but resists the brush due to
its permeation of ink. On a slippery [yang] surface, it is easy to lose the
intention of the brush stroke, while on an over-resistant [yin] surface, it is hard
to push the brush. However, today’s zihan (accumulating sweat) paper and the
bamboo paper of Yuezhou, whose yin sides are fine but not resistant, may be
used for writing and show the details of brushwork. Their yang sides are too
slippery, however, and liquid ink diffuses even before a brushstroke is complete.
It seems that the liquid ink diffuses too quickly on the paper surface.
紙分陰陽面，凡紙皆以澆處向上為陽，著簾處向下為陰。今人多為面陽而
背陰，蓋以陽面雖麄而光滑不凝滯，陰背雖細而艱澁，能沁墨故也。然太
滑又易失用筆之意，太澁又推筆不行。惟今之「漬汗」及越竹紙，其陰面
細而不澁。用以作字，筆法具存。其陽面則光滑太甚，筆鋒未到而墨已先
馳，似過於駿快也。234
Chen You notes that, for most papers, the side against the bamboo screen (yin) accelerates
the absorption of ink, so most people preferred to write on the other or yang side.
Interestingly, bamboo paper yields an opposite performance, with its yin side more
suitable for writing. As bamboo paper became finer and smoother during the Northern
song, calligraphers could use either side of it to write; therefore, it is clear that writing
convenience remained a major consideration in the selection of paper.
In general, the characteristics of Chengxin Hall paper–its glossiness, whiteness,
and fine density–became the standards for paper during the Northern Song. The quality
of Northern Song paper reached extraordinary heights, even by the standards of modern
234 Chen You, juan 2: 4.
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paper-making. This owes much to Northern Song literati, who, in addition to the efforts
of professional paper-makers, made thorough investigations into paper-making. They not
only researched materials and processes, but some, like Mi Fu, also participated in
practical paper-making or processing. The profundity of their discussions on
paper-making surpasses that of both former and later generations.
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2.4 Ink Stone
According to the results of archaeological excavations, the ink stone developed
from primitive grinding utensils during the Neolithic period. In 1975, an ink stone and a
grinding stone were discovered in a Qin tomb in Yunmeng, Hubei (fig. 2.13 ). The
production of this combination of ink and grinding stones (with ink or other materials
ground between them) continued into the Western Han. During the Eastern Han, the
variety of ink stones began to increase, and decorated stones became popular. The
representative shape of ink stones at this time was circular with three feet and a lid. From
the Three Kingdoms to the Wei-Jin period, ceramic ink stones became popular owing to
the prosperous ceramic industry. In this period, the grinding stone disappears because
improved ink cakes of greater firmness could be held and ground directly on ink stones.
In the Northern Dynasties (386-581), the standard type appears to have been four-footed
stones carved with lively decorations.235
In the Sui and Tang dynasties, ceramic ink stones remained representative, but
with increased variety. However, ink stones made from natural rock received renewed
attention in the mid-Tang, including the Duan 端, She 歙, Hongsishi 紅絲石 (red silky
stone), and Zijinshi 紫金石 (purple golden stone) ink stones.236
During the Northern Song, mining and crafting ink stones increased significantly.
Moreover, the literati began to appreciate and collect them. Many monographs on ink
235 Zhang Yuanqing 張元慶, Gudai shiren yu yan zhi yanjiu 古代士人與硯之研究 (Studies of ancient
literati and ink stones) (Taipei: Wenjin chubanshe, 2005), 19-24.
236 Zhang Yuanqing, 24-26, 40-51.
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stones were written, including Notes on the Four [Treasures] of the Study by Su Yijian,
mentioned above, Records of Ink Stones (Yan lu 硯錄) by Tang Xun 唐詢 (1005-1064),
History of Ink Stones by Mi Fu, The Ink Stone Manual of Shezhou (Shezhou yan pu 歙州
硯譜) by Tang Ji 唐積, the anonymous Notes on the She Ink Stone (Sheyan shuo 歙硯說),
Ink Stone Manual (Yan pu 硯譜) by Li Zhiyan 李之彥, the anonymous Notes on the
Classification of She Ink Stones (Bian Sheshi shuo 辨歙石說), the anonymous Ink Stone
Manual of Duan River (Duanxi yan pu端溪硯譜), and Notes on Ink Stones (Yan jian硯箋)
by Gao Sisun高似孫 (1158-1231). Three of these are monographs on She ink stones; one
focuses on Duan ink stones. The others are general introductions to ink stones.
Textual evidence indicates that Duan ink stones appeared in the early Tang, but
they did not begin to replace ceramic ink stones until the mid-Tang. By the late Tang
dynasty, Duan ink stones were popular.237 In the Northern Song, people from the highest
official to common folk were attracted to Duan ink stones.238
Mi Fu discussed Duan ink stones extensively in his monograph, History of Ink
Stones. He writes:
There are four kinds of yan (rock) stones: xiayan (under-rock), shangyan
(upper-rock), banbianyan (border-rock), and houliyan (trailing cobble). I have
been to Duan, so I have learned their story. Xiayan are the best in quality. They
soak in water year round, and one needs to dig deeply to find them. During the
Zhiping era [1064-1067], when the xiayan ink stones were offered as tributes to
the emperor, the water needed to be pumped out for more than a month to
237 Chen Tao 陳濤, “Tangdai Duanxi shiyan kaobian唐代端溪石硯考辨 (Research on Tang dynasty Duan
ink stones),” Tangshi luncong 唐史論叢 (Journal of Tang history) 10 (2008): 273-277.
238 Ouyang Xiu, Ouyang wenzhong gong quanji, juan 75: 1.
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reveal the stone. The stone is finely textured, and when struck emits a clear ring.
Its inclusions, mynah eyes, are round and green, with large, clear halos. The
softest are like dry mud and make no sound when struck. It is difficult to grind
ink cakes on them. Stones that resound clearly when struck are smooth and
moist and grind an ink cake swiftly without heating or bubbling. However,
water can permeate them after prolonged use. Ink stones that produce ink as
shiny as oil are not rare. However, ink that requires only ten intervals of
grinding on the ink stones of Fangcheng and Wenzhou takes thirty intervals on
this ink stone. The xiayan stones are located deep in mines; as a consequence,
the wages of miners are much greater than the value of the stones. For this
reason, none have the means to mine them, and no such ink stones have
appeared in recent times.
巖有四：下巖、上巖、半邊巖、後礫巖。余嘗至端，故得其說詳。下巖第
一。穿洞深入，不論四時，皆為水浸。治平中，貢硯，取水月餘，方及石。
石細，扣之清越。鸜鵒眼，圓碧暈多，明瑩。石嫰甚者，如泥無聲，不著
墨；清越者，溫潤，著墨快，不熱無泡，然良久微滲。若油發豔，亦有不
乏者。然方城、溫巖十磨，此石三十磨方相及。下巖既深，工人所費多，
硯直不補，故力無能取，近年無復有。239
Mi Fu emphasizes his visit to the site of Duan ink stone production to make his account
more convincing. In addition to the history and outward appearance of Duan ink stones,
Mi also explores their physical characteristics and practical functioning.
Eyes in Duan ink stones are colored inclusions in the stone matrix. Eyes in Duan
stones are not only famous for their beauty but are also valued as marks of quality. Ink
Stone Manual of Duan River says:
Most yan stones with eyes are especially fine, dense, smooth, and moist. The
people of Duan say: “the tender stone has more eyes, and the old stone has
fewer eyes.” Since the tender stone is fine and moist and makes ink easily, 
stones with eyes are valued. A stone with green veins must have eyes. The
239 Mi Fu, Yan shi 硯史 (History of ink stones), in YSCB, 293-294.
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waist and feet of a stone almost always have green veins, while the top part is
almost clear. Duan people cal the green veins “eye sinews.” The diferent types 
of eye are variously called myna, parrot, liaoge, sparrow eye, chicken eye, cat
eye, and mung bean, all named after their appearance. Emerald green is the best
color.
凡有眼之石在本嵓中尤縝密溫潤，端人謂「石嫰則眼多，老則眼少」。嫰石
細潤發墨，所以重有眼也。青脈者必有眼，故腰石、腳石多有青脈，而頂
石多瑩淨。端人謂青脈為「眼筋」。夫眼之別者，曰鸜鵒，曰鸚哥，曰了哥
（秦吉了），曰雀眼，曰雞眼，曰貓眼，曰菉豆，各以形似名之，翠緑為上。
240
It is obvious that the quality of stones with inclusions is better than those without, so the
appreciation of “eyes” is related to the practical function of an ink stone. The inclusions
were associated with different animal eyes on the basis of their appearance. The same
book further points out:
It is easy to rank stones with eyes. If the stone is dull, the eye color will be
yellow or brown. Dryness makes the eyes gray and black, and moistness makes
them green and purple. Eyes of red and yellow are lower ranked, so the eye that
is less red and yellow and more green and purple is closer to the upper class.
石有眼則易分品第。若性枯燥，色黃褐。乾則灰蒼色。潤則青紫色。眼赤
黃皆下品也。眼赤黃輕、青緑重，即漸為上品矣。241
In effect, the color of its eye is taken as indicative of the quality of a stone and was a
crucial feature in evaluating the value and quality of stones.
Another famous ink stone of the Northern Song dynasty was the She ink stone.
Tang Ji’s The Ink Stone Manual of Shezhou records its origins. It was first discovered in
Wuyuan 婺源, Shezhou, in the Kaiyuan 開元 era (713-741) of the Tang. In the Southern
240 Anonymous, Duanxi yan pu 端溪硯譜 (Ink stone manual of Duan river), in YSCB, 110-112.
241 Anonymous, Duanxi yan pu, 107.
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Tang, She ink stones were offered as tributes to the emperor Yuanzong 元宗 (r. 943-961),
and the craftsman Li Shaowei 李少微 was promoted to Superintendent of Ink Stone. This
account was transmitted because the craftsman Zhou Quan 周全 of the Northern Song
was Li Shaowei’s disciple.242 Tang Ji discusses the process of refining a new ink stone:
When an ink stone is completed, wax is spread over its entire surface. This is
good for the ink stone, as waxed stones are moist, clean, and treasurable. [The
wax] doesn’t harm the ink stone and makes it easier to wash out ink. When 
beginning, spread raw ginger juice on the grinding area to make it easier to
grind an ink cake. Most do not understand how to properly use ink stones and
therefore often insist they are flawed. Wax can be spread to conceal cracks in a
stone, but it is said that, if this is done, the stone will not make ink correctly.
When first using a stone, the wax will be ground into the ink and darken it, but
this will cease after several grindings. An ink stone that shows the hue of liquid
ink is good to use but is easily stained by ink, making upkeep of its appearance
difficult. When touched by palm sweat, ink will mark the hands; waxing [the
ink stone] is used to avoid this flaw. Ink stones need to be washed daily to
cleanse them of ink stains and old water. If this is done, the ground ink will be
lustrous and moist.
硯斵初成，先以蠟塗內外，葢與石相益，須借此則溫潤光潔可愛，於石殊
無損而便於洗濯，不惹墨漬。初使以生薑汁塗研處，即著墨。今人多不知
此，云是瑕病。以墨蠟葢滅痕璺，又云不發墨光。始初磨墨兼帶少蠟滯，
暗墨色故也，使三、五度則無此病矣。又出墨色者，便使益好，多漬難愛
護，欲著手氣，必成痕跡，故人多用蠟，葢免此患也。硯須每日洗浣，去
其積墨敗水，則墨光瑩澤也。243
In addition to introducing She ink stones, Tang Ji also taught users how to keep them
clean and functioning. He further explains the purpose of wax and its advantages and
gives readers detailed instructions on maintaining ink stones.
242 Tang Ji 唐積, Shezhou yan pu 歙州硯譜 (The ink stone manual of Shezhou), in YSCB, 91.
243 Tang Ji, 98.
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The most famous of She ink stones was the Longwei shi 龍尾石 (dragon tail
stone) ink stone, which was ranked as the best under Heaven by the emperor Li Houzhu
of the Southern Tang dynasty.244 In the early Northern Song, Su Yijian wrote:
A type of stone called Longwei shi is presently mined in the mountains of
Shezhou. Ink stone makers carve them into ink stones. The stones are black and
inferior to Duan stones.
今歙州之山有石，俗謂之龍尾石。匠鑄之硯，其石黑，亞於端。245
For Su Yijian, it is clear that the Longwei shi stones were from mountains. However,
Ouyang Xiu believed that they came from rivers. He describes them:
The stones of Longwei River are hard and make ink easily, so previous
generations loved them. The most precious kind has golden stars. Their texture
is a little rough, and they make a faint, tiny sound when you rub them with your
hands. Stones with sharp surfaces are excelent…. They are beter than stones 
from the Duan River.
出於龍尾溪，其石堅勁，大抵多發墨，故前世多用之，以金星為貴。石理
微麤，以手摩之，索索。有鋒鋩者尤佳……遠出端谿上。246
Su Shi further detailed the characteristics of Longwei shi ink stones as “rough without 
dragging the brush and smooth without resisting the ink cake澁不留筆，滑不拒墨者”.247
This means that its surface has enough grit to grind ink cakes, yet not so much as to
injure a brush. Tang Ji went to Mt. Longwei and discovered there were no ink stones
there. He corected Su Yijian’s statement on Mt. Longwei ink stones and believed this 
244 Anonymous, Sheyan shuo 歙硯說 (Notes on She ink stones), in YSCB, 51.
245 Su Yijian, juan 3: 2288.
246 Ouyang Xiu, Ouyang wenzhong gong quanji, juan 72: 2.
247 Su Shi, Su Shi wenji, juan 70: 2241.
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name was chosen because of the mountain’s beautiful-sounding name, Dragon Tail.248
Another famous ink stone of Shezhou is the luowenshi 羅紋石 (gauze fabric
lines stone) ink stone, which was classified into fine and rough. Notes on the
Classification of She Ink Stones states:
Fine luowen. It has lines that are fine, delicate as gauze fabric, and its color is
black and glimmering. Its texture is dense, tough, clear, and flawless, so it is a
unique material for ink stones.
細羅紋石文如羅縠精細，其色青瑩，其理緊密堅重，瑩淨無瑕璺，乃硯之竒材也。
Rough luowen. It is like fine luowen except that its lines and texture are a little
rougher.
麤羅紋似細羅紋，而文理稍麤。249
Fine luowenshi ink stones, which had lines like those in gauze, were considered precious.
Mi Fu noted that fine luowenshi ink stones without golden stars were viewed as the
best.250 Concerning the practical merits of the fine luowenshi ink stone, Notes on She Ink
Stone states:
Among rough luowenshi ink stones, the finer ones grind ink cakes easily. The
harder ones are best for activating ink. However, it is wrong to confuse
grinding ink cakes with activating ink. Cai Xiang was the only one understood:
“Ink on the ink stone whirls with the brush and can be washed out with
cleansing. Because the stone is hard and moist, it can activate ink without it
stagnating on the stone.
麤羅紋者，細者易為磨墨。細羅紋稍堅者，最能發墨。或者以易磨墨為發
墨，非也。唯蔡君謨論得其要：墨在硯中，隨筆旋轉，滌之泮然盡去，此
乃石性堅潤，能發起不滯於硯耳。251
248 Tang Ji, 92.
249 Anonymous, Bian Sheshi shuo 辨歙石說 (Notes on the classification of She ink stones), in YSCB, 61.
250 Mi Fu, Yan shi, 295.
251 Sheyan shuo,56.
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Cai Xiang concurred:
The ink stone is rubbed with an ink cake to make ink, which flows without
stagnating when the brush dips into it. This is what is caled “activating ink.”
硯受墨，點之隨筆走動而不著，謂之發墨。252
Although ink stones with abrasive surfaces can grind ink cakes easily, the fluidity of the
ink is the measure of an ink stone’s ability to activate ink, that is, keep it from congealing 
and stagnating. If the sizes of the charcoal particles in ground ink are too large, the ink
will tend to congeal.
Although Duan and She ink stones were the most frequently used, literati sought
other kinds of ink stone. After testing several kinds of stone, Tang Xun viewed the
hongsishi ink stone as best:
I have had Cui Zhicai of Duanzhou and Wang Cong of Shezhou purchase [ink
stones] and obtained the best ink stones in these two prefectures. I loved to use
them without interruption every day. After I got this [hongsishi] ink stone, I
placed the Duan and She ink stones in storage and never saw them again.
予往令端人崔之才、歙人汪琮購求，得二州之石品第一者，愛而用之，平
居未嘗須臾去也。自得兹石（紅絲石），而端、歙皆置於中衍，不復視矣。
253
Cai Xiang seems to agree:
Tang Xun made a hongsishi ink stone and ranked it as the best under Heaven.
He degraded the yan ink stone of Duanzhou, but those who love the yan ink
stones of Duanzhou did not agree with him. I had never considered the reasons
why it was ranked the highest until I finaly realized: “Ink cakes are black 
things. To grind them on a purple ink stone would make the ink [color]
252 Gao Sisun髙似孫, Yan jian 硯箋 (Notes on ink stones), in WYGSKQS, juan 1, 11.
253 Zhu Changwen 朱長文, Mochi bian 墨池編 (Collection of the ink pond), in WYGSKQS, juan 6: 190.
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ambiguous, while the yellow-red [hongsishi] ink stone would make it truer to
its original color. This is the first reason. Ink ground [with hongsishi ink stones]
is like lacquer, and the rouge veins of a stone increase the luster of the ink. This
is the second reason. It is necessary to pour water on ink stones [for grinding],
so absorbing the water would at first not make [hongsishi] ink stone any
diferent from other ink stones. Therefore, it is the best under Heaven.”
唐彦猷作紅絲石硯，自第為天下第一，黜端巗而下之。論者深愛端巗，莫
肯從其説。予嘗求其所以勝之理，曰：「墨，黒物也。施於紫石則昧曖不明，
在黄紅自現其色，一也。研墨如漆，石有脂脉，助墨光，二也。硯必用水，
雖先飲之，何研之差，故為天下第一。」254
Although Cai Xiang sought out the merits of hongsishi ink stones, he noted their texture
was looser and their permeability to water above average. Mi Fu offered his own opinion:
Hongsishi stone is good for making utensils. In general, the white stone with
red veins is rough and easily activate ink. It also accumulates ink stains, which
are difficult to wash out; they must be rubbed off. The red stone with spot
patterns is not stained by ink and can activate ink with luster. However, its
patterns are too large to be good-looking. The rough stones lose their color after
exposure to sunshine and crack when frozen. When an ink stone is dry, it
cannot grind ink cakes. It must be soaked in water for a day before use. Thus,
when you use it, the liquid ink can be washed out. This is not an excellent type
of ink stone.
紅絲石作器甚佳。大抵色白而紋多者慢，發墨，亦漬墨，不可洗，必磨治
之；紋理斑，石赤者，不漬墨，發墨有光，而紋大不入看。慢者經暍則色
損，凍則裂。乾則不可磨墨，浸經日方可用，一用又可滌。非品之善。255
Hongsishi ink stones were rough in texture, so their permeability to water was higher
than many other ink stones. These physical features made it harder to earn the
appreciation of ink-lovers.
254 Cai Xiang, juan 25: 239.
255 Mi Fu, Yan shi, 300.
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Northern Song literati were also interested in ink grinding materials other than
stone, even though these had been popular in previous dynasties. The kind most praised
was ink stones made of ancient roof tiles.256 Su Yijian:
The locals dug in the earth to acquire ancient roof tiles from Tongque (copper
sparrow) Terrace of the Wei dynasty. Ink stones made of these tiles are quite
fine and can store water without permeating for several days.
魏銅雀遺址，人多發其古瓦，琢之為硯甚工，而儲水數日不滲。257
Many commentators, including Yan Shu 晏殊 (991-1005), Ouyang Xiu, Han Qi 韓琦
(1008-1075), and Huang Tingjian, praised ink stones made from the roof tiles of Tongque
Terrace.258
In the Three Kingdoms period, Cao Cao 曹操 (155-220), a powful warlord, built
the Tongque Terrace in the city of Ye 鄴 (modern Linzhang 臨漳, Hebei 河北). It was ten
zhang 丈 (about 23 meters) high and surrounded by 120 houses and palaces. On the roof
were large copper sparrows with their wings open as if flying; they gave it its name.
Of the characteristics of Tongque tiles, Su Yijian noted:
Ink stones made from Tongque tile are fine and hard as rock. They do not harm
the brush, and they activate ink. They have been valued since the ancient times;
there is nothing like them [being made] today.
曹魏銅雀臺瓦，其硯體質細潤而其堅如石，用以為硯，不費筆而發墨，此
古所重者，而今絕無。259
256 Documents show that the fashion for tile ink stones dates to the late Tang, see Su Yijian, juan 3: 2293,
2294.
257 Su Yijian, juan 3: 2289.
258 Gao Sisun, juan 3: 14-15.
259 Na Xin 納新, Heshuo fanggu ji 河朔訪古記 (Visits to the historical sites in the Heshuo area), in
WYGSKQS, juan 2: 12.
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Mi Fu also repeats that Tongque tile ink stones excel at activating ink.260 From its
descriptions, it appears that Tongque tile was an excellent material for ink stones. Another
name for these ink stones is Ye wa 鄴瓦 (Ye roof tile), and they could be worth more than
one hundred jin 金 (ancient Chinese money unit).261 It is said that, in addition to clay and
walnut oil, the tiles also contain litharge, lead, tin, and other materials, which make the
tiles highly durable after firing.262 They became highly valued in the Northern Song,
stimulating a wave of reproductions.263 Tiles from two other terraces made by Cao Cao,
Yuanhou 袁侯 (Duke Hou) and Yanyou 讌友 (feasting friends), were also regarded as
good ink stones.264
Another type of manufactured ink stone, chengni 澄泥 (filtered mud) ink stone,
was also popular in the Northern Song. It possibly developed from brick, tile, and
ceramic ink stones. Li Zhiyan 李之彥 of the Southern Song notes:
Chengni ink stones from Guozhou were ranked as the best in the Tang, but
today, they are seldom used.
虢州澄泥，唐人品硯以為第一，今人罕用。265
Mi Fu described them as hard as jade, with the sound of gold when rapped. He also
remarked that it could not be cut with a knife.266
The method of making chengni ink stones can be seen in Notes from Mr. Jia
260 Gao Sisun, juan 3: 14.
261 Su Shi, Dongpo quanji 東坡全集 (A complete collection of the works of Su Shi), in WYGSKQS, juan
29: 12.
262 He Wei, juan 9: 579.
263 Gao Sisun, juan 3: 13.
264 He Wei, juan 9: 579.
265 Li Zhiyan 李之彥, Yan pu 硯譜 (Ink stone manual), in WYGSKQS, 5.
266 He Wei, juan 9, 579.
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(Jiashi tanlu 賈氏談錄) by Yan Ji 楊洎 of the Southern Tang and in Notes on the Four
[Treasures] of the Study by Su Yijian.267 From to these accounts, a general method may
be discerned. At first, the mud must be refined; only the finest mud can be made into a
chengni ink stone. Litharge was added to the refined mud and the mixture pounded until
firm. It could then be carved into an ink stone with a bamboo knife. After the stone dried
in the sun, it was fired with rice bran and yellow cattle dung. The next step was to coat
the fired ink stone with wax, put it into rice vinegar, and then steam it. The steaming
process needs to be repeated from five to seven times, after which the ink stone is
finished. This process brings to mind Tongque Terrace roof tiles, which were made from
refined clay and to which litharge was added to increase sturdiness. Because of this, it is
evident that chengni ink stones were inspired by them. Mi Fu also offers a clue:
The locals of Xiangzhou make pottery ink stones, which are better than
Tongque ink stones. Double layers of cured silk are used to refine the mud, and
only the finest mud can be fired into ink stones. Some are as green as spring
waves, others combine black and white clays to form water lines. Their texture
is delicate and smooth. They can grind an ink cake without hurting the brush,
but they tend to be permeable to water.
相州土人，自製陶硯，在銅雀上。以熟絹二重，淘泥澄之，取極細者，燔
為硯。有色緑如春波者，或以黒白埴為水紋。其理細滑，着墨不費筆，但
微滲。268
Mi believed that pottery ink stones were better than Tongque ink stones. But what he
termed pottery ink stones were essentially chengni ink stones, because both shared the
same method of production. However, Chang Ji of the Southern Tang thought that ink
267 Yan Ji 楊洎, Jiashi tanlu 賈氏談錄 (Notes from Mr. Jia), in BJXSDG, 216; Su Yijian, juan 3: 2289.
268 Mi Fu, Yan shi, 299.
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stones from the three terraces of Ye city were better than chengni ink stones.269 It is clear
that the Tongque, chengni, and pottery ink stones are related, and that these literati spoke
about them in reference to one another.
The famous craftsman of chengni ink stones in the Northern Song was the
Daoist adept Lü. Su Shi remarks:
Chenni 沉泥 ink stones made by the Daoist adept Lü of Zezhou are mostly
shaped like tou bottles [bottle for throwing chips in a game of the Han dynasty],
with the character “Lu,” which is neither carved nor painted, on their heads. 
The ink stones are hard enough to prevent the incision of a knife. Now that this
Daoist adept is dead, it has become difficult to obtain his ink stones.
澤州呂道人沉泥硯，多作投壺樣。其首有呂字，非刻非畫，堅致可以試金。
道人已死，硯漸難得。270
Although Su Shi used “sink (chen 沉)” to replace “clarify (cheng 澄)”, the method he 
describes seems to conform to that for making the fine mud mentioned by Yan Ji, which
is accomplished by lowering a silk bag filled with mud into the Fen 汾 River for one year.
Mi Fu, too, caled adept Lü’s ink stones “potery ink stones,” noting: 
Pottery ink stones by the Daoist adept Lü in Zezhou have the character Lü on
their heads, which is made from another color of clay….
Its texture is as hard and firm as ordinary rock. The three-tenth cun of the ink
stone surface is permeated with asphalt through firing and oiling, making it
suitable for grinding ink cakes. Its texture is the same as that of Fangcheng
stone.
澤州有呂道人陶硯，以別色泥於其首，純作呂字……
其理堅重與凡石等，以歷青火油之堅響滲入三分許，磨墨不乏，其理與方
269 Gao Sisun, juan 3: 14.
270 Su Shi, Su Shi wenji, juan 70: 2238.
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城石等。271
Mi Fu’s meticulous description of how to deal with the potery ink stone’s permeability 
gives us a clear sense of its physical characteristics.
Daoist adept Lü also made ink cakes in Changshan 常山 county. Later, an
extraordinary person taught him alchemy, but unfortunately he was able to produce only
pieces of earthenware. Then, someone of a more practical bent taught him to turn
earthenware into ink stones. His ink stones were tough and moist, good at grinding, and
produced ink as lustrous as lacquer. However, Lü did not transmit the method of making
them to his son, and after his death, his ink stones immediately inflated to a price of more
than ten thousand cash.272 Ink stones created by Lü became the most sought-after ink
stone of the Northern Song. Many literati began to pursue and treasure Lü’s ink stones 
and praised them highly.
Regarding the permeability to water of pottery ink stones, Northern Song literati
offered observations and solutions. Ink stones of Tongque roof tile first attracted their
attention. When Xu Xuan 徐鉉 (916-991) obtained a Tongque tile, he poured water on it
before grinding the ink cake. He found that water soaked into it easily and quickly, so he
laughed and said: “Is the Tongque [tile] thirsty?”273 This description would be
characteristic of Tongque tile just dug from the earth. A solution was developed in which
they were cooked with asphalt to reduce permeability.274 Regarding chengni ink stones,
271 Mi Fu, Yan shi, 299-300.
272 He Wei, juan 9, 579.
273 Gao Sisun, juan 3: 13.
274 Gao Sisun, juan 3: 13.
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Su Yijian noted they were smeared with wax and steamed in rice vinegar. The method
mentioned by Mi Fu is like that used on Tongque tile ink stones. It is clear this process
was intended to reduce the high porosity that allows pottery to absorb water. Since
asphalt and wax are water-resistant, they fill the pores of tile ink stones to decrease their
absorbency.
For Northern Song literati, the most important evaluation standard for ink stones
was performance, as Mi Fu clearly points out:
The first criterion of the quality of an ink stone is its ability to activate ink, the
next is its color, and the last is its shape and workmanship. Decorative patterns,
although natural, have nothing to do with its function.
石理發墨為上，色次之，形制工拙又其次。紋藻緣飾，雖天然，失硯之用。
275
After comparing the ink stones described in his book, Mi Fu recommended the ink stones
of Fangchen as best.
Under the sunshine, the texture of these ink stones has the appearance of
beautiful jade and shiny bronze mirrors. When grinding an ink cake on them, it
is like the chengni ink stone in being less smooth. With limited grinding, the
ink will appear without heat or bubbles. The bubbles come from the glue [in ink
cakes]. Ancient ink cakes do not produce bubbles because the glue has lost its
function. If the ink stone is smooth, the ink cake must be ground for a long time
to produce ink. When two hard things are rubbed against each other, they create
heat, which makes the glue bubble. Since this stone does not become hot,
grinding will activate the ink, which will have the luster of lacquer and the
beauty of oil. It is not permeable and will not wear out with long use, so it
always has the appearance of a new product.
石理向日視之，如玉瑩，如鑑光。而着墨如澄泥，不滑。稍磨之，墨已下，
275 Mi Fu, Yan shi, 287.
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而不熱生泡。生泡者，膠也。古墨無泡，膠力盡也。若石滑，磨久墨下遲，
則兩剛生熱，故膠生泡也。此石既不熱，良久墨發，生光如漆，如油有艶。
不滲也，歳久不乏，常如新成。276
Mi Fu observed the physical phenomenon of rubbing two materials together. The grit of
an ink stone’s surface is crucial to its grinding function. The rougher the surface, the 
faster ink is produced. A smooth surface will increase grinding time. Additional rubbing
creates more heat that in turn increases the chance of the ink bubbling as well as the
production of tiny, unwanted particles of ink; both these defects in ink prevent a
calligrapher from making good brushwork. For these reasons, the level of heat generated
by grinding ink cakes is always a criterion in evaluating the quality of ink stones.
According to Northern Song literati, activating ink is the most important
function of an ink stone. Mi Fu concludes:
In general, ink stones from the four quarters of the empire activate ink without
cessation, possess soft textures, and make a low, charming sound when rapped.
Depressions will gradually appear [in the grinding surface of an ink stone] after
long-term use. Ink stones that do not activate ink are hard and make a clear,
loud tone when rapped. When grinding, it is as if the ink cake is striding
smoothly on a bronze mirror.
大抵四方硯發墨久不乏者，石必差軟，扣之聲低而有韻，歲久漸凹。不發
墨者，石堅，扣之堅響，稍用則如鏡走墨。277
Here, Mi observes that the hardness of an ink stone is directly related to its degree of grit.
But if activating ink is the most important function of an ink stone, absorbency is
important because it is linked to ink activation. This is because a stone’s absorbency is 
276 Mi Fu, Yan shi, 292
277 Mi Fu, Yan shi, 287-288.
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related to the texture of its surface, and the surface texture, coarse or fine, determines the
degree to which the ink is activated. Mi Fu roughly categorized absorbency into three
kinds: none, low, and high. The basic function of an ink stone is to store liquid ink, so its
rate of absorbency affects its usefulness. However, ink stones with lower absorbency
rates have finer surfaces that grind ink more slowly, reducing their ability to activate ink.
Mi also noticed that too coarse a surface can injure a brush.278
Northern Song literati not only used and treasured ink stones but studied them.
They uncovered the complicated relationships among the hardness, grit, and smoothness
of ink stones and formulated pragmatic theories for evaluating them. Some even
developed new ink stones and participated in their manufacture. Of course, they
discussed the qualities of ink stones as prior literati had done, but in addition, they made
great progress in developing material knowledge of this treasure of the studio.
The focus of this chapter has been the research on materiality of the four
treasures of the study conducted by Northern Song literati. They were motivated not only
by antiquarian curiosity but by a sense of cultural reconstruction, as well. But a critical
question has yet to be answered: did these investigations into four treasures constitute a
new material culture of calligraphy that impacted the stylistic development of Northern
Song calligraphy?
278 Mi Fu, Yan shi, 294, 299
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Chapter 3
Material Culture and Style of Calligraphy
Among studies conducted thus far of the history of calligraphy, few have
acknowledged the relationship between writing materials and calligraphic style, making it
a highly neglected area of research. We know from the written record that even
calligraphers of the same era have expressed preferences for different types of writing
materials, making it clear that the material aspects of their writing equipment was
important to them. This chapter will attempt to elucidate the impact of writing tools on
style in calligraphy.
In addition to the writing tools treasured by literati, another crucial writing
apparatus, the desk and chair, was introduced during the Tang dynasty, and this
precipitated a major shift in writing method. Here, “method of writing” does not pertain 
to conceptual methods regarding the brush or to theories of brush handling but to the act
of writing. What concerns us is how a calligrapher fixes a paper in place to be written on
and how he uses his hand. Both these factors developed in response to the development
of writing furniture, so writing positions and furniture need to be considered together.
Changes in tools and furniture used in writing have yet to garner the attention
they deserve from researchers. Despite lucid attempts at engaging with these aspects of
writing, the majority of researchers have confined their discussions merely to describing
them without exploring their dynamic interactions with the history of calligraphy. This
chapter will commence with the impact of furniture on writing before moving on to that
of writing tools.
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3.1 Furniture and Methods of Writing
The studies and libraries of such Northern Song literatias Su Shi’s Snow Studio
(Xue tang 雪堂), Huang Tingjian’s Studio of Accepting One’s Fate (Renyun tang 任運堂),
and Mi Fu’s Studio of Treasuring Jin Calligraphy (Baojin zhai 寶晉齋) were foci of
cultural activity. Basic writing tools used in calligraphy are the brush, ink cake, paper,
and ink stone, but desks and chairs have also been fundamental in shaping calligraphy.279
This is especially true because seating experienced a functional change in Chinese culture.
Before the Tang dynasty, people mainly sat on floors.280 Owing to cultural exchanges
between China and the West, China gradually developed furniture on which writers sat
elevated from the ground.
A mural from the tomb of the Tang figure Gao Yuangui 高元珪 (completed 756),
depicts a man seated on a chair (fig. 3.1).281 Although a few textual sources from the
Tang make reference to chairs, mats were the main type of furniture used for sitting at
this time.282 Most modern scholars believe that chairs came into use in the Chinese
household during the late Tang and subsequent Five Dynasties and then became popular
in the early Song dynasty.283
279 Sun Xiaoyun made insightful observations of the impacts of new furniture in her book Shufa youfa, and
this dissertation has benefited greatly from her valuable research.
280 Cui Yongxue 崔詠雪, Zhongguo jiaju shi (zuoju pian) 中國家具史（坐具篇）(The history of Chinese
furniture<sitting furniture>) (Taipei: Mingwen shuju, 1986), 15-48.
281 He Zicheng 賀梓城, “Tangmu bihua唐墓壁畫 (Mural paintings of the Tang),” Wenwu 8 (1959): 31-33.
282 Cui Yongxue, 59.
283 Huang Zhengjian 黃正建, Tangdai de yizi yu shengchuang 唐代的椅子與繩床 (The chair and corded
chair of the Tang dynasty), Wenwu 7 (1990): 86-88; Craig Clunas, Chinese Furniture (London: Bamboo
Publishing Ltd, 1988), 16.
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In contrast, the educated elite of the Song dynasty were generally unaware of the
detailed chronology of seating in Chinese history, except that one subject that caught their
attention was seating in shrines. Interestingly, Su Shi deemed chairs as inappropriate for
shrines. He observed that an elevated seating position led to a loss of decorum in ancient
sacrificial rites because enshrined individuals were seated high, whereas ritual vessels
were placed low on the ground. This meant that sages seated in chairs would either be
unable to enjoy the offerings left for them or would have to abandon their dignity and
crawl down from their seats to the ritual vessels placed on the floor.284
Later, in the middle of the twelfth century, the leading Confucian philosopher
Zhu Xi 朱熹 (1130-1200) engaged in an argument with his friend Qian Wenshi 錢聞詩
on how to construct a Confucian shrine. Zhu Xi held the belief that the shrine should not
contain statues, as in the classical tradition. However, Qian Wenshi insisted on erecting
statues, so Zhu Xi applied his prodigious erudition to the investigation of the postures
these statues should assume. Zhu delved into classical texts and inquired about ancient
shrines surviving in his day to discover that, when statues were present in ancient shrines,
their figures knelt on mats. He was impressed by the importance the ancients attached to
the manner of kneeling on a mat, that is, the importance of proper seating posture in a
formal situation. Finaly, Zhu Xi composed an essay titled “Kneeling, Sitting, and
Bowing (Gui zuo bai shuo 跪坐拜說)” that discusses changes of siting etiquete from 
ancient times to the Southern Song dynasty. However, he did not know when the shift
284 John Kieschnick, The Impact of Buddhism on Chinese Material Culture (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 2003), 223.
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from floor seating to chairs occurred, nor why it happened.285 Although Su Shi and Zhu
Xi were aware of the change in sitting etiquette, they were unable to link this change to
the advent of the chair.286
Concerning the absence of chairs in ancient times, a pioneer of Song
Neo-Confucianism Zhang Zai 張載 (1020-1077) commented:
Ancients did not use chairs and desks, but this did not mean they were
intelectualy incapable of creating them. How could sages’ talents be inferior 
to those of our contemporaries? Rather, sitting on a mat conformed to
traditional Chinese etiquette in that it allowed one to kneel and bow.
古人無椅桌，智非不能及也。聖人之才豈不如今人？但席地則禮恭，可以
伏拜。287
Zhang Zai’s comments focus on justifying why ancient sages had not invented desks and 
chairs. But the explanation Zhang provides is an improbable one, for although sitting
etiquette was important to the ancients, its forms were not inevitable. By the Northern
Song, for example, people had forgotten what sitting etiquette was; even Su Shi and Zhu
Xi were unaware of this tradition before they conducted research on it, an indication of
how limited was Northern Song knowledge of ordinary life in prior dynasties.
The interest of Song scholars in Confucian shrine seating topically parallels one
of several theories of the origin of the Chinese chair: that it traveled with Buddhism from
ancient India to China via Central Asia. A stele carved in northern China in the early sixth
285 Zhu Xi 朱熹, Huian xiansheng Zhu Wengong ji 誨庵先生朱文公集 (Collected writings of Zhu Xi), in
SBCKCB, juan 68: 1-2.
286 John Kieschnick, 222-223.
287 Zhang Zai 張載, Zhang Zai ji 張載集 (Collected writings of Zhang Zai) (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju,
1978), 265.
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century included a depiction of a Buddhist monk sitting in a chair (fig. 3.2).288 A little
later, a stele of 566 from northern China depicted several monks sitting in chairs (fig. 3.3).
Although the earliest direct evidence for the use of chairs dates to the sixth century, chairs
were probably used in Chinese monasteries in the fourth century, perhaps earlier. This
predates by several centuries evidence of chairs in China found in non-Buddhist
sources.289
Corded chairs, used in India for meditation, were used in China for the same
purpose. Additionally, chairs in Chinese monasteries were used for mundane purposes.
For example, monks sat in chairs while eating. The process by which the chair spread
beyond the monastery to other parts of Chinese society remains obscure, but it likely
related to the Tang imperial court and upper society. Monks from India enjoyed the
courtesy of the Tang imperial court, and the gifts they brought with them were a form of
tribute to the emperor. These gifts may have included chairs: documents show that the
Tang emperor owned or used chairs. As well, a mural in the tomb of Gao Yuangui 高元珪
depicts a chair,290 and some officials and laity had knowledge of chairs in monasteries
through personal or official visits. The appearance of chairs in the works of Tang literati
is usually associated with serenity and tranquility and is linked to the romantic image of
the monk. Perhaps this image inspired literati to begin using chairs in their desire to
288 Zhang Gen 張亙 et al., Ruicheng xianzhi 芮城縣志 (Gazetteer of Ruicheng) (Taipei: Chengwen
chubanshe, 1968), juan 13: 3; Laurence Sickman, “A Sixth-century Buddhist Stele,” Apollo, March (1973):
12-17.
289 John Kieschnick, 241.
290 Gao Yuangui was the older brother of Gao Lishi 高力士 (684-726), the most powerful eunuch during
the reign of Xuanzong.
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re-create something of the monastic ideal of life in their homes.291
By the Song dynasty, the relationship between Buddhism and chairs had been
forgotten. Although monks continued to use chairs in monasteries in the Northern Song,
the role that monks had played in changing the way Chinese people sit was not
recognized because of the success of monks in inadvertently transmitting the use of
chairs to everyday life until this became a common cultural heritage of ordinary
people.292
Other than sitting etiquette, the most important effect of chairs for Northern
Song literati was on writing position. Although the use of desks relates directly to the
physical execution of writing, a need for desks arose out of a prevalence of chairs.
The method of writing used before the Northern Song dynasty can be determined
from excavated cultural relics and copies of ancient paintings. In 1955, a painting
depicting the writing activity of two sitting men was discovered in a Han tomb in
Wangdu 望都, Hebei.293 The two figures sit opposite on individual mats. The writing
figure holds a piece of wood or bamboo, common early writing substrates, in his left
hand and a brush in the other (fig. 3.4). Another famous example that portrays the act of
writing is a pair of celadon figurines excavated in Changsha, Hunan, dateable to 302.
These figurines show that, during writing, the materials for writing were held in the air
without support (fig. 3.5). A small table between the figures contains other stationery
291 John Kieschnick, 241-246.
292 John Kieschnick, 246-247.
293 Beijing lishi bowuguan 北京歷史博物館, Hebei sheng wenguan hui 河北省文管會, Wangdu Hanmu
bihua 望都漢墓壁畫 (The Han mural paintings of Wangdu) (Beijing: Zhongguo gudian yishu chubanshe,
1955), 13, plate 16.
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materials but has nothing to do with the act of writing.294 This method of writing was
passed from the Han to the Jin dynasty.
The few extant copies of ancient paintings exhibit similar writing practices. In
Northern Qi Scholars Collating Classic Texts (Beiqi jiaoshu tu 北齊校書圖) (fig. 3.6),
three figures hold writing brushes. The figure on the right holds a brush and a sheet of
paper. The middle figure writes on paper held in his left hand without support. The left
figure sits in a chair and writes on a paper held by a servant facing him. The material of
these three pieces of paper cannot be silk, which is too soft to hold in the manners
depicted. Admonitions of the Instructress to the Ladies in the Palace (Nushi zhen tu 女史
箴圖) (fig. 3.7), attributed to Gu Kaizhi 顧愷之 (ca. 344-405), also depicts an upright
lady holding a brush in her right hand and a scroll in her left. The rolled curving of the
scrol’s edges alows us to deduce that its material is most likely silk. Cheng Gongsui 成
公綏 (231-273) described the writing posture of the Western Jin dynasty as: “Move thin 
fingers, lift the weak wrist, hold the white silk, imbue the brush with ink 動纖指，舉弱
腕，握素紈，染玄翰.”295 It is clear from this description that, at that time, silk was to be
held when writing on it. Since silk is much less stiff than paper; it would have been
impossible to hold an entire piece while writing. The practical method was to roll the silk
on a rod for support, as depicted in Admonitions of the Instructress of the Ladies in the
Palace. One wrote on the portion of silk supported by the rod, then unrolled it further for
294 Sun Xiaoyun, Shufa youfa, 24-27.
295 Cheng Gongsui 成公綏, Lishu ti 隸書體 (On clerical script calligraphy), in Lidai shufa lunwenxuan 歷
代書法論文選 (Selected writings on calligraphy from successive dynasties) (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua
chubanshe, 2002), 10.
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additional writing.296
During the Tang, desks and chairs came to be used in everyday life by monks
and the upper class. People began to sit with their feet hanging, as evident in the painting
A Palace Concert (Gongye tu 宮樂圖) (fig. 3.8). However, some paintings depicting
writing positions indicate that the method of writing by holding brush and paper in the air
continued to be popular. In Literary Garden (Wen yuan tu 文苑圖), attributed to Han
Huang (722-787), a man on the right, apparently lost in momentary thought, holds up not
only his brush but a piece of paper (fig. 3.9).297
By the Northern Song, it was the norm to sit in a chair and write on a desk. The
earliest image of a writing desk may be seen in a late tenth-century painting, The Water
Mill (Zhakou panche tu 閘口盤車圖), attributed to Wei Xian 衛賢 (active ca. 960-975)
(fig. 3.10).298 In the upper left corner of the painting are two supervising officials and
their attendants in a thatched pavilion. An official in full court attire is seated before a
desk; another official of slightly lower rank approaches the seated official. A sheet of
paper lies on the desk, implying that writing on a desk had become the norm.299
Extant early Chinese paintings record pre-Song writing positions without desks
and chairs, something also evident in Japan, where paintings of the Heian period
296 Sun Xiaoyun, Shufa youfa, 39-42.
297 Interested readers may find more discussions of ancient paintings related to writing position in Sun
Xiaoyun’s Shufa youfa.
298 For a scholarly discussion of The Water Mill, see Heping Liu,“The Water Mill and Northern Song
Imperial Patronage of Art, Commerce, and Science,”The Art Bulletin, vol. 84, no. 4 (2002): 566-595.
299 An image of writing on a desk may also be seen in Along the River During the Qingming Festival
(Qingming shanghe tu 清明上河圖) by Zhang Zeduan 張擇端 (1085-1145). In a building to the immediate
left of the city gate, a customs official is seated at a waist-high table before a large sheet of paper on which
he is taking inventory of a procession of merchants entering the city. See Sun Xiaoyun, Shufa youfa, 27.
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(794-1185) also preserve pre-Song writing positions in China. For instance, a handscroll
of narrative painting entitledMinister Kibi’s Trip to Tang China, likely painted in the
twelfth century and now in the collection of Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, shows a Tang
official holding a paper while writing on it. No chairs and desks are evident (fig. 3.11).
Writing methods evolved over the Tang and Northern Song periods owing to the
prevalence of desks and chairs, which caused a transformation of the writing position. At
first glance, the material culture of the desk and chair may seem unrelated to the
development of Chinese calligraphic culture, yet, they were factors that decisively
influenced the making and look of calligraphy.
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3.2 The Method of Suspending the Arm
Although modern students of Chinese calligraphy are familiar with the method
of suspending the arm to write, this was not always the case in earlier times. This method
is a result of the processes of inheritance and recognition from generation to generation.
Furthermore, whether a calligrapher lifts his arm to write is not only related to the history
of calligraphy but also to the relationship between body position, brush, and paper. In
ancient times, writers had to raise their arms while writing on a paper held in the other
hand. This was necessary, not something consciously learned: raising the arm to write did
not yet exist as a methodological issue.300
With the introduction of the writing desk, lifting the arm became optional for
calligraphers: they developed a less arduous method of writing, which was to place the
arm on a desk. The stable surface of a desk undoubtedly resulted in a more relaxed
writing position. Huang Tingjian noticed this trend:
However, learners of calligraphy love to use the Zhuge brushes of Xuanzhou.
They place their arms on desks and lean their fingers on brushes to write.
然學書人喜用宣城諸葛筆，著臂就案，倚筆成字。301
Huang’s comment suggests that the method of suspending the arm was unpopular at the 
time because it was an unnatural posture in the context of chairs and desks. This
technique was especially useful for writing small characters, because these do not require
a large range of motion, making arm-lifting unnecessary. Moreover, in extant early
300 On development of brush method from the Warring States period to the Northern Song dynasty, see Sun
Xiaoyun, Shufa youfa, 28-51.
301 Huang Tingjian, Yuzhang Huang xiansheng wenji, juan 25: 287.
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Northern Song calligraphies, the general body of work is in smaller characters.
However, when writing large characters, the limited range of fingers is
insufficient for the wide range of motion needed to brush larger characters, so a
suspended arm technique is usually recommended. If this is not used, large characters
begin to show signs of restricted movement. Su Shi was representative of those who
eschewed a lifted arm, and his calligraphy has been routinely criticized for its cramped
look–Huang Tingjian remarked it looked like a frog under a rock.
Before the Northern Song, holding the paper in one hand limited the writing
surface and restricted writing to small characters. Paper laid on a desk not only increased
the range of movement but broadened a caligrapher’s view, alowing for the creation of 
larger characters and larger works in which suspending the arm played a key role. Freed
from holding the paper, the calligrapher could move the brush more easily and nimbly
when writing. If we consider extant calligraphies by the four Masters of the Northern
Song (Cai Xiang, Su Shi, Huang Tingjian, and Mi Fu), it is clear there are fewer large
works by Cai and Su than by Huang and Mi, who were important advocates of the
suspended-arm method. As a result, extant works of Northern Song calligraphy show a
slow shift toward raising the arm for writing, a technique that gradually became the most
important of calligraphic skills, especially for large works and characters.
Huang Tingjian took issue with the growing trend toward resting the arm on a
writing desk. He noticed:
If a student holds his arm several cun [ancient Chinese unit of measurement]
above the paper, he may write as he wishes and reach the perfect expression of
thick, thin, curved, and straight brushstrokes without regret.
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使學書人試提筆，去紙數寸。書當左右如意，所欲肥瘠曲直，皆無憾然！302
He emphasized that suspending the arm was the only way to control the brush and
accurately execute every type of stroke. Huang also analyzed the correct method of
controlling a brush and the ancient method of using it:
In general, before learning calligraphy, learn how to hold a brush. The method
for holding a brush is to use double hooks [brush held between opposed thumb
and forefinger, and middle and ring fingers] and high wrist, with an empty
[cupped] palm and tight fingers grasping the brush. The brush supported by the
ring finger is powerful. Ancients did not learn calligraphy entirely by free
copying and tracing. Spread an ancient calligraphic work on the wall and
observe it. Once enthralled by it, you can write anything you desire. When
learning is complete and kept in the heart without vulgarity, you can
demonstrate calligraphy for others. Generally, it is necessary to be familiar with
the calligraphies of the Wei-Jin period to make calligraphy, because once you
have realized their essence, gaining the ancient brush method is natural.
凡學書欲先學用筆。用筆之法，欲雙鈎回腕，掌虛指實，以無名指倚筆則
有力。古人學書不盡臨摹。張古人書於壁間，觀之入神，則下筆時隨人意。
學字既成，且養於心中，無俗氣，然後可以作示人為楷式。凡作字須熟觀
魏晉人書，會之於心，自得古人筆法也。303
In Huang’s view, a suspended arm, corect hand and wrist positions, and the corect 
inspirational model were key to success.
Mi Fu also advocated a lifted arm. He emphasized its importance and offered a
practical method to learn how to lift the arm naturally:
The principle of learning [calligraphy] is to write on a wall, at first. Thus, it
becomes necessary to lift your arm while writing. Put the brush tip against wall.
Then, you will have the gist of long-term practicing.
302 Huang Tingjian, Yuzhang Huang xiansheng wenji, juan 25: 287.
303 Huang Tingjian, Yuzhang Huang xiansheng wenji, juan 29: 328.
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學之理，先寫壁，作字必懸手，以鋒抵壁，久之必自得趣也。304
In addition to the raised arm advocated by Huang and Mi, both considered the wall a
basic tool for calligraphic learning–they recognized that writing on a wall helps in
learning to write with the arm suspended.
After the Tang, calligraphers would usually learn calligraphy by copying or
tracing calligraphy rubbings, especially the works of the famous Tang calligraphers,
Ouyang Xun, Chu Suiliang, Yu Shinan, Yan Zhenqing, Liu Gongquan, and others. To
further clarify the relationship between learning by using rubbings of Tang steles and the
method of suspending the arm, we should consider the manufacture of a Tang stele.
Regarding a rubbing of a Tang stele, Ouyang Xiu stated:
To the right is the rubbing of the stele for Zhang Jiazheng, the inscription was
composed by Li Yong [678-747] and written out by Cai Youlin [fl. 713-755]. Li
Jiang’s [764-830] Anthology of Judgments (Lunshi ji) says: “Tutu Chengcui 
[?-820] wanted to set up a encomium stele for the emperor Xianzong [778-820]
at Anguo Temple. He installed the stele, constructed a pavilion, and then
requested a scholar to compose the encomium. Li Jiang argued that it was
inappropriate, so Xianzong ordered them to turn over the stele with one
hundred catle.” In other words, before composing the encomium, the stele and
building had been constructed. Of the present stele, Cai Youlin said: “Before 
composing the encomium, the stele should be erected first.” But today, when 
people wish to erect a stele, the inscription is engraved prior to erecting the
stone. This is the difference between now and then.
右張嘉正碑。李邕撰，蔡有鄰立書。李絳《論事集》言：「吐突承璀欲於安
國寺為憲宗立紀聖徳碑，乃先立碑建樓，請學士撰文。絳疏論以為不可。
憲宗遽命以牛百頭拽，碑倒。」盖未撰文而先立碑建樓。此碑有鄰又云：「立
書亦應先立石矣。」今人立碑須鎸刻成文，然後建立。盖今昔所為不同。305
304 Mi Fu, Baojin yingguang ji, juan 8: 147.
305 Ouyang Xiu, Ouyang wenzhong gong wenji, juan 139: 1103. While Ouyang Xiu spoke so confidently
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In retrospect, the rationales behind the differing procedures of the Tang and Song
dynasties are clear since the early practice of writing directly on a stele is comparable to
writing while holding a paper, while, in later practice, writing on a horizontal stele before
its erection is comparable to writing on a desk. It should be noted that the technique of
copying calligraphy onto stone was used in the Tang dynasty, as exemplified by a
transcription of the Buddhist monk Huairen’s懷仁 (ca. seventh century) Character
Compilation of the Sacred Teachings Preface (Jizi shengjiao xu 集字聖教序) (fig. 3.12).
It was proposed that Huairen’s preface be reproduced using characters drawn from works 
by Wang Xizhi held in the Tang imperial collection and arranged in order of the words of
the preface. To accomplish this, Wang’s characters were traced from the originals and 
then transferred to the stone using the tracings instead of being written directly on its
surface. Interestingly, a famous anecdote about Wei Dan circulated widely over the
history of calligraphy touches on this topic. It says:
When the Linyun (soaring cloud) Terrace built by the emperor Wei Mingdi
[205-239] was complete, the name tablet was nailed up before being written on.
Wei Dan was put into a basket and pulled up to write the tablet with a long rope
on the convention of writing inscriptions directly on to erected stone steles before engraving, modern
scholars are still unclear as to if this method was used to inscribe other ancient stone monuments. For
instance, the epitaph stones (muzhi 墓誌) were never erected and placed flatly in tombs, and no records
remain on the process of these inscriptions. For a scholarly discussion of the ancient epitaph calligraphy
during the Six dynasties period, see Hua Rende, “Discussing Eastern Jin Epitaphs in Conjunction with 
Some Notes on Debates Concerning the Orchid Pavilion,” trans. Ian Boyden, Early Medieval China 3
(August 1997): 30-88. One may also consider some large character writings engraved on mountain rocks.
For instance, Emperor Xuanzong of the Tang’s (r. 712-756) Inscription for the Record of Mt. Tai finished in
726 was unlikely written by the emperor actually standing in front the polished rock. (For a scholarly
discussion of this work, see Robert E. Harrist Jr., The Landscape of Words: Stone Inscriptions from Early
and Medieval China <Seattle and London: University of Washington Press, 2008>, pp. 244-270).
Nevertheless, Ouyang Xiu’s observation provides us with a departure point for the discussion of pre-Song
dynasty brush methods.
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and block and tackle. Because he was twenty-five zhang (about 57 meters)
above the ground, he fearfully admonished his descendants against learning this
script.
魏明帝起淩雲臺，先釘牓，未題，籠盛誕轆轤長絚引上，使就牓題，牓去
地將二十五丈，誕危懼，誡子孫絕此楷法。306
Wei Dan, affronted by the indignity and fear of being hoisted aloft like a common
workman, admonished his sons not to learn to write large characters but to limit
themselves to the small-character calligraphy usually practiced by the elite in their letters
and notes. More importantly for our purposes, however, regardless of whether one was
writing on an erected stele or on a nailed tablet directly, quality was not a primary
concern in the days before desks and chairs. Although the method of writing had evolved
because of changes in furniture, even knowledgeable men such as Ouyang Xiu was
unaware of the cause of this transformation. What occurred to him was only the obvious
point that there had been a historical reversal of the order of writing on a stele and
erecting it.
The method of erecting a stele in the Northern Song dynasty differed from the
procedures of the past. In Ouyang Xiu’s famous Shuanggang Tomb Inscription
(Shuanggang qian biao 瀧岡阡表) (fig. 3.13), the stele was transported to his home
county, Yongfeng 永豐 in Jiangxi 江西, after the inscription had been engraved in
Shandong 山東.307 This practical procedure is referenced in Cai Xiang’s Wearing
Gorgeous Costumes during the Day (Zhoujintang ji 晝錦堂記) (fig. 3.14). As he was
306 Wang Sengqian, “Lun shu,” juan 1: 23-24.
307 Ho Chuan-hsing, Grand View, 287.
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writing calligraphy on this stele, he wrote each character repeatedly, and chose the best
characters to include in the final inscription, titled Stele of Collected Miscellanea (Baina
bei 百衲碑). In addition, Huang Tingjian’s Inscription in Cattle Mouth Village
(Niukouzhuang timing 牛口莊題名) (fig. 3.15) notes: “This caligraphy is good enough to 
have Zhang Faheng engrave it 此字可令張法亨刻之.” These two examples demonstrate 
that, in the Northern Song, inscriptions were first written on paper, then copied on stele
surfaces before being engraved. This process of stele engraving continues today. However,
most people today are unfamiliar with the method used in the Tang dynasty in which the
calligrapher wrote directly on the stone. Even by the Northern Song literati, writing on an
erected stele was like the kneeling posture of statues in a Confucian shrine mentioned
above: it was a former tradition replaced by a more convenient one and forgotten.
That writing on walls and screens was commonplace in the Tang dynasty is
evident in documents, which means that the art of writing with a suspended arm was
routine knowledge and practice for Tang calligraphers. Although writing on walls was
also practiced in the Northern Song, its causes were different from those in the Tang.
Tang calligraphers wrote with a lifted arm because they wrote on vertical surfaces by
habit and custom. Northern Song calligraphers had gotten used to writing on desks and,
confronted with the problems of writing on walls and writing large characters, had to
re-invent the suspended-arm technique. This included, when moving from horizontal to
vertical, changes in the angles of both vision and arm. Thus, Northern Song calligraphers
worked to rediscover the techniques of the Tang, both improving their calligraphy and
honoring their forebears.
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Both Huang Tingjian and Mi Fu coincidently advocated that new students of
calligraphy use the lifted-arm technique and practice this by writing on walls; perhaps,
they knew something of the ancient method of writing. Mi Fu was an enthusiastic
collector of ancient artworks, so he possibly saw images of ancient writing methods. For
example, he mentions, in his History of Painting, the handscroll Admonitions of the
Instructress to the Ladies in the Palace.308 In the extant copy, the last section of the scroll
depicts a woman writing on a roll of silk she holds up with her other hand. This position
is also recorded in colophons written by Huang Tingjian on two paintings of the same
title, Collating Classic Texts (Jiaoshu tu 校書圖). He describes part of the painting as:
A man, sitting on a huchuang [foldable stool with a soft seat], writes as six
servants stand by. Four officials sit on a ta [a low, raised platform] on which
drink utensils are arrayed. One writes quickly, the other holds a brush while
thinking; the third figure tries to move away to avoid drinking, but his
colleague detains him.
一人坐胡牀脱帽，方落筆，左右侍者六人似書。省中官長四人共一榻，陳
飲具，其一下筆疾書，其一把筆若有所營構，其一欲逃酒，為一同舍挽留
之。309
This description matches the extant Northern Qi Scholars Collating Classic Texts, which
clearly depicts the method of holding the paper while writing on it. It is reasonable to
assume that both Huang and Mi had discerned a change in writing position between their
time and the past and consequently began to advocate for the lifted arm method as the
traditional and therefore corect way to write. As for writing on wals, Huang Tingjian’s 
suggestion that one spread ancient calligraphies on a wall for appreciation is comparable
308 Mi Fu, Hua shi 畫史 (History of painting), in MSCS, 1.
309 Huang Tingjian, Yuzhang Huang xiansheng wenji, juan 27: 302.
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to the method of writing on held-up paper. When spreading an ancient rubbing on a wall,
one can almost imagine the original moment of a stele inscription’s creation by writing it 
directly on its stele’s vertical surface. Therefore, Mi Fu’s suggestion that one practice 
calligraphy by writing on a wall is the ultimate means for restoring the ancient method of
writing.
As paper evolved during the Northern Song, it became thinner, more flexible,
and no longer suited to being held up for writing. Still, Northern Song scholars retained
an interest in wall writing, partly because this was a time-honored and continuing
tradition: writing on the walls of pavilions, gardens, monasteries and the like was still
practiced. Moreover, writing on walls retained something of the aura of the calligraphic
practices of the ancients, so it was probably the easiest means by which Northern Song
literati could rediscover the traditional method of suspended-arm writing. For example,
the famous calligrapher Li Jianzhong 李建中 (945-1017), praised by Song literati for his
calligraphy using Tang brush methods, often went to view the calligraphies of Yang
Ningshi written on the walls of temples in Luoyang.310 Thus, the continuation of the
practice of writing on walls became a bridge between ancient and Northern Song
scholars’ methods of caligraphy. Familiar with practicing wal writing, one could easily 
transfer the method of writing with suspended arm to a writing desk.
In sum, the prevalence of chairs, desks, and tables changed the way calligraphy
was written in the Northern Song. There was a great temptation to write with the arm
resting on a flat surface, and the method of writing with the arm raised became all but
310 Huang Tingjian, Yuzhang Huang xiansheng wenji, juan 29: 330-331.
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obsolete. However, even as the spacious writing surface of desks and tables resolved the
limitations inherent in writing on hand-held paper, it freed the literati to begin analyzing
the different limitations of writing with the writing arm resting on a desk. In the end, they
rediscovered the advantages of freeing the arm from the desk and, seeking to imbue this
practice with increased significance, they related suspended-arm writing to the historic
practice of writing inscriptions directly on steles and walls.
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3.3 The Brush and Writing
Brushes of the Jin-Tang period are generally known for their elasticity and
firmness, which is related to the method of writing on hand-held paper. When writing on
a piece of paper held erect, the brush must be held horizontally, and, in this position,
gravity weighs on the brush tuft, especially when it is full of ink. A curved tuft on a
horizontal brush inhibits the ability of the brush-holder to properly round off each stroke;
hence, brushes with soft, easily bent tufts are not conducive to writing in this position. By
comparison, a firm elastic tuft more easily resists gravity, staying straight and allowing
one to write effectively at any angle. From the middle-late Tang, the use of writing desks
for calligraphy grew in popularity, but the development of a brush suited to this
horizontal approach to writing was not yet fully realized.
In the Northern Song, firm, elastic brushes continued to be the first choice of
most calligraphers, and the sanzhuo brush of the Zhuge family was considered the
ultimate calligraphy tool. However, the sanzhuo brush lacking stiff core hair began to
overtake the traditional sanzhuo brush in popularity. The transformation of the brush from
stiff to soft pertains both to the history of brush manufacturing and to the method of
writing preferred by literati. Huang Tingjian had an incisive observation:
Su Shi loved using the Zhuge brushes of Xuanzhou and thought the worst of
Zhuge brushes superior to the finest ones of other manufacturers. Over the
course of his life, he found that, using the Zhuge brush, he could effortlessly
control the brush’s every turn, leading him to conclude that it was the perfect 
brush. After noticing the brush had a tuft shaped like a jujube pit among table
and ink stone, he could not help but laugh. He thought the brush was loved by
many because of its oddness, as opposed to its practical function. However, Su
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Shi was not skilled at holding the brush with the double-hooked and
suspended-arm methods, so calligraphers do not agree with his theory [about
brush ductility].
東坡平生喜用宣城諸葛家筆，以為諸葛之下者猶勝它處工者。平生書字，
每得諸葛筆則宛轉可意，自以為筆論窮於此。見几研間有棗核筆必嗤誚，
以為今人但好竒尚異，而無入用之實。然東坡不善雙鈎懸腕，故書家亦不
伏此論。311
Huang Tingjian argued that a caligrapher’s brush preference was related to his manner of 
holding the brush. He noted that Su Shi, for example, believed that elastic sanzhuo
brushes made by the Zhuge family were the best because he practiced the resting-arm
position.
Huang Tingjian was able to refute Su Shi’s point of view on brush types because 
of his practical observation of the brush. Shi Rong 史容 (1147-1217) annotated a poems
by Huang:
Su Shi said: “Huang Tingjian took out the brushes of many brush-makers and
let me try them. One brush tuft was like the worm coated with salt curling on
the paper. Huang stated: ‘This brush is by Xu Yan.’ It has only tendonwithout
bone, so it certainly suits its reputation.”
東坡云：「魯直出衆工筆，使僕歴試。筆鋒如著鹽曲蟮，詰曲紙上。魯直曰：
此徐偃筆也！有筋無骨，可謂名不虚得。」312
Since Huang Tingjian was familiar with Su Shi’s writing method, he was able to ofer 
comments on his taste in brushes. He also gained knowledge and expertise from
collecting brushes. It is said that Huang was acquainted with more brush-makers than
311 Huang Tingjian, Yuzhang Huang xiansheng wenji, juan 29: 325.
312 Huang Tingjian, Shangu waiji shi zhu 山谷外集詩注 (Annotations on Another collected writings of
Huang Tingjian), annotated Shi Rong 史容, in Huang Tingjian shiji zhu 黃庭堅詩集注 (Annotations of
collected poems of Huang Tingjian) (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 2003), juan 7: 965.
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other literati. These makers included Zhuge Gao 諸葛高, Taoist adept Lü 呂道人, Lü
Dayuan 呂大淵, Yan Yong 嚴永, Zhang Yu 張遇, Shi Qiying 侍其瑛, Zhuge Yuan 諸葛
元,313 Mr. Yan 閻生, Li Qing 李慶, Zhang Ding 張鼎, Xu Yan 徐偃,314 Wu Wuzhi 吳無
至,315 Zhang Youzu 張又祖, Lang Qi 郎奇, Li Zhan 李展,316 Zhang Genglao 張耕老,317
Yang Shen 楊伸,318 and Zhang Tong 張通.319 Huang Tingjian’s enthusiasm for the brush 
is rare in the history of calligraphy. He explains why he so valued the brush:
If you obtain an ink stone, you can use it for a lifetime. If you acquire an ink
cake, you can grind it for a year. Paper can be classified in the categories of
hemp, paper mulberry, rattan, and bamboo, each of which has unique
advantages, and there are skilled craftsmen for the production of each type of
paper. However, it is most difficult to be an excellent brush-maker. The process
of selecting brush hair is like Guo Tai’s [128-169] evaluations of scholars, and
the binding of the brush tuft is like Lun Bian’s making wheels.
研得一，可以了一生。墨得一，可以了一歲。紙則麻、楮、藤、竹，隨其
地産所宜，皆有良工。唯筆工最難，其擇毫如郭泰之論士，其頓心著副，
如輪扁之斵輪。320
From the selection of materials to the crafting of a brush, each step was of paramount
importance in determining a brush’s quality, leading Huang Tingjian to believe that a 
313 Huang Tingjian, Shangu bieji, Juan 6: 8-9.
314 Huang Tingjian, Song Huang wenjie gong quanji (waiji), juan 1: 871.
315 Huang Tingjian, Yuzhang Huang xiansheng wenji, juan 25: 287.
316 Huang Tingjian, Yuzhang Huang xiansheng wenji, juan 25: 287.
317 Huang Tingjian, Song Huang wenjie gong quanji (waiji), juan 24: 1431.
318 Huang Tingjian, Song Huang wenjie gong quanji (bieji)宋黃文節公全集．別集 (Other collected
writings of Huang Tingjian), in Huang Tingjian quanji, juan 19: 1892-1893.
319 Huang Tingjian, Song Huang wenjie gong quanji (waiji), juan 24: 1431.
320 Huang Tingjian, Song Huang wenjie gong quanji (waiji), juan 24: 1430-1431. Guo Tai (128-169) was
an influential intellectual leader of the Eastern Han dynasty and was deeply admired for his scholarship and
moral integrity. He has left records on his contemporaries, whom he always held against the highest
standards. The story of Lun Bian’s wheel making, which is from the Taoist classic Zhuangzi, reprensents
refined craftsmanship. Through these two stories, Huang Tingjian emphasizes how difficult it is to make an
excellent brush.
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high-quality brush was the hardest to acquire of the four treasures. Thus, he collected
brushes by skilled brush-makers and investigated the relationship between the brush and
the production of calligraphy.
Huang Tingjian promoted the work of brush-maker Wu Wuzhi and stated his
opinion as to why Wu’s brushes were less than commonly used:
He made brushes without stiff core hair (wuxin sanzhuo bi). Whether the
brushes were smal or large, they could easily be controled by the user’s wil. 
Despite this, learners of calligraphy love to use the Zhuge brushes of Xuanzhou.
They rest their arms on desks and lean their fingers on brushes to write. For this
reason, few people love the brushes made by Mr. Wu. However, if a student
holds his arm several cun [ancient Chinese unit of measurement] above the
paper, he may write as he wishes and reach the perfect expression of thick, thin,
curved, and straight brushstrokes without regret. Therefore, the Zhuges’ brushes 
are beaten.
作無心散卓，小大皆可人意。然學書人喜用宣城諸葛筆，著臂就案，倚筆
成字，故吳君筆亦少喜之者。使學書人試提筆，去紙數寸，書當左右如意，
所欲肥瘠曲直，皆無憾然，則諸葛筆敗矣！321
Huang accurately describes the writing position typically assumed when writing with a
Zhuge brush and states that the less popular brush of Wu Wuzhi was not suitable for
calligraphers who laid their arms on desks. The greatest difference between the Zhuge
and Wu Wuzhi brushes was their degree of elasticity and firmness, which influenced the
extent to which each brush could be controlled under different circumstances. Using a
brush with soft hair, the controlling action of the fingers is partially absorbed by the brush
tuft. The more rigid the tuft, the more one can command fine control of the brush. Using
a softer brush, larger actions and gestures are required to achieve the same result that
321 Huang Tingjian, Yuzhang Huang xiansheng wenji, juan 25: 287.
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minimal movements produce with a stiff brush. In comparison with the Zhuge brush, the
Wu Wuzhi brush required greater effort to control. Leaning the arm on a desk to write
calligraphy restricts the space allotted for the movement of the brush because only fingers
and wrist can move, and here the Zhuge brush gives better results. But with the
suspended-arm technique, Huang Tingjian asserted, the Wu Wuzhi brush was the more
effective.
A discussion of character size is useful in this context. Writing with a lifted arm
is crucial when creating large characters but unnecessary when writing small ones. Huang
Tingjian advocated writing with a raised arm and therefore preferred soft brushes without
stiff core hair. But his opinion was greatly at odds with the many literati who preferred
the excellence of Zhuge brushes. Although Mi Fu also promoted writing with a raised
arm, in his writings he does not associate this technique with any type of brush.
As opposed to suspending the arm and using a softer brush when composing
large characters, the brush with stiff core hair was useful in certain types of calligraphic
expression. Examples of this can be detected in extant works of calligraphy. In Cai
Xiang’s Letter to Mr. Tao (Taoshen tie 陶生帖) (fig. 2.5), the strokes vary widely in
thickness, and the edges of the strokes are sharply defined. Some characters have pointed
stroke tips, a result of a firm brush. Occasionally, parallel streaks appear along the edges
of strokes, which is caused by the auxiliary hairs of a firm brush. This evidence (fig. 3.16)
proves that Cai employed an elastic brush with stiff core hair plus auxiliary hair, which is
similar to the sanzhuo brush mentioned by Cai Xiang in this leter. Su Shi’s Poems on
Cold Food Festival (fig. 1.2) is another product of this type of brush. The phenomena of
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Letter to Mr. Tao also can be seen in Poems on Cold Food Festival (fig. 3.17), showing
that Su Shi preferred the sanzhuo brush. Consequently, it is probable that this work, his
best piece of extant calligraphy and praised as the third finest masterpiece in running
script, was done with his favorite sanzhuo brush.322
Interestingly, Huang Tingjian’s colophon to Su Shi’s Poems on Cold Food
Festival shows a different aesthetic (fig. 3.18). The absence of pointed tips or branching
lines on this colophon shows that the brush used by Huang Tingjian was likely soft,
without stiff core hair. From the flying-white (feibai 飛白) in the last vertical stroke, we
can see the hairs of the brush spreading evenly on the paper with no stiffer hairs among
them. The variety of the widths of his strokes is less than found in Cai’s and Su’s works. 
Only a firm brush with a stiff core has a narrow tip and a wide belly, a range in
circumference that produces greater variation in line thickness compared to the blunter,
more rounded shape of a soft brush composed only of rabbit hair. In other words, the
fluctuation in the thickness of a stroke is directly related to the shape and structure of the
brush that made it.
Epigraph of Mt. Dizhu (Dizhu ming 砥柱銘) (fig. 3.19) by Huang Tingjian,
which has given rise to enthusiastic discussion as to its authenticity, is an excellent case
study for observing the relationship between the brush and the method of writing with a
raised arm. This calligraphy possesses some strokes that are not of the same type as
Huang Tingjian’s usual work,causing considerable controversy, with many researchers
322 Interested English readers may find discussions of this masterpiece in Guoli gugong bowuyuan, Wen
Fong, and James C. Y Watt, Possessing the Past, 147-50; Bor-hua Wang, “Su Shih’s Art of Writing and His 
Han-shih T’ieh,” 120-182.
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believing it fake.323 Fu Shen’s initial doubts regarding the authenticity of this work 
stemmed from his point that the strokes are faster than in Huang’s typical writing.He also
noted that the pointed strokes are sharp and, being written in a faster manner, are flat and
thin.324 However, recently Fu Shen used style to determine that Epigraph of Mt. Dizhu is
an authentic work by Huang Tingjian. He expressed his belief that the atypical aspects of
this work illustrate an evolution in calligraphic style that occurred when Huang was
young.325 Some researchers support Fu Shen’s theory and agree that this piece is one of 
Huang’s early works; others continue to question the nature of his so-caled “early style.” 
Although I wil not delve into their arguments, I wil atempt to situate Huang’s unusual 
brushstrokes within the context of various writing materials and skills.
The first point of contention in the debate surounding Huang’s work is the 
conspicuous absence of Huang’s signature trembling strokes. This discrepancy is easy to 
resolve because the same absence is seen in two earlier works, Inscription in Cattle
Mouth Village of 1100 (fig. 3.15) and Huayan Chant (Huayan shu 華嚴疏) (fig. 3.20),326
in which an absence of trembling strokes has not led scholars to doubt their authenticity.
However, other qualities of the strokes in these two works differ from those in Epigraph
of Mt. Dizhu. Their strokes are saturated, thick, and brushed with center-stroke technique,
qualities that make it evident they were written with a soft brush. Conversely, the strokes
323 See Wen Shihua 文師華, Huang Tingjian Dizhu ming 黃庭堅《砥柱銘》(Epigraph of Mt. Dizhu by
Huang Tingjian) (Nanchang: Jiangxi meishu chubanshe, 2011), 10-13.
324 Shen C. Y. Fu, “Huang T’ing-chien’s Caligraphy and his Scroll for Chang Ta-t’ung,” 172-173.
325 Fu Shen 傅申, “Cong cunyi dao kending: Huang Tingjian Dizhu ming yanjiu 從存疑到肯定－黃庭堅
〈砥柱銘〉研究 (From suspicion to certainty: Study of Huang Tingjian’s Epigraph of Mt. Dizhu),” in 
Huang Tingjian Dizhu ming 黃庭堅砥柱銘 (2010 spring auction catalogue of Epigraph of Mt. Dizhu)
(Beijing: Beijing Poly International Auction Co., 2010), 68-91。
326 Shen C. Y. Fu, “Huang T’ing-chien’s Caligraphy and his Scroll for Chang Ta-t’ung,” 45.
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of the controversial Epigraph of Mt. Dizhu are thin, sharp, and tense, qualities that give
them the appearance of having been made with a firm brush. Moreover, strokes as thin as
these, whatever type of brush made them, make it difficult to persuade scholars that such
a work could be by Huang Tingjian.
Another point is that the endings of many strokes in Epigraph of Mt. Dizhu seem
to suggest that the calligrapher sometimes lost control of his brush. For example, the
horizontal hook of huang 荒 (fig. 3.21) superbly illustrates the high elasticity of the brush
hairs even as the brush appears less than firmly controlled–the brush control of the
calligrapher of Epigraph of Mt. Dizhu seems weakened by the performance
characteristics of his brush. Huang’s normal work, by comparison, exhibits rigidly 
controlled strokes in which power is transmitted from his hand even to the ends of his
strokes, a quality for which he was famous (fig. 3.22). In the end, only if it can be
determined whether Huang Tingjian developed several calligraphic styles over his life
may it be possible to impartially and accurately assess the authenticity of such a work as
Epigraph of Mt. Dizhu.
From another perspective, the sharp, thin strokes of Epigraph of Mt. Dizhu are
not evidence that Huang Tingjian did not write Epitaph of Mt. Dizhu; they may be seen as
evidence only that he wrote it with a sharp-tipped, stiffly elastic brush. The differences
between this work and Huang’s more familiar works thereby become justifiable.
Of the many contenders in this dispute, it is astonishing that none has
acknowledged the important role played by the materiality of the writing brush. While
they have emphasized the stylistic differences between Epitaph of Mt. Dizhu and Huang’s 
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other works, they do not address the point that these differences may have been caused by
different materials, not different authorship. That these critics have not discussed the
relationships between writing style and writing materials exposes the inadequacy of
current research into the role of materiality in Chinese calligraphy.
Observing Epitaph of Mt. Dizhu, other characteristics and implications may be
derived from its brushwork. First, strokes that reveal the brush tip (fig. 3.23) confirm that
a firm brush was used. That the endings of vertical strokes are remarkably similar to
those in Su Shi’s Poems on Cold Food Festival (fig. 3.17) is more evidence of the stiff
core brushes Su favored. Secondly, it should be pointed out that the strokes in Epigraph
of Mt. Dizhu vary widely in thickness (fig. 3.24) compared to the brushstrokes in Huang
Tingjian’s authenticated works. From this, it seems reasonable to deducethat Epigraph of
Mt. Dizhu was written with an elastic tuft with stiff core hair, a narrow tip, and wide
middle section, similar to the tufts of the Zhuge brushes favored by Cai Xiang and Su Shi.
While none of these observations are consistent with HuangTingjian’s enthusiasm and 
promotion of brush tufts made from soft hair, this argument begs the question of whether
he used a firm brush in his early years.
If Huang Tingjian wrote Epigraph of Mt. Dizhu, it is interesting, given the
imperfect control of the brush in this work, that such a highly renowned brush, with its
excellent elasticity and stiffness, was difficult for him to handle, not least considering that
he was known for his great brush control. Still, more strength is needed to control a stiff
brush, and Huang’s extra efort can be discerned in this work’s characters. The elements 
that most conspicuously reveal the struggles of the calligrapher here are the horizontal
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hook and folding lines (fig. 3.25), where one can see extra movements executed by his
brush.
At this juncture, it is worth reconsidering the merit of the sanzhuo brush without
stif core hair as praised by Huang Tingjian: “If a student holds his arm several cun
[ancient Chinese unit of measurement] above the paper, he may write as he wishes and
reach a perfect expression of thick, thin, curved, and straight brushstrokes without
regret.” In Huang’s masterpieces in large-sized running script, it is clear that he could
control a soft brush. For Huang Tingjian, the soft brush suited his unique writing rhythm.
The weaknesses that result from writing large-scale characters using a stiff, elastic brush
and a raised arm seem evident in Epigraph of Mt. Dizhu. Whether by Huang or not, this
work thus illustrates why he preferred the soft brush over the Zhuge brush.
When we consider the material makeup of the brush, the questionable aspects of
Epigraph of Mt. Dizhu may be rationalized. Despite the outer appearance of its strokes,
the writing rhythm and the composition of its characters match that of Huang Tingjian’s 
style. His use of a firm brush creates an illusion of a new style in comparison to his
representative works, an illusion that has led many researchers to view Epigraph of Mt.
Dizhu as fake.
It is hard to pin down why soft hair became popular in brushes during the
Northern Song. It may be related to the rarity of the tail hairs of the chestnut rat and the
whiskers of the cang rat that are required for the traditional sanzhuo brush. Materials for
the tuft cores of this brush were not easy to find, and as a result, brushes by the Zhuge
family became sufficiently rare in the early-mid Northern Song that even higher-class
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literati, such as Cai Xiang, Su Shi, etc., were pleased when they could obtain them. For
the growing number of Northern Song scholars, however, these excellent sanzhuo
brushes were scarce and demand for them difficult to meet. Soon, the signature sanzhuo
core hair was abandoned. With the influx of large brushes without stiff core hair into the
market, the literati began to discuss the suspended-arm method, and calligraphers who
preferred this method began to use soft brushes.
Letter and Poems to Commissioner Jingdao (Zhi Jingdao shiqi shijun chidu bing
shi 致景道十七使君尺牘並詩) (fig. 3.26) was written by Huang Tingjian in 1089.
Because Zhao Jingdao 趙景道 appreciated Huang Tingjian’s caligraphy, Huang 
composed three poems and presented them to Zhao as a gift.327 In his letter, Huang
wrote:
Most gentlemen in the Xuanzhuo academy learn my calligraphy. Zhao Jingdao
especially loves my work, so I composed three pieces and presented them to
him. Academic Scholar Su Shi’s caligraphy is graceful and delicate. Although 
the ink [of his calligraphy] is too abundant, there is a perfect amount of charm,
and it is the first under Heaven. My calligraphy is not worth learning, because
writing my characters easily leads to a flaccid brush with no spirit or energy.
Now, overlooking the calligraphy of Su Shi to study mine shows that [you] are
not good at choosing the best.
宣州院諸公多學余書，景道尤喜余筆墨，故書此三幅遺之。翰林蘇子瞻書
法娟秀，雖用墨太豐，而韻有餘，於今為天下第一。余書不足學，學者輒
筆愞無勁氣。今乃舍子瞻而學余，未為能擇術也。
327 Xu Bangda 徐邦達, Gu shu hua guoyan yaolu 古書畫過眼要錄 (Records of ancient paintings and
calligraphy) (Changsha: Hunan meishu chubanshe, 1987), 268-271; Ho Chuan-hsing, “Huang Tingjian 
xiaokai qixiang－Zhi Jingdao shiqi shijun chidu bing shi jiedu 黃庭堅小楷氣象－〈致景道十七使君尺牘
並詩〉解讀 (Study of Huang Tingjian’s Letter and Poems to Commissioner Jingdao in smal script),” 
National Palace Museum monthly of Chinese Art 269 (2005): 16-29.
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Although Huang Tingjian judged the calligraphy of Su Shi as the best, such members of
the Song imperial clan as Zhao Jingdao began to learn Huang Tingjian’s caligraphy,
instead. Jingdao’s choice in models represents the taste of the generation after Huang, 
while Zhao Lingzhi 趙令畤 (1061-1134), a member of the Song imperial clan from the
previous generation, befriended Su Shi and studied his caligraphy. Huang Tingjian’s 
influence began growing after the members of the imperial clan took an interest in his
caligraphy. However, in adopting a caligrapher’s style of writing, one must also adopt 
his method of writing. The prevalence of Huang’s caligraphy suggests that the 
suspended-arm method was becoming more popular, and soft brushes gradually increased
in popularity, as wel. From Cai Tao’s description, in the Daguan era (1107-1110), the
brush with a tuft shaped like a jujube pit 棗心筆, which lacks stiff core hair, was called
the Huang Luzhi (namely Huang Tingjian) type 黃魯直樣 brush. That this brush adopts
Huang’s name shows that the rise of soft brushes was related to his advocacy of them. 
Consumption of Zhuge family brushes declined steadily after the Zhenghe era
(1111-1117), which shows that arm-on-desk writing and the use of firm brushes were no
longer considered superior.
The appearance of the brush without stiff core hair signified a shift towards
using softer brushes, a trend indicative of an evolution in tuft materials. Generally, stiff
animal hairs from animals such as rats and rabbits are shorter than softer animal hairs
such as goat hair. Therefore, the use of soft brushes in calligraphy also affected tuft size
because soft-hair tufts were easily made in large sizes. Among extant calligraphies from
the Northern Song, the majority of large-scale works were written by Huang Tingjian and
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Mi Fu. Both advocated a raised arm, and Huang was the most vocal advocate of the soft
brush. Although Mi Fu seldom referred to the type of brush that he used, the moist,
saturated strokes of his works (fig. 2.11) attest that he, too, used a soft brush. The raised
arm, the use of soft brushes, and the large, flat surfaces of writing desks and tables
created adequate conditions for Northern Song calligraphers to make large-scale
calligraphy. For this reason, the large handscrolls of Northern Song calligraphy should be
discussed not only in terms of the important art they contain but also with consideration
of the influence of material factors.
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3.4 The Effects of Paper, Ink Cake, and Ink Stone on Northern Song Calligraphy
The ways in which paper, ink cake, and ink stone influenced calligraphy are not
as immediately evident as the impact of the brush on calligraphic style. However, one can
discern the effects of these three materials by carefully analyzing extant works of the
Northern Song. This section will describe phenomena related to these additional writing
materials and will attempt to describe the relationship between their materiality and
calligraphic style. These writing materials are difficult to address separately because they
are inextricably related not only to writing but to each other.
In the Northern Song dynasty, blackness of hue and degree of luster were
important in assessing the quality of ink. Thus, Su Shi proposed these criteria for judging
ink cakes: “The key is to make the luster clear but not dazzling; the best quality is like the 
crystal clarity of a child’s pupil.” In pursuit of this kind of luster, oil and lacquer soot
began to be integrated into ink cakes. The demand for specific qualities of ink by the
Northern Song literati is revealed in the ink of their calligraphy, and the general
impression of Northern Song calligraphy is that it is blacker and more lustrous than that
from other dynasties. In reference to this trend, the colophon on Huang Tingjian’s Poem
on the Hall of Pines and Wind (Songfeng ge shi 松風閣詩) by the early Southern Song
collector Xiang Shui 向水 states that:
A calligraphy titled Poem on Lodging by Shrimp Lake (Su Xiahu shi) by Huang
Tingjian is collected in Xuanhui Hall Model-books, and its inscription says:
“male and female servants had falen deeply asleep and nobody could grind ink 
cake for me, so I made a poolof light ink for my caligraphy.”
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…
This work, Poem of the Hall of Pines and Wind, was done in [Huang’s] old age. 
The brush and ink used to create it were not well matched, so the splendor of
this work has diminished over time. However, its brushwork remains in its
entirety on the paper.
宣惠堂帖有涪翁所書《宿蝦湖詩》，後云：「女奴輩皆鼾寐無為和墨者，故
盡用一池淡墨。」……此松風閣詩乃晚年所作，筆墨雖不相副，歲久光采
差退，然書法具存。(fig. 3.27)
As a last resort, Huang Tingjian had little choice but to use pale ink for this work. Some
might wonder why Huang did not grind an ink cake rather than use the old ink that
remained on his stone from a previous use. The problem is that preparing sufficient ink
for writing is time-consuming, especially when writing large-scale calligraphy.
Huang’s many caligraphies show varying shades of ink. The ink in Epitaph of
Mt. Dizhu is light and thin. Although this piece is a rare example of light ink calligraphy,
it is criticized for its flat, thin lines, which can be attributed to both the light ink and the
stiff brush that were used. In contrast, Passing by the Shrine of General Fupo (Jing Fupo
shenci 經伏波神祠) exemplifies the use of thick, black ink (fig. 3.28). As a result, the
lines of General Fupo are dense and weighty, causing it to stand apart from other works.
In addition to the tint of ink, the withered, dry lines of Huang’s Fragrance of
Blossoms (Huaqi xunren tie 花氣薰人帖) remind us that paper quality is also crucial to
calligraphic expression (fig. 3.29). For example, examining a high definition image (fig.
3.30) of this work, it is clear that the surface of the paper is rough, with long, unruly
fibers. This uneven surface impedes the absorption of ink; as a result, the brushwork
appears dry. Even the most saturated stroke will have rough edges, causing it to seem
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textured. These three works by Huang Tingjian present different qualities in their
brushwork. Nevertheless, the technique of the brushwork and the composition of the
characters are similar. The slight differences of style among these three pieces can be
atributed to the artist’s selection of writing materials.
When Ye Mengde introduced the four treasures of the study of Shezhou, he
complained he did not like She paper because it did not adequately bring out the
blackness of ink, even when ink was thickly applied. In Ye’s opinion, the paper of
Shezhou was worse than hemp paper.328 Contrarily, Northern Song literati were not
averse to accepting She paper because they understood the characteristics of each type of
paper and knew how to use them appropriately. In other words, is important to consider
the relationship between paper and calligraphic style when selecting paper or judging
calligraphic ability. For example, calligraphic effects caused by paper might be
mistakenly atributed to a caligrapher’s skil. 
Paper processing greatly affects the absorption and appearance of ink. Xiang Sui
thought Huang Tingjian’s Poem on the Hall of Pines and Wind was written with an
inappropriate brush and an inadequate quality of ink, which led to the loss of its color and
luster over time.But Xiang Sui’s observation and comment are problematic. Upon to
careful examination, it is clear that the loss of ink luster is related to the paper’s 
calendered patterns of decoration. This is because the patterns were created using a
compound that repels liquid ink (fig. 3.31). The paterns reduced the paper’s absorbency. 
As a consequence, the ink density on the patterns is light; a similar effect can result from
328 Ye Mengde, juan 1: 1580.
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such paper inclusions as flecks of silver or gold. It is evident from this work’s color of ink 
and stroke endings that the ink and brush used for it were of high quality. Moreover, the
four pieces of calendered paper with decorative patterns that were used for Poem on the
Hall of Pines and Wind are considered examples of fine paper-making (fig. 3.32).
Although it has been more than one thousand years, these papers are still remarkably
white, without obvious signs of aging. Since Huang Tingjian had access to fine paper
when he created this work, it seems unlikely he could not find appropriate brush and ink.
Knowledge of the materials used in calligraphy is important: the resistant quality of this
work’s calendered, decoratively paterned paper confused even the experienced colector 
Xiang Sui, and he misjudged the writing materials Huang used. This is similar to the
issue of authenticity in the case of Epigraph of Mt. Dizhu.
The rigorous composition and fine brushstrokes of Hall of Pines and Wind show
that Huang was working in a cautious but focused mood. This work has generally been
acknowledged as Huang’s most meticulous piece, an approach to working that could be
related to the high quality and preciosity of its paper. Another example of a caligrapher’s 
mindset coresponding to the paper he was using is Cai Xiang’sHall of Purifying the
Mind (Chengxin tang tie 澄心堂帖) (fig. 3.33). This work exhibits both excellent
calligraphy and an unusual brush method. Because of his high technical proficiency,
which he developed by industrious practice and copying ancient masterpieces, fluidity is
a basic feature of Cai Xiang’s calligraphy. Yet, most of the strokes in this work, done at
age 52, are not so much fluid, but more trembling and textured. His Huge Ink Stone
(Dayan tie 大研帖) of a year later exhibits only a few trembling strokes, such as qi 啟,
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yan 研, zhai 齋, hua 花, etc (fig. 3.34). Hall of Purifying the Mind is an unusual work for
Cai Xiang, and shows Cai’s highest quality in running-regular script. Owing to its highly
textured lines, an observer can trace the slow but persistent energy of the brush.
Coordinated with Cai’s graceful, well-proportioned character structures, these strokes
reach a restraint consistent with the highest Chinese aesthetic. This is both Cai Xiang’s 
most representative work and the best work in running-regular script of the Northern
Song.
Each stroke in Hall of Purifying the Mind is solid and stable. Instead of writing
with speed and fluency, Cai Xiang executed each stroke slowly and meticulously.
Through subtle changes in the brushwork, the viewer can easily sense the friction of the
brush on the paper. The cautious attitude of Cai Xiang here reflects an unusual situation.
At the beginning of this work, he comments, “This is a piece of Chengxin Hal paper,” 
and, given the rarity of this paper, we know it makes Hall of Purifying the Mind unusual.
Cai Xiang had collected one hundred pieces of Chengxin Hall paper, and he knew what
he wanted to do with them. He wrote:
I have one hundred pieces of Chengxin Hall paper and several ink cakes of Li
Tinggui, all hard to acquire. They should be used to write calligraphy in every
script type to pass down to my descendants, and the rest should be written on
only for my good friends.
余有澄心紙百幅，李庭珪墨數丸，皆人間罕見者。當作諸家體以傳子孫，
其餘非故人不能作手書。329
An awareness that he was making model calligraphies for the future can be seen in the
deliberation and concentration evident in Hall of Purifying the Mind.
329 Cai Xiang, juan 25: 237.
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In reaction to a wide-spread preference for writing with black, lustrous ink, the
paper-making industry of the Northern Song attempted to produce paper that was fine,
smooth, and white. However, calendered paper with decorative patterns violates this
tendency, as most calendered patterns were not conducive to absorbing ink. As we have
seen above, when black ink is brushed over the areas of paper that are patterned, it
frequently lightens to gray. Despite a general preference for white paper, the frequent use
of decorated paper was stimulated by its beautiful appearance.
There are many pieces of Northern Song decorated paper extant today, but their
patterns are impressed blind into the paper and are not easily visible in photographs, so
the public is largely unaware of this quality in known calligraphies. The most famous
pieces of calendered paper with decorative patterns are illustrated in Pan Jixing,330
evidence that more than a few examples of this type of paper are extant. However, most
of the patterns are so faint they cannot be photographed using normal techniques and
central light. They can be seen by observers only with a low viewing angle, and
photographing them requires the use of raking light. Since many photographers fail to use
this technique, photographs of papers with textured patterns do not show these blind
patterns. That is why it seems there are few calligraphies that use paper impressed with
decorative patterns.
After meticulous examination of extant Northern Song calligraphies, a number
of pieces using paper calendered with decorative patterns have been identified. Examples
include Cai Xiang’s Mr. Tao Letter; Huang Tingjian’s Poem on the Hall of Pines and
330 Pan Jixing, Zhongguo zaozhi shihua, 73.
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Wind; Su Shi’s Poem attributed to Li Bai (Li Bai xianshi 李白仙詩) (fig. 3.35), Long Stay
(Jiuliu tie 久留帖) (fig. 3.36), Rejection of Hassles (Pingshi tie 屏事帖) (fig. 3.37), and
Letter to Mr. Guo (Zhi Yanping Guojun chidu 致延平郭君尺牘) (fig. 3.38); Xue
Shaopeng’sInvitation to Dine with Mi Fu (Yuanzhang zhaofan tie元章召飯帖) (fig. 3.39)
and Miscellaneous Calligraphy (Zashu juan 雜書卷) (fig. 3.40).
The popularity of paper calendered with decorative patterns resulted from
technical progress in the Northern Song paper-making industry. But literati taste seems to
have been another factor. The beautiful patterns calendered into paper are undoubtedly
admirable, but the paper raises complications when characters are written on it. The ink
resistance of these patterns has a considerable impact on the appearance of the strokes,
causing them to appear to have “flying-white” (that is, flecks of uninked paper) that 
normally result from using a dry-brush technique. Literati who liked using decorative
paper came to accept these flying-white effects as a natural consequence of using
blind-patterned paper. This acceptance suggests that the literati had begun to expand their
calligraphic taste beyond the clean black line to accept more roughly executed painterly
lines.
The combination of desk, soft brushes, and the suspended-arm method enabled
calligraphers to create calligraphy with larger-scale characters after the mid-late Northern
Song. Interestingly, these calligraphers also began to adopt a different aesthetic in their
brushwork; as a result, more flying-white brushwork begins to appear in their large-scale
caligraphy. Two examples of this are Mi Fu’s Sailing the Wu River (Wujiang zhouzhong
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shi 吳江舟中詩) (fig. 3.41) and Poem on Hong County (Hongxian shi 虹縣詩) (fig.
3.42).331 In the second column from the right of Sailing the Wu River, the character sou
艘 is written in relatively light ink using a brush with split ends. In the largest character
of this scroll, zhan 戰, the left diagonal stroke moving upward to the right makes a circle,
and the speed of its movement leaves many traces of flying white and of individual brush
hairs.
Some Northern Song calligraphers favored particular writing materials; Ouyang
Xiu is representative of this mindset. Su Shi described Ouyang writing calligraphy:
Using a pointed brush and dry ink, he wrote wide, square characters that are
spiritual, elegant, and infinitely moist. If later generations see his calligraphy, it
will be like seeing his clear eyebrows and ample cheeks and the easy grace of
his movement.
尖筆乾墨作方闊字，神采秀拔，膏潤無窮，使後人觀之，如見其清眉豐頰，
進趨裕如也。332
It is obvious that Su Shi emphasized the roles of brush and ink in forming Ouyang’s 
calligraphic style, but it is not difficult to understand the effects of these two writing
materials from observing Ouyang’s caligraphy (fig. 3.43). The paper Ouyang preferred
not typical Northern Song calligraphy paper. Instead of a smooth, white surface, the
fibers on his surfaces are rough and long (fig. 3.44), which allowed him to obtain a dry
effect in his strokes. Through his favored materials, Ouyang Xiu shaped a particular style
of calligraphy.
331 For discussions in English of this masterpiece, see Wen Fong, Beyond representation, 155-60; Peter
Sturman, Mi Fu, 115-19.
332 Su Shi, Su Shi wenji, juan 69: 2185.
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The Northern Song was not the only age in which literati emphasized the
material aspects of calligraphy. A famous example is Preface to the Orchid Pavilion
Gathering (Lanting xu 蘭亭序) (fig. 3.45), which was recorded to have been created
using a rat whisker brush and cocoon paper while Wang Xizhi was inebriated. Despite
Wang’s particular writing materials and mental state, the Prefacewas lauded “the best 
work of running script under Heaven.” The purpose of this story was to convince viewers 
that Wang’s Preface was created under special conditions. Thus, even without seeing the
Preface, a reader of its description can expect its style to be different from that in Wang
Xizhi’s representative works.
While such examples of discrepancy in calligraphic style as a result of the
utilization of specialized materials may be found before the Northern Song, they are only
occasional cases. But by using the methods of materiality studies, we may begin to
explain cases in which a caligraphic style is inconsistent with an artist’s representative 
styles by analyzing his writing materials. Unfortunately, the discussion and analysis of
writing materials is underutilized in ordinary discourse on Chinese calligraphy. This is an
important omission because writing materials were not only tools for the Northern Song
literati, they were also major elements of their cultural life. Their enthusiasm concerning
writing materials is reflected in the plentiful literature on this topic that they left for later
generations. These traces have long awaited their rediscovery by modern scholars.
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Chapter 4
The Knowledge of the Past and Invention of Tradition
The Northern Song literati’s deep, systematic research into the history, methods,
and materiality of calligraphy and its four treasures played a critical role in the history of
Chinese calligraphy. Although literati from other dynasties took interest in these topics,
their discourse on the four treasures was limited chiefly to aesthetic issues. In contrast,
Northern Song literati paid increased attention to the material aspects of these objects and
to the transmission of their cultural heritage and identity. The energy and scale of
research devoted to the four treasures during the Northern Song was unprecedented and
seldom surpassed subsequently. In addition to voluminous writings and lively discussions,
the literati conducted practical research on writing materials that led many to become
personally involved in the processes of their creation.
While investigating previous traditions and attempting to recover ancient models
and materials, Northern Song literati proposed new criteria for taste, quality, and style in
calligraphy. But instead of boldly advocating their new ideals as unprecedented, the
literati, following an old habit of their culture, routinely sought to root their new
preferences in tradition. Yet, despite the literati’s valuation of precedence, they treated
tradition as a fluid entity, open to interpretation. They did not hesitate, for example, to
utilize their socio-political standing and the power of the written word to re-create history
so as to bring their research and musings in line with past thought and theorizing.
Ultimately, a regional tradition native to Jiangnan was promoted as the tradition of an
entire class or even nation.
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4.1 Seeking the“Orthodox”Brush Method
Reflecting on the state of contemporary calligraphy compared with past
reference in mind, the Northern Song leader of literati culture, Ouyang Xiu, observed a
general state ofdeterioration. He commented frankly that “the decline of caligraphy 
could not be worse than now 書之廢莫廢於今.”333 At present, we have an insufficient
number of early Northern Song caligraphies to coroborate Ouyang’s concerns. It is
difficult to assess the seriousness of any decline during the first few decades of the
Northern Song period on the basis of Ouyang’s analysis alone. However, the quantity and
variety of the calligraphies in his collection, recorded in his catalogue Record of
Collected Antiquities, demonstrate that he was familiar with the calligraphy of former
dynasties and possessed a solid basis for his criticism of contemporary work.334
Therefore, we may confidently predicate that the transmission of calligraphy methods and
practice from former dynasties was neither smooth nor entirely successful.
A similar comment was made in The Xuanhe Calligraphy Catalogue, completed
in the late Northern Song dynasty, which describes the circumstances more specifically:
Generally speaking, in learning [calligraphy], there is a method for using the
brush that has been kept secret since ancient times and passed down only by
oral instruction. Beginning in the Tang dynasty, students participated in this
lineage and thus achieved excellent levels of skill. With the coming of the Five
Dynasties, the transmission [of brush method] broke down and the qualities of
333 Ouyang Xiu, Ouyang wenzhong gong quanji, juan 139: 1106.
334 What is discussed in Record of Collected Antiquities are rubbings of ancient stele inscriptions, but it is
reasonable to assume that with his cultural status Ouyang Xiu had accesses to collections of ancient
ink-written masterpieces that had survived into the early Northern Song and that were another major source
of materials for making his judgments.
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decay and crudeness took hold.
大扺學者用筆有法，自古祕之，必口口親授，非人不傳。由唐以來，學者
相宗，方造其妙。至五季失其所傳，遂有衰陋之氣。335
Undoubtedly, many factors lay behind this breakdown in the oral transmission of
calligraphy culture, but a major cause must certainly have been the unceasing, disastrous
wars of the Five Dynasties. Su Shi also believed that the culture of former times had
experienced severe devastation as a result of the numerous wars that began in the later
Tang. He further suggested that losses among the principal cultural transmitters
(demonstrators and oral transmitters of skills) led directly to the cultural deterioration of
the Five Dynasties.336
The Five Dynasties filled the period between the fall of the Tang (907) and the
founding of the Song (960). Five would-be dynasties, the Later Liang 後梁 (907-923),
Later Tang 後唐 (923-936), Later Jin 後晉 (936-946), Later Han 後漢 (947-950), and
Later Zhou 後周 (951-960) followed one another in quick succession in northern China.
During the same period, more than twelve independent states were established in the
south, ten of which were strong regimes that dominated distinctive regions. Hence, this
period is also known as the Ten Kingdoms. This divisive political situation led to a
seemingly unending series of ruthless wars among these competing powers. Limited
extant records of the era indicate that there were more than sixty wars during the short
period of approximately seventy years. Severe plagues frequently occurred in tandem
335 Anonymous, Xuanhe shupu 宣和書譜 (The Xuanhe calligraphy catalogue), in YSCB, juan 12: 273.
336 Su Shi, Su Shi wenji, juan 67: 2098; see also David Johnson,“The Last Years of a Great Clan,”Harvard
Journal of Asiatic Studies, vol 37, no 1 (1977): 5-102.
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with these conflicts. It is hard to estimate how many people died under such
circumstances, but the number was undoubtedly large. The massive loss of life brought
about by devastating wars and plagues during the ninth and tenth centuries was the death
knell of the oral instruction that was the core of a master-apprentice tradition of art
education. While some excellent calligraphers survived into the Northern Song period,
there remains reason to believe the overall state of calligraphy in the aftermath of the
Five Dynasties was as dire as Ouyang Xiu described.337
However, it is interesting to note that these literati did not realize that, even if the
Five Dynasties wars had not occurred, the traditional method of writing calligraphy
would not have escaped a critical transformation. An inevitable break from tradition
resulted from the introduction and succeeding wide-spread use of chairs and tables, as
discussed in the previous chapter. This new furniture drasticaly changed a caligrapher’s 
writing position and forced paper and brushes to evolve in previously unimagined ways.
In an environment of cultural disconnection and radical change in traditional
writing methods, the Northern Song literati, sensing crisis in the development and
direction of calligraphy, plunged into the search for ancient writing methods in hopes of
uncovering what had been the orthodox brush method of the past. Often the suppressed
objective of their search was less to uncover ancient orthodoxy per se than to justify new
methods by grounding them in the past, to acquire ancient sanction for new methods,
techniques, and practices. As a result, the outcomes of what was not a unified search but
an array of individual searches for orthodoxy were not always unified and coherent. This
337 For a general discussion of the state of calligraphy during this period, see Cao Baolin, Zhongguo
Shufashi, 2-3.
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phenomenon is best reflected in the case of Su Shi and Huang Tingjian. Although Su Shi
and Huang Tingjian were teacher and student, their methods of writing differed greatly.
Su Shi preferred a rested-wrist method of writing in which most of the force behind the
strokes stems from the fingers, while his student Huang advocated a suspended-wrist
method that allowed the arm to move more freely. It may be inferred from such
differences in writing technique that the orthodox methods of writing these two
individuals felt they had unearthed from the past varied greatly.
As the literati assiduously worked to revive ancient methods of brushwork, a
particular group of monks from the Tang dynasty who excelled in wild cursive script
caught their attention. When Huang Tingjian claimed to have discovered the origin of this
brush method, he mentioned two monk calligraphers among other masters:
I have studied wild cursive script for more than thirty years. At first, I followed
Zhou Yue’s caligraphic style and for twenty years atempted to rid my 
calligraphy of its vulgar quality without progress. Next, I acquired Su Shunqin’s 
[1008-1048] calligraphy and [from it] learned the manner of ancient calligraphy.
Later, I collected the handwritings of Zhang Xu [ca. 675-759], the monk
Huaisu, and the monk Gaoxian [fl. 850] so that I could recover the excellence
of their brush methods.
予學草書三十餘年，初以周越為師，故二十年抖擻俗氣不脫。晚得蘇才翁
子美書，觀之乃得古人筆意。其後又得張長史、僧懷素、高閑墨跡，乃窺
筆法之妙。338
When writing this passage, Huang Tingjian was already an established, leading
calligrapher. In recounting how he gradually obtained an understanding of ancient brush
methods, Huang gave much credit not only to three Tang dynasty masters but also to Su
338 Huang Tingjian, Song Huang wenjie gong quanji (waiji), juan 23: 1406.
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Shunqin, whom he could have never have met, as Su was about forty years older than
Huang and died young, when Huang was only three.
Huang’s high esteem of Su Shunqin could have been influenced by Ouyang Xiu. 
As Su Shunqin’s close friend, Ouyang Xiu believed him the only great preserver of
ancient brush techniques and even asserted that the brushmethod had been lost after Su’s 
death.339 In a passage on calligraphy, Ouyang Xiu quotes Su Shunqin:
Su Shunqin has said that my method of controlling a brush is the method of Liu
Gongquan. I compared different methods to find that the slanted and upright
styles [of brush] are the ways to produce fine and clumsy calligraphic styles. If
you could master these methods and the method of the empty wrist, then you
could learn the manner of Wang Xizhi andWang Xianzhi’s caligraphy.”
蘇子美嘗言用筆之法：「此乃栁公權之法也。」亦嘗較之，斜正之間便分工
拙。能知此及虛腕。則羲、獻之書可以意得也。340
From Ouyang’s quotation, we know Su Shunqin derived his brush method from that of 
the Tang master Liu Gongquan. When Liu replied to an inquiry of the Tang emperor
Muzong (r. 821-824) concerning the ultimate brush method, Liu emphasized that only an
upright mind can make the brush upright, and that the upright brush is the proper
method.341 In the Northern Song context,Liu’s use of the term “upright brush” connoted 
two meanings: at the technical level, it indicates that one should hold the brush upright; at
the cultural level, it implies that only a cultivated, moral mind can write successfully with
an upright brush, a pronouncement that had a profound impact on Northern Song
339 Ouyang Xiu, Ouyang wenzhong gong quanji, juan 130: 1008.
340 Ouyang Xiu, Ouyang wenzhong gong quanji, juan 130: 1008.
341 Ouyang Xiu et al., Xin Tangshu, juan 163: 5029.
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calligraphy.342 In addition to holding the brush upright, Su Shunqin also advocated the
method of “empty wrist,” which required a calligrapher to lift his arm from the table
while writing to allow the wrist to move freely. Su Shunqin further explained his method
for writing cursive script:
The position for holding a brush in cursive script is three cun [ancient Chinese
unit of measurement] above the paper so that the expanse of the writing surface
is increased. The palm is flat and empty, and the movement of the wrist is agile,
which causes a free, flowing manner [of writing] to emerge spontaneously.
草書把筆，離紙三寸，取其紙寛。掌平虛，腕法圓轉，則飄縱之體自絶出
耳！343
Su’smethod elevates the hand from the writing surface to allow greater freedom for
brush movement. This practice is similar to the suspended-arm method advocated by
Huang Tingjian and Mi Fu.
Su Shunqin, a renowned collector, had acquired pieces by Zhang Xu and Monk
Huaisu, including the later’s most famous cursive script work, Autobiographical Essay
(Zixu tie 自敘帖).344 Su Shunqin must have carefully studied the work of Huaisu because
the style ofSu’s cursive calligraphy resembles that of Huaisu. Accordingto Su Shunqin’s
colophon on Autobiographical Essay, when this masterpiece entered his collection, the
first six lines were in bad condition, so he replaced the first six lines with his own copy of
the characters. Remarkably, there is no stylistic discrepancy between the first six lines
and the rest of the scroll (fig. 4.1). Because the styles were so similar, for centuries no
342 See detailed discussion of this theory inAmy McNair’s The Upright Brush.
343 Xianyu Shu 鮮于樞, Kunxue zhai zalu困學齋雜録 (Miscellaneous records by Xianyu Shu), in
CSJCXB, 309.
344 Su Shi, Dongpo zhilin 東坡志林 (Miscellaneous notes by Su Shi), in BJXSDG, juan 1: 799.
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one could validate the reliability of Su Shunqin’s seemingly boastful statement 
concerning his reconstruction. In 2004, a scientific examination of Autobiographical
Essay was conducted by the staff of the National Palace Museum, Taipei with a team of
Japanese experts from the National Research Institute for Cultural Properties, Tokyo. The
study confirmed that the ink and paper of the first six lines are different from those used
in the rest of the scroll.345Su’s stunning stylistic reproduction of Huaisu’s wild style
convincingly demonstrates his mastery of Tang cursive method. Thus, Ouyang Xiu was
justified in his designation of Su’s method as the orthodox brush method.
Moreover, a comparison of the overall sizes and character sizes of the monk
Huaisu’s Autobiographical Essay and the monk Gaoxian’s Thousand Character Essay
(Qianzi wen 千字文), now in the collection of the Shanghai Museum (fig. 4.2), shows
that both works are larger than extant calligraphies from the Jin and Tang. This indicates
that the area for brush movement had expanded, and that the movement of the brush was
freer; these features that conform to a Northern Song trend toward larger-sized
calligraphy. It seems possible that Northern Song calligraphers were inspired to write in
larger sizes via the knowledge of the large scrolls Tang monks used for their wild cursive
works. Many large-sized works by Tang calligraphers in wild cursive script were done on
walls or screens.346 Zhang Xu, for example, wrote wild cursive calligraphy as a public
performance;347 consequently, most of his work was done on walls or screens for the
345 I was fortunate to participate in this examination. See Ho Chuan-hsing and Shirono Seiji, Investigative
Report on the Handscol “Autobiography” by Huai-su, 72.
346 Hou Kaijia 侯開嘉, Zhongguo shufa shi xinlun 中國書法史新論 (New studies on the history of
Chinese calligraphy) (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 2003), 77-90.
347 Ouyang Xiu et al., Xin Tangshu, juan 202: 5764.
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convenience of his viewing audience. For posterity, the negative side of this practice was
that his work did not last. By the Northern Song, mural calligraphies surviving from the
Tang dynasty were already almost gone owing to constant warfare and the fragility of
wooden architecture. What survive today are only those works written on paper.
Zhang Xu’s reputation in wild cursive calligraphy attracted many students who
attempted to replicate his techniques. However, it was presumably difficult for ordinary
calligraphers following the tradition of hand-held paper to write in wild cursive script.
When composing wild cursive calligraphy, the first requirement is to attain large pieces
of paper, which due to their nature eliminates the option of manually holding the paper.
While it is possible to affix paper to walls or screens, this is inconvenient compared to
writing on a desk.
When monks who used chairs and desks in their daily lives became interested in
Zhang Xu’s wild cursive caligraphy, it is likely they associated the stable surface of the
desk with the composition of wild cursive calligraphy on the wall. The flat, stable,
spacious surface of a desk enabled monks to learn wild cursive script more effectively
than others. The relationship between sitting and wild cursive is the key to the prevalence
of wild cursive works among monks’ caligraphies after the mid-late Tang.
But the inventive calligraphers of wild cursive script in the Tang were harshly
criticized by Mi Fu, who had in mind an “orthodox” brush method significantly different
from that of Huang Tingjian:
If one’s cursive caligraphy does not partake of the character of the Jin writers, 
it then becomes a work of the lowest category. Crazy Zhang, that vulgar fellow,
altered and confused the ancient methods, inciting the common masses [to rise
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up and follow his lead]. There were a few who comprehended [Zhang’s 
problem]. Huaisu added some of the “the even and light” and thus to a slight 
degree reached a level of naturalness. But he was restricted by the period in
which he lived,and he was unable to achieve “lofty antiquity.” Gaoxian and 
those below him can only be hung in wine shops. [The monk] Bianguang is
especially detestable.348
草書不入晉人格轍，徒成下品。張顛俗子，變亂古法，驚諸凡夫，自有識
者。懷素少加平淡，稍到天成，而時代壓之，不能高古。高閑而下，但可
懸之酒肆。辯光尤可憎惡也！(fig. 4.3)
Mi Fu’s argument centers on the issue of ancient methods. He believed that wild cursive 
calligraphers practiced a method directly opposed to what Mi took to be the ancient
method, and that this made their styles unworthy of study. We do not know whether Mi
Fu realized that the introduction of chairs and desks had been an important factor that had
stimulated monks to change the ancient method, but it is fairly certain that he noticed that
their new approach differed greatly from the methods of the Wei and Jin, methods he
exalted and highly recommended over all others.
In their critical analyses of the Tang wild cursive calligraphers of the Tang,
Huang Tingjian saw a more expressive brush method, while Mi Fu, devoting his attention
to the method’s deviation from traditional techniques as presented in the accounts of Jin
dynasty calligraphers, saw only corruption. The different perceptions held by leading
calligraphers of the Northern Song dynasty were shaped by their own writing practices,
their aesthetic tastes, their attitudes toward tradition and change, and their personal
research into ancient documents. Huang Tingjian noticed:
For decades, literati have liked to do calligraphy in ornate styles lacking steady
348 Translation based on Peter C. Sturman, see Mi Fu, 129, with some changes.
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brushwork. They viewed sails blown by the wind and fighting horses at the
front with delight; they saw female dancers with flowers as dainty and
charming. This is because they were unaware of ancient brush methods.
數十年來士大夫作字尚華藻，而筆不實，以風檣陣馬為痛快，以插花舞女
為姿媚，殊不知古人用筆也。349
Huang points out that Northern Song literati before his generation had yet to seek
knowledge of ancient brush methods.“Sails blown by the wind and the fighting horses at 
the front” (Fengqiang zhenma 風檣陣馬) was the term that Su Shi used to praise Mi Fu’s 
calligraphy executed with swift brush movements.Huang Tingjian’s reuse of this term to 
express an opposite point of view illustrates hisblunt disagreement with Mi’s brush 
method. ButHuang Tingjian’s version of the ancients’ brush method did not develop 
effortlessly. In his later years, pondering his own work, Huang Tingjian wrote the
following passage:
In my calligraphy of the Yuanyou era [1086-1094], the manner of my brush was
stagnant and blunt, and most of my brushwork never reached perfection.
Entering the Three Gorges of the Yangtze River, I saw someone rowing with a
paddle; it was then I became aware of the method of the brush.
元祐間書，筆意癡鈍，用筆多不到。晚入峽，見長年蕩槳，乃悟筆法。350
This passage points out the pains Huang took to perfect his writing. His epiphany relates
the correct brush method to the rhythmic action of rowing a boat.
Owing to the transformation in writing position that accompanied the use of
chair and desk, it became pointless to attempt and recover the ancient brush method
associated with writing on hand-held paper. In reality, the various literati discoveries of
349 Huang Tingjian, Song Huang wenjie gong quanji (waiji), juan 23: 1401.
350 See Wang Ao 王鏊, Zhenze ji 震澤集 (Collected writings of Wang Ao), in WYGSKQS, juan 35: 19.
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so-called ancient brush methods were fanciful visualizations shaped by their own desires
and objectives. Nonetheless, the literati were moved to continue their search for the
orthodox brush method as a means of coping with the cultural change they were
experiencing and because examining the past to solve problems in the present was
inherent in their culture of learning and knowledge. Despite mutual disputes over
techniques and traditions, the literati arrived at a common solution: writing on horizontal
surfaces with a suspended arm, a solution that mediates between writing on desks with a
resting arm and writing on held-up paper with a suspended arm. Disregarding variant
claims as to the legitimacy of historical methods of writing, this model became the
common resolution as to what was an effective writing method for subsequent
generations. In the end, no matter how individually, subjectively, or inaccurately, the
literati used history as an effective foil in developing and justifying a new solution to a
contemporary problem.
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4.2 Making the Sanzhuo Brush a Legend
Although searching for ancient brush methods was undoubtedly the most critical
issue for Northern Song literati, endeavors to re-associate contemporary materials of
caligraphy (the four treasures) with their respective “great traditions” were pursued 
simultaneously. Let us begin with a discussion of the famous sanzhuo brush made by the
Zhuge family, which boasts a long tradition of brush-making. At the beginning of the
Northern Song, this type of brush was highly sought after by the literati, and the reasons
for its popularity are worth exploring.
Ye Mengde’s Conversations Recorded while Escaping the Heat conveys that
most brushes were made in Xuanzhou and that the Zhuge family was the only one to
preserve their craft through the epochal transformations of the Tang-Song transition. He
also mentions that the Zhuges began producing brushes during the Tang dynasty.351 The
Zhuges’ dominance in the brush-making business during the Northern Song was owed
not only to the quality of their product, but also a legend associating their brushes with
the sage-calligrapher Wang Xizhi that circulated widely in Northern Song literati circles.
Zeng Zao 曾慥 (?-1155) recounts:
Mr. Zhuge of Xuanzhou was a brush-maker. Liu Gongquan asked for his
brushes, and Mr. Zhuge gave him two brushes at first. He told his son: “If the 
Academician Liu excels at calligraphy, then he will keep the brushes.
Otherwise, he wil return them, and we wil give him the common brush.” Soon, 
Liu returned the brushes because of their unsuitability and asked for another
brush. They gave him the common brushes. The two brushes given initially
351 Ye Mengde, juan 1: 1580.
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were only suitable for Wang Xizhi.
宣州諸葛氏能作筆，柳公權求之，先與二管。語其子曰：「柳學士如能書，
當留此筆。不爾退還，即以常筆與之。」未幾，柳以不入用退還别求，遂
以常筆與之。先與者二筆，非右軍不能用也。352
Liu Gongquan was a famous Tang calligrapher whose calligraphy was regarded by
Ouyang Xiu as a source of the ancient brush method, but even he was not qualified to
handle brushes of the caliber of the Zhuge family’s. The story implies that the only
person in thehistory of caligraphy who could handle Zhuge’s brush was Wang Xizhi, the 
greatest calligrapher of antiquity.According to Zhen Zao’s story, the brushes made by the
Zhuge family could be divided into two categories: common brushes, and brushes
reserved for geniuses. The legend of such an accomplished calligrapher as Liu Gongquan
being qualified to use only the common brush propelled the Zhuge family reputation to
even greater heights.
This story was widely circulated in the Northern Song. Cai Tao recorded a
variant story:
In the late Tang dynasty, a well-known gentleman asked for brushes from the
Zhuge family through the General of Xuanzhou. Mr. Zhuge knew of this
calligrapher’s reputation, so he gave him two Youjun brushes [Youjun means
General of the Right Army, a position once held by Wang Xizhi, who was
therefore called Youjun]. However, the well-known gentleman was unsatisfied,
so the general asked again. [Mr. Zhuge] gave him ten brushes, but [the
well-known gentleman] still said they were unsuitable. Mr. Zhuge felt
frightened, so he asked the general to let him see the well-known gentleman’s 
caligraphy. He said: “This was writen with the common brush. The previous
two brushes can’t be dominated except by Wang Xizhi.” The Zhuge family was 
352 Zeng Zao 曾慥, Lei shuo 類說 (Collected notes of categorized matters), in BJXSDG, juan 59: 3902.
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not only excellent at brush-making, but was also adept at appreciating
calligraphy. [The Zhuge family] brush-making business was passed down for
almost seven hundred years. Even in the late Tang dynasty, the Zhuge’s 
business did not suddenly collapse.
唐季時有名士，就宣帥求諸葛氏筆，而諸葛氏知其有書名，乃持右軍筆二
枝乞與。其人不樂，宣帥再索，則以十枝去，復報不入用。諸葛氏懼，因
請宣帥一觀其書札，乃曰：「似此持常筆與之耳，前兩枝非右軍不能用也。」
是諸葛氏非但藝之工，其鍳識固不弱，所以流傳將七百年，向使能世其業。
如唐季時，則諸葛氏門户豈遽滅息哉。353
Although the two stories are slightly different, both stories elevate the Zhuge family
reputation by associating their craft with Wang Xizhi and touting a family tradition of
over seven hundred years. That these are only legends is borne out by the lack of physical
or literary evidence from the fourth century onward verifying that the Zhuge family made
brushes for Wang Xizhi.
Stories aside, the Zhuge family’s proud tradition of crafting refined brushes 
prospered for centuries. Their sanzhuo brushes weathered the disasters of the late Tang
and Five Dynasties, evolved with the transformation of writing position during the
Tang-Song period, and were considered the best and most preferred brush of the literati
during the first half of the Northern Song period. Its hearty reception was likely due to its
stiffer, more elastic tuft, which served as the optimal brush type for writing both on a
desk and on hand-held paper. Its functional advantage served as a foundation for the
cultural prestige of the sanzhuo brush as the preferred brush for writing the
newly-reconstructed orthodox calligraphy.
The tradition of the sanzhuo brush was also involved in the cultural
353 Cai Tao, juan 5: 683.
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reconstruction of the Northern Song. AcceptingMei Yaochen’s suggestion, the Zhuge
family incorporated precious rat whiskers into the sanzhuo brush. The possible cultural
implication of this addition should not be overlooked. A story by the Tang writer He
Yanzhi 何延之 that circulated widely in the Northern song dynasty354 relates that a rat
whisker brush was used by Wang Xizhi to write Preface to the Orchid Pavilion Gathering,
a masterpiece held by caligraphers and critics to be “First Caligraphy under Heaven.” It
is true that rat whiskers were added to sanzhuo brushes for practical reasons, but they
were also addedbecause of the literati’s conception that Wang Xizhi had a close 
relationship to the sanzhuo brush. In this case, the materiality of a special kind of animal
hair, together with anecdotes about the brush it was used in, turned a refined brush into a
cultural legend.
354 He Yanzhi 何延之, Lanting ji 蘭亭記 (Story of the Preface to the Orchid Pavilion Gathering), in Zhang
Yanyuan, Fashu yaolu, juan 2: 124.
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4.3 Retracing the Genealogy of Li’s Ink
Since the Southern Tang, Li Tinggui had been lauded as the greatest ink cake
maker. Tang Xun canonized Li’s ink cakes when he wrote:
Twenty years ago, I saw that many people used Longweishi (dragon tail stone)
ink stones, and I queried an old man from the Southern Tang about these stones.
He said: “In the past, the last emperor of the Southern Tang, Li Yu李煜
[937-978], was interested in calligraphy, so he used Chengxin Hall paper, the
ink cakes of Li Tinggui, and dragon tail stones. These three kinds of writing
materials were the best under Heaven, so people valued them then.”
二十年前，頗見人用龍尾石硯，求之江南故老。云：昔李後主留意翰墨，
用澄心堂紙、李廷珪墨、龍尾硯。三者為天下冠，當時貴之。」355
After the fal of the Southern Tang, Li Tinggui’s ink continued as the most famous. Cai 
Xiang wrote:
The ink cakes of Li Tinggui are first under Heaven. In the Xiangfu era
[1008-1016], while constructing the Zhaoying Palace, they were used for
dyeing and decorating. Al Li’s surviving ink cakes are left from that time.
李庭珪墨為天下第一品。祥符治昭應，用為染飾。今人間所有，皆其時餘
物也。356
Cai Xing points out that all of the ink cakes by Li Tinggui were collected by the Northern
Song imperial court. As previously discussed, the Li Tinggui ink cake was the model
against which other inks were compared, if for no reason other than that the Li ink cakes
circulating among the literati had been gifted by Song emperors.357 Soon, however, the
emperors’ patronage was no longer the only reason for the popularity of Li’s ink, for 
355 Anonymous, Sheyan shuo, 51.
356 Cai Xiang, juan 25: 238-239.
357 Cai Xiang, juan 25: 238.
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literati such as Cai Xiang began to promote Li Tinggui ink cakes across the empire.
As per the existing practice of linking objects currently in vogue to more ancient
and authentic traditions, Song literati soon found themselves in heated debate as they
tried to link the Li tradition to more ancient models of ink cake makers. The excellence of
Li’s ink became a given, and debates over the Li family genealogy grew more heated as 
the literati soughtto support Li Tinggui’s fame. 
Li Tinggui’s ink cake expertise likely came from his father,Li Chao, also a
famous ink-maker. Su Yijian records a personal anecdote by Xu Xuan:
As a young boy, I received an ink cake by Li Chao. It was not longer than one
chi [ancient Chinese unit of measurement] and was thin as a tendon. My dear
brother Kai and I shared it and wrote more than five thousand characters a day.
It ran out after ten years. The sharp edge of the grinding surface could cut paper.
Ever since, of the Li family ink cakes I have used, none have matched the
quality of Li Chao’s. Chao was Tinggui’s father.
幼年嘗得李超墨，一挺長不過尺，細裁如筋。與其愛弟鍇共用之，日書不
下五千字，凡十年乃盡。磨處邊際有刃，可以裁紙。自後用李氏墨，無及
此者。超卽廷珪之父也.” 358
Eventualy, however, the son’s reputation overtook that of the father, and soon 
Chao’s ink was largely forgoten. A story about an emperor awarding famous ink cakes to 
high-ranking officials was recorded by Cai Tao:
A minister was granted an ink cake by Li Chao [by the Emperor]. What my
uncle Cai Xiang received was one made by Li Tinggui. Cai Xiang felt the
minister was unsatisfied with the ink cake that he received so he whispered to
him and asked to change their ink cakes. The minister knew only that the ink
cakes of Li Tinggui were valuable; he did not know of the existence of Li
Chao’s ink cakes. After completing the exchange, he felt happy. As the banquet 
358 See Su Yijian, juan 5: 2310.
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ended, the attendants were going out the door. Before they separated, Cai Xiang
made a bow with clasped hands held at breast level and said: “Do you know 
that Tinggui was Li Chao’s son?” 
大臣得李超墨，而君謨伯父所得乃廷珪。君謨時覺大臣意歎有不足色，因
密語：能易之乎？大臣者但知廷珪為貴，而不知有超也！既能易輒欣然。
及宴罷，騎從出門内去。將分道，君謨於馬上始長揖曰：還知廷珪是李超
兒否.”359
While Cai Xiang greatly admired the ink cakes of Li Tinggui, he did not pass up an
opportunity to acquire an ink cake by Tinggui’s father and therefore master, Li Chao. The 
story has an additional boastful quality: duping a high minister this way was an
advertisement of the profundity of Cai Xiang’s understanding and knowledge of writing 
materials.
Despite being a student of Xu Xuan, who lauded Li Chao’s ink cakes, Su Yijian
formulated his own opinion as to the ultimate ink cake:
Around the Yi and She commanderies of Jiangnan, the ink cakes made by Li
Tinggui were excellent. Tinggui was a native of Yishui. His father Chao fled
and crossed the Yangtze River. He found Shezhou was livable and suited to
manufacturing ink cakes; he then became famous for his craft.
江南黟、歙之地有李廷珪墨，尤佳。廷珪本易水人，其父超，唐末流離渡
江，覩歙中可居造墨，故有名焉。360
Su’s opinion difered from thatof his master’s, agreeing instead with Cai Xiang that Li 
Tinggui’s ink cakes were superior. The preferences of later generations were staunchly 
promoted by efforts like this, and Li Tinggui replaced his exalted father to become the
outstanding figure of ink cake culture.
359 See Cai Tao, juan 5: 683.
360 Su Yijian, juan 5: 2307.
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However, as a result of the eager eforts of Song literati to publicize Li Tinggui’s 
pedigree, they confused him with another ink-maker, Xi Tinggui 奚廷珪. Cai Xiang, for
example, made this mistake in a note: “[The Li family’s] original surname was Xi, but the 
emperor of the Southern Tang bestowed upon them the surname‘Li’本姓奚，江南賜姓
李氏.361” Cai Xiang, in an atempt to resolve discrepancies in his research materials,
made things worse by confounding the Xi and Li families of ink cake makers.
Wang Zhu 王洙 (997-1057), when discussing ink cakes, opines that those
bearing the name “Xi Tinggui” were among the worst of Li Tinggui’s cakes; he adds that 
he believes that it was Xi Tinggui on whom the surname “Li” was conferred.362 Wang
Zhu was fond of collecting ink cakes; we know he once presented Cai Xiang with an ink
cake by Li Tinggui to show how fine a connoisseur of ink Wang himself was. Both Wang
and Cai were learned literati; therefore, the differences between their stories are worth
exploring. Generally, however, I believe that the discrepancy between their accounts
demonstrates the dubious nature of both.
Lu You 陸友 of the Yuan dynasty not only saw the problem in this story, but also
offered a careful rebuttal. He explained:
Xi Tinggui was a native of Yishui. Perhaps some people would say: “Li 
Tinggui’s original surname was Xi, but the emperor of the SouthernTang
bestowed on him the surname of Li.” This is wrong. Today, there exist only two 
361 Cai Xiang, juan 25: 230.
362 “Tinggui was from the Yan area, and his original surname was Xi. Later, he moved to Jiangnan. In the
beginning, his ink cakes were not unique. However, as time went on, the quality of his ink increased to such
an extent that the emperor of the Southern Tang honored his ability and bestowed on him the surname “Li” 
蓋廷珪本燕人，奚初姓，後徙江南。其初未奇，久而益佳，故李主寵其能，賜之姓也.” See Wang Qinchen, 
Wangshi tanlu, 8.
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kinds of Xi Tinggui ink cakes. [If Xi]Tinggui’s father was Chao, why have 
only the ink cakes of Xi Tinggui survived but none of Xi Chao? Zhao Yin
collected one type of Xi Tinggui ink cake, which is imprinted with the
characters “Xuanfu Xi Tinggui” (“Xi Tinggui of Xuanzhou”), so we know Mr. 
Li lived in Shezhou and Mr. Xi lived in Xuanzhou. They belonged to different
families and by chance had the same personal name. Gazetteer of Xin’an
(Xin’anzhi) notes: “After Cai Xiang, everyone said Li Tinggui was Xi Tinggui, 
but only Huang Bing and Li Xiaomei noted that Xi’s ink cakes are worse than 
Li’s.” 
奚庭珪，易水人。或曰：「李庭珪，本姓奚，江南賜姓李氏。」非也！今之
人但見有奚庭珪墨二品，庭珪父即超，何獨有奚庭珪，而無奚超也。趙寅
達夫嘗收得一種，上印文曰「宣府奚庭珪」，乃知居歙者李氏，籍宣者奚氏，
各是一族，而名偶同耳。《新安志》云：「自蔡君謨以來，皆言李庭珪即奚
庭珪，唯黄秉、李孝美云奚墨不及李。」363
Adopting the theory proposed byGazeteer of Xin’ancompiled by Luo Yuan 羅愿
(1136-1184), Lu You believed that Cai Xiang was responsible for the faulty combination
of the Xi and Li families. He also discovered that Chao Guanzhi, in his Ink Classic, does
not confuse the Xi and Li families.364 Finally, Lu You noticed that, if Li Tinggui had
been granted a change in family name, his father had not, and yet Li Tinggui’s father was 
named Li Chao instead of Xi Chao, as one would have expected if the Xi family name
had been changed to Li only in Tinggui’s generation. Given the logic and clarity of Lu’s 
reasoning, it becomes apparent that, in this debate, his research should be considered the
most.
Although Wang Zhu had discovered that the quality of Xi Tinggui’s ink cakes 
was inferior to those byLi, he stil atempted a forced explanation as to how Xi’s rather 
363 Lu You, Mo Shi, juan 1: 8.
364 Lu You, Mo Shi, juan 1: 9.
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ordinary ink cakes appeared in Jiangnan. Conversely, Li Xiaomei dismissed the notion
that these two surnames had ever belonged to the same family, opining that Xi’s ink cakes 
were worse than those of either Li Tinggui or Li Chao365 because Li and Xi Tinggui were
different persons.
The historical context of Xi Tinggui versus Li Tinggui debate is entwined in
Northern Song literati efforts to reconstruct the tradition of ink-making. This comment by
Su Yijian lays a basis for a locational reconstruction of ink-making practices:
In the past, Mr. Zu was a native of Yiding [Yizhou and Dingzhou 定州 areas],
and he was Superintendent of Ink in the Tang dynasty. Today, the best ink cakes
bear his surname, and perhaps the ink cakes from Yishui [Yizhou] are the best.
昔祖氏本易定人，唐氏之時墨官也。今墨之上必假其姓而號之，大約易水
者為上。366
The “Mr. Zu” mentioned above was Zu Min, an oficial in charge of ink-making in the
Tang dynasty. With the official title Superintendent of Ink Cake, Zu Min was the first
ink-maker with a recorded name, and his recipe for ink, which included pine soot and
antler glue, was a novel method renowned in the Tang era. By Su Yijian’s time, there was 
a fashion to label any good ink “Zu Min.” Accurate or not, this designation ensured that 
Zu’s legacy was transmited into the Song period, and the name “Zu Min” continued to 
represent the finest workmanship in the ink cake culture of the Northern Song.
The town of Yizhou in the quotation above had been an important center of ink
cake making since the fifth century. Yizhou continued as home to this tradition through
the Tang dynasty and became the most prosperous area for ink making and a major
365 Li Xiaomei李孝美, Mo pu墨譜 (Ink cake manual), in Shuo mo說墨 (Collected writings on ink cakes),
ed. Sang Xingzhi 桑行之 (Shanghai: Shanghai keji jiaoyu chubanshe, 1994), juan 1: 11.
366 Su Yijian, juan 5: 2307.
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source of ink used by the government. During the tumultuous period between the Tang
and Song dynasties, numerous ink cake makers migrated to Shezhou for refuge. Slowly,
they re-established their ink-making practices there. Apparently, during the early
Northern Song, when Su Yijian lived, Yizhou was still known for making refined ink and
boasted the continuing tradition of Zu Min. However, it is worth noting that Chao
Guanzhi, in his Ink Classic,mentions Shezhou as the Northern Song’s most important
ink-making center while pointing out that the quality of pines in Shezhou equals that of
Yizhou’s. This need to refer to Yizhou reveals the Song literati’s continued admiration of
the Tang ink-making culture, even to the point where Yizhou’spines became imbued with
orthodox cultural importance.
Locality is important to ink-making because it is key to obtaining raw materials.
The majority of Song ink was made from pine soot; no area lacking a plenitude of large
pines could become an ink-making center. Even in distant Hainan, Su Shi was able to
make ink cakes because of the presence of pines. In addition to raw materials, ink-making
was reliant on a tradition of method and craft accumulated through multiple generations.
Thus, Shezhou became a viable ink-making center after a migration of ink makers from
the north. So powerful was the sense of continuity of tradition that even ink makers in
this newly-established ink center boasted of Yizhou roots. In their attempts to give
present practices past roots, Song literati sought to make Yizhou into an orthodox center
of ink making and then link the materiality and persona of contemporary ink making to
those of Yizhou.
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Su Yijian, Wang Zhu, and Cai Xiang agreed that Li Chao and Li Tinggui had
come from Yizhou. In Wang Zhu and Cai Xiang’s versions of the story, the emperor of
the Southern Tang dynasty bestowed the family name Li on the ink cake maker Xi
Tinggui. However, in Chao Guanzhi’s discussion of ink making, he clearly separated
these two families.He named them “the Xi family of Yishui (Yishui Xi shi 易水奚氏)” 
and “the Li family of Shezhou (Shezhou Li shi 歙州李氏).”367 The original locales from
which these famous ink-makers came were both critical to the history of the ink cake, but
Yizhou was the more prestigious in terms of antique lineage. According to Chao Guanzhi,
Li Chao and Li Tinggui were natives of Shezhou, and literati who conducted research in
hopes of promoting the superiority of Li Tinggui’s ink cakes eventualy found that the Li 
family had nothing to do with Yizhou. Coincidentally, the son of the ink maker Xi Nai 奚
鼐 of Yishui was named Chao 超,368 and the name of Li Tinggui’s father was also Chao
超. So, the literati fabricated another line of thinking that posits Xi Tinggui of Xuanzhou
as the son of Xi Chao of Yishui. But there is no evidence this relationship existed.
Another attempt to forcibly combine the persons of Xi and Li ignored the distinction
between Xuanzhou and Shezhou. But this, too, is beyond credibility since, as the
evidence quoted above demonstrates that Xi Tinggui was undeniably from Xuanzhou.
It is moreover possible that Xi Tinggui was not associated with the Xi family of
Yishui at all. It would not make sense for an ink-maker from Yizhou to give up this great
legacy and to embrace the less prestigious locale of Xuanzhou. In the end, the
367 Chao Guanzhi, Mo jing, 10.
368 Lu You, Mo Shi, juan 1: 9.
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unidentified Xi Tinggui made ink cakes in Xuanzhou, Li Chao and Li Tinggui made ink
cakes in Shezhou, and Xi Nai and Xi Chao made ink cakes in Yizhou. However, the
chaos of the Southern Dynasties transmission period resulted in mistaken surnames and
origins. And the eagerness of the literati to canonize an orthodox lineage of ink making
caused the conflation of Li Tinggui and Xi Tinggui and their inaccurate origination in
Yizhou to be widely accepted. These constructions were questioned by other ink cake
specialists, but their qualms were drowned by the enthusiasm of such literati as Wang
Zhu and Cai Xiang.
While the quest to canonize Li Tinggui’s ink cakes may seem a capricious 
re-inventing of history, it was not an isolated case. If we observe the broader context of
Northern Song culture, tracing genealogies was only a subset of a larger-scaled project of
re-constructing past cultural achievements to justify and benefit contemporary materials
and practices as extensions of those from the past. Thus, the imperial Ding kilns were
commissioned to reproduce the forms of ancient bronze vessels in ceramic, and ritual
music and bells were revived and recreated.369 The quest to establish ancient genealogies
was but one stream merging into an ocean of cultural re-construction. Quality was no
longer suficient in considering an object’s worth: an object, to be refined, required a 
refined history.
369 Patricia B. Ebrey, Accumulating Culture, 159-172.
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4.4 Chengxin Hall Paper as a Collective Memory
The most famous paper in the Northern Song dynasty was without a doubt
Chengxin Hall paper. However, this brand, like the ink cakes of Li Tinggui, was not
produced during the Northern Song. Only after a process of re-discovery, study,
exploration, and promotion did it become ingrained in the consciousness of the Song
literati as an important cultural symbol from the past.
After Su Yijian visited the capital of the Southern Tang, he commented on the
immense size of huifu 會府 paper consumed at that time, yet neglected to mention
Chengxin Hall paper.370 When he described the papers of Shezhou, he referred to the
papers ningshuang 凝霜 (condensing frost) and chengxin 澄心 (purifying mind).
However, he never suggested that these two types of paper were related to the white and
glossy paper of Chengxin Hall, nor did he praise them as of the finest quality.371
Chengxin Hall paper was made for imperial use during the Southern Tang, a
regime that reached heights of sophistication before it’sdissolution. This type of paper
was praised by Liu Chang 劉敞 (1019-1068), the pioneering figure of the Song
antiquarian movement, who coincidently discovered Chengxin Hall paper in the ruins of
a former palace. He wrote:
I have one hundred pieces from the former palace
And memorized their ancient beauty instead of today’s dust.
I treasure them in a bamboo box for my pleasure
370 Su Yijian, juan 4: 2299.
371 Su Yijian, juan 4: 2298.
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But am afraid of losing them over time.
People of later times will only hear their name without having them;
Even they have them, they will not recognize them.
If you can compose a poem to mourn Jiangnan,
Your writing will show and preserve their history forever.
我從故府得百枚，
憶昔繁麗今塵埃。
祕藏篋笥自矜玩，
亦恐嵗久空成灰。
後人聞名寧復得，
就令得之當不識。
君能賦此哀江南，
寫示千秋永無極。372
We know from this poem that, after procuring Chengxin Hall paper, Liu Chang made a
scroll and invited his friends to inscribe this magnificent paper with poems. He sought to
promote this material to prevent it from becoming lost from collective memory. Thus,
Liu’s immediate reaction was to share his findings with his peers. However, technical 
knowledge of Chengxin Hall paper was inadequate; even the erudite Ouyang Xiu was
baffled. He queried:
All things from that time are exquisite;
Now they have been abandoned like ruins.
Where did you get this paper?
There are one hundred pieces, pure, firm, and fine.
當時百物盡精好，
往往遺棄淪蒿萊。
君從何處得此紙，
純堅瑩膩卷百枚。373
372 Liu Chang 劉敞, Gongshi ji 公是集 (Collected writings of Liu Chang), in CSJCXB, juan 17: 190.
373 Ouyang Xiu, Ouyang wenzhong gong quanji, juan 5: 81.
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Others took up the quest to reconstruct the excellent qualities of this paper. In his
effort to rectify the lapse in detailed knowledge of Chengxin Hall paper, Ouyang Xiu sent
two pieces of it to Mei Yaochen, who revealed he had knowledge of this paper’s history:
Since the time that the Li family ruled Jiangnan,
Even one hundred jin (ancient Chinese money unit) could not purchase a piece.
…
As the country disintegrated, nothing was left,
The treasure warehouse, emptied, grew mold and moss.
The only things left were books and this paper
Not treasured by the imperial court.
More than sixty years have passed;
They were discarded and piled in the corners of a palace.
江南李氏有國日，
百金不許市一枚。
……
當時國破何所有，
帑藏空竭生苺苔。
但存圖書及此紙，
輦大都府非珍瓌。
于今巳踰六十載，
弃置大屋牆角堆。374
Although considered precious in the Southern Tang court, this paper had been forgotten
for over sixty years. Five or six years after the composition of his first poem, Mei
Yaochen was presented with one hundred pieces of Chengxin Hall paper by Song Minqiu
宋敏求 (1019-1079). Delighted, Mei Yaochen composed another poem:
The old man from the Southern Tang dynasty still lives;
374 Mei Yaochen, juan 7: 61.
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He always told anecdotes from the Southern Tang.
The emperor Li treasured this paper in a secret palace,
And people outside the imperial court could not easily see it.
After the capital was breached, several thousand pieces survived,
They flowed to our dynasty, but no one thought them unique.
They were piled in an empty house and gathered dust without care.
People have not known them for seventy years.
江南老人有在者，
為予嘗說江南時。
李主用以藏祕府，
外人取次不得窺。
城破猶存數千幅，
致入本朝誰謂竒。
漫堆閑屋任塵土，
七十年來人不知。375
Here Mei Yaochen mentions a key point: he obtained information about the Chengxin
Hall paper from an old man who had lived during the Southern Tang. Coincidently, Tang
Xun also learned of the excellence of Chengxin Hall paper from a venerable Southern
Tang elder. Mei remarked that several thousand pieces of this paper survived into the
Northern Song, but without recognition. Although literati had praised Chengxin Hall
paper several years prior, few knew of it when Mei Yaochen composed his poem. If it had
not been for the testimony of a venerable elder who survived from the Southern Tang,
this legacy might have been lost forever.
Verses by the literati praised Chengxin Hall paper and expressed deep
admiration for the cultural accomplishments of the Southern Tang. Since Qingli era
(1141-1048), officials from south of the Yangtze River with jinshi degrees gradually
375 Mei Yaochen, juan 27: 228.
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increased, forming a new political force. These men preferred art imbued with literati
taste. Key figures during this period, including Ouyang Xiu, Mei Yaochen, Cai Xiang,
Wen Tong 文同 (1018-1079), Su Shi, and Huang Tingjian all originated in the south.
They enthusiastically promoted the cultural and artistic accomplishments of the Southern
Tang and significantly increased its culture’s visibility. The mature sophistication of the 
Southern Tang court was well-received because its capital in Jiangnan easily fostered a
sense of local identity and pride in these southern scholars. Furthermore, after two major
political conflicts between blocs of literati in the Qingli and Xining eras (1068-1077),
political tensions had become yet more heated. The effort of this group of southern
scholar-officials to promote Southern Tang tastes was partly fueled by a desire to
emphasize the cultural superiority of their native region.376 By rallying behind southern
culture, these literati fostered an internal sense of fraternity and cohesion. Owing to
contention in the court, literati from the south became increasingly enamored of the
culturally productive but militarily weak Southern Tang court.
In contrast to the treasured Li Tinggui ink cakes collected by the Northern Song
imperial household, Chengxin Hall paper had been abandoned. The poems quoted above
reflect the literati’s lamentations for and fond remembrance of the historical memory and 
loss of great cultural accomplishments. For this reason, the meaning of Chengxin Hall
paper went beyond the usefulness of fine paper to calligraphers; it was symbolic of the
culturally prosperous south.
376 On the cultural prosperity of the Southern Tang, see Chen Baozhen 陳葆真, Li Houzhu he ta de shidai:
Nantang yishu yu lishi lunwenji 李後主和他的時代：南唐藝術與歷史論文集 (Li Houzhu and his era:
Anthology of art and history of the Southern Tang) (Taipei: Shitou chubanshe: 2007), 15-365, 418-419.
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This group of scholars viewed the refined Chengxin Hall paper as a rare object
facing inevitable extinction. They tried endlessly to recreate the production process by
which it had been made. Mei Yaochen once sent a sample to Shezhou in hopes of
discovering the secret process; he was unsuccessful.377 Cai Xiang also mentioned that he
had wanted to find someone who could imitate this paper, but the results are not recorded.
Apparently, surviving Northern Song paper-making technology had not preserved the
skills required to produce Chengxin Hall paper. The technology gap between past and
present times was too wide to bridge, a roadblock that undoubtedly deepened the
admiration of many scholars for Southern Tang craft and culture.
In the search to unveil the history of the famous Chengxin Hall paper, the literati
first attempted to identify the location of its original production, as this might eventually
lead to the rediscovery of its production methods. In mentioning the Chengxin Hall paper
of Shezhou, Su Yijian also suggested its possible place of production. Cai Xiang revealed
that:
Among papers, the Chengxin Hall paper ordered by the Li emperor was the
best. It was made in the commanderies of Chi and She of Jiangnan.
紙，李王澄心堂為第一，其物出江南池、歙二郡。378
In this passage, Cai Xiang links this paper to the localities of Chizhou and Shezhou.
However, he goes on to mention that “the Jixi paper of Shezhou is descended from 
Chengxin Hall paper, with the only difference being that it is newer and more vivid.” Mei 
Yaochen believed that “Chengxin Hal paper came from the Xin’an commandery 澄心紙
377 Zhou Rong 周蓉, “Mantan Chengxin tang zhi 漫談澄心堂紙 (Discussion on the Chengxin Hal paper)”, 
Dongnan wenhua 4 (1998): 124.
378 Cai Xiang, juan 25: 238.
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出新安郡.”379 The Xin’an commandery was named Shezhou in the Qianyuan era
(758-760) of the Tang dynasty.380 It is clear that there were diverse opinions regarding
the original location of the paper’s production. Even Cai Xiang suggested two diferent 
points of origin.
During the time of Mi Fu, this problem continued to plague the literati. Mi was
of the opinion that the emperor Li Yu ordered this paper to be used at Chengxin Hall. He
further speculated that the paper might have come from more than one place. The best
paper, calendered and sized, was from Maya, Chizhou. He pointed out that:
Chizhou paper is even and easy to soften with pounding and seldom fluffs:
Chengxin Hall paper was made from it. It is ridiculous that people today think
that Chengxin Hall paper was made in Shezhou. [Shezhou paper] separates
immediately with rolling, its softness cannot stand rolling, and it easily
becomes fluffy. After old Chengxin Hall paper was immersed in water
overnight, it was spread on a desk for drying the next day. By removing its
sizing and the effects of its calendering processes, it recovers its original
characteristics, which shows that it is Chizhou paper at heart. The only
difference is that it was pounded to make it delicate and without obvious fibers.
Among ancient Chengxin Hall papers, the thin kind is best for mounting art
work.381
Mi did not trust the accuracy of his predecessors’ research. In its place, he ofered a
convincing observation based on practical experiment.
Although the mystery of Chengxin Hall paper was never resolved by the
Northern Song literati, its supreme status was gradually solidified through their rigorous
379 Mei Yaochen, juan 35: 303.
380 Le Shi 樂史, Taiping huanyu ji 太平寰宇記 (Imperial geography from the Taiping [xingguo] era
[976-983]), in WYGSKQS, juan 104: 1-2.
381 For the Chinese text of this translation, see Chapter 2.3.
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investigation of its origins and the ensuing lively discussion. They took the reported
characteristics of Chengxin Hall paper (whiteness, glossiness, and fine density) as their
criteria for calligraphy paper. Their attempts to revive the paper in its original form
influenced the general direction of the Northern Song paper-making industry. The results
of their eforts to improve paper quality survive today. For instance, Huang Tingjian’s 
famous calligraphy handscroll, Poem on the Hall of Pines and Wind, is written on white
glossy paper of fine density (fig. 3.32). Even after a thousand years, this piece is remains
almost pristine. It is a testimony to the consummate craftsmanship of Northern Song
paper makers.
Though Chengxin Hall paper had been temporarily forgotten, it was
rediscovered through the work of Northern Song scholars. They unearthed the glory of
this paper and imbued it with the historical memory of a fallen dynasty known for its
cultural accomplishments until it reached the highest level of admiration. Without the
research conducted by Liu Chang, Cai Xiang, Mei Yaochen, Ouyang Xiu, and other
literati figures, as well as testimony passed on by venerable elders, Chengxin Hall paper
would have been lost to subsequent generations, coming uncomfortably close to the
literati’s greatest worry: that Chengxin Hall paper might have remained lost to history.
Through their effort to promote Chengxin Hall paper as a refined cultural achievement, it
became not only deeply rooted in their culture, but also the most famous paper in Chinese
history.
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4.5 Canonizing the Dragon Tail Ink Stone
As Northern Song scholars attempted to redefine the orthodoxy of the
calligraphy tradition, ink stones were explored in a manner different from that used for
other writing materials. Ink stones are more durable than brushes, ink cakes, and paper,
resulting in the survival of numerous ancient ink stones into the Northern Song. The ink
stone industry was rooted in general localities rather than in a single family or individual
because the mining of stones was taxing work that required a large workforce. At times,
for example, stone miners altered the flow of rivers to attain stones buried in their
riverbeds. The large number of workers required in the mining of ink stones, as well as
thestone’s durability, allowed the traditions of ink stone production to pass largely
unscathed through the chaotic period between the Tang and Song dynasties. Furthermore,
from the perspective of practical use, the technical requirements for making functional
ink stones are simpler in comparison to those of the other three treasures.
The mined rock establishes the quality of an ink stone. Thus the most important
factor in creating a good ink stone is locating a source of suitable material. Additional
craftsmanship affects only its visual aesthetics. So long as a mine is not destroyed or
exhausted, the traditions of its ink stones can continue without interference. These factors
explain the abundant existence of ink stone manuals compiled during the Song dynasty as
there existed a significant number of ink stones to catalogue. Though literati did not
engage in mining, they conducted field research and recorded ink stone materials,
qualities, and characteristics.
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According to Su Yijian’s Notes on the Four [Treasures] of the Study, the most
famous ink stones were the Duan ink stone, Qingzhou 青州 ink stone, Jiangzhou 絳州
ink stone, and She ink stone. However, the author devoted the greatest space to a
discussion of Duan ink stone.382 Cai Xiang’s “Essays on the Four Objects in the Studio” 
and Mi Fu’s History of Ink Stones also contain information on Duan ink stones.
Concerning the significance of Duan ink stones, Mi Fu wrote:
Today, craftsmen in Shezhou like to make ink stones in every shape, and the
locals especially value the Duan types, of which the flat, straight type shaped
like a rice measure is best. Because craftsmen produce beautiful and flawless
stones of this kind, it has become the most frequently manufactured ink stone.
今歙人最多作形製。而土人尤重端樣。以平直斗樣為貴。得美石無瑕必先
作此樣。383
In the Northern Song, the best stones from Shezhou were made to resemble the forms of
Duan ink stones because of the high reputation of Duan stones. Particularly popular were
ink stones shaped like a square bin with a deep inkwell, or rice measure, that offered a
large storage capacity. Mi Fu referred to this type as the jade rice measure (yudou 玉斗)
ink stone:
The ancients rose at daybreak to fill ink stones with ink to full so they would
not need to grind ink cakes all day. For this reason, they preferred ink stones of
the jade rice measure type.
古人晨興作墨汁滿斗，終日不復磨，故多用玉斗。384
Chao Yidao 晁以道 (1059-1129), an ink-making expert, also preferred jade rice measure
382 Su Yijian, juan 3: 2287-2288.
383 Mi Fu, Yan shi, in WYGSKQS, 11.
384 Gao Sisun, Yan jian, in WYGSKQS, juan 1: 8.
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ink stones because they could store a great deal of ink.385 One can deduce that this
ancient type of ink stone was enormously useful for accommodating the voracious ink
needs of Northern Song scholars, or it would not have been so popular.
Tang Ji’s The Ink Stone Manual of Shezhou also commends Duan ink stones.386
In reference to Duan stones, Notes on the She Ink Stone relates that:
Both the ancient Duan type and the Duan type of Wang Xizhi have a square
outer appearance and steep inside walls, a form that causes the ink cake to sink
into the water. A Duan ink stone does not grind an ink cake forcefuly. Today’s 
Duan ink stone is the legacy of this tradition.
舊有古端樣，并世傳晉右軍將軍王逸少端樣，皆外方内若峻坂然，使墨下
入水中。至冩字時，更不費研磨之工。今之端樣，葢其遺法也。387
According to this description, both ancient and Wang Xizhi’s Duan ink stones were 
similar to the jade rice measure stone form.
In addition to the functionality of Duan ink stones, the popularity of the jade rice
measure type can also be attributed to its connection to ancient calligraphy culture. This
relation allowed the jade rice measure ink stone to conform to the image of the orthodox
writing tool promulgated by Northern Song literati. They believed that the history of
Duan ink stones could be traced to the time of Wang Xizhi even though its earliest period
of production was in the Tang. Hence, Duan ink stones were considered the model ink
stone during the Northern Song dynasty.
While Duan ink stones were the most orthodox and famous in the Northern Song,
the literati continued to explore other ink stones. They studied as many ink stones as
385 Lu You 陸游, Laoxue an biji 老學庵筆記 (Jottings of Lu You), in BJXSDG, juan 8: 1755.
386 Tang Ji, Shezhou yan pu, 98.
387 Anonymous, Sheyan shuo, 59.
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possible and eventually developed their own standards of assessing new stones. She ink
stones were the most deserving of further study because traditionally their reputation
surpassed that of Duan ink stones. This is evident in that, throughout the Song dynasty,
the number of monographs on She ink stones exceeded those on Duan ink stones. Today,
there remain Ink Stone Manual of Shezhou, Notes on She Ink Stones, and Notes on
Differentiating She Ink Stones. The designation “She ink stone歙硯” appeared during
1034-1067; before this, it was caled “dragon tail ink stone龍尾石硯.”388
The story of the dragon tail ink stone also became part of the cultural
reconstruction of Northern Song scholars. This type of ink stone was introduced when
Tang Xun learned from a venerable elder who had lived in that time, that ink stones made
of dragon tail stone were the best available in the Southern Tang. Notes on the She Ink
Stone reports:
After the fall of the Southern Tang regime, the stones ceased to be mined, but
some were passed down to the present time. During the Jingyou era
[1034-1037], when Qian Xianzhi, Subeditor in the Academy of Scholarly
Worthies, was mayor of Shezhou, he discovered the location where Emperor Li
mined the stones. The location was under a large river, and the water level was
always high, so the miners could not get to its stones. Xianzhi changed the
river’s path so that the stones could be mined. Soon after, the people of the 
county, wearied by the high demand for these stones, rerouted the river along
its original path, so the stones disappeared again. The next mayor changed the
river flow back to the path created by Qian Xianzhi. The mined stones were
excellent to the point where they paralleled the quality of the Duan ink stones.
388 Jiang Linhai 姜林海, March 10, 2011, “You Nanjing Pukou Xingdian Beisong mu chutu Longshi yan 
tanji xiangguan wenti 由南京浦口星甸北宋墓出土龍石硯談及相關問題 (Study of the stones of dragon
tail stone excavated from the Northern Song tomb in Pukou, Nanjing),” Nanjing City Museum Website,
accessed December 23, 2012, http://www.njmm.cn/default.php?mod=article&do=detail&tid=1432.
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自李氏亡而石不出，亦有傳至今者。景祐中，校理錢仙芝守歙，始得李氏
取石故處。其地本大溪也，常患水深，工不可入。仙芝改其流，使由别道
行，自是方能得之。其後縣人病其須索，復溪流如初，石乃中絶。後邑官
復改溪流，遵錢公故道，而後所得盡佳石也！遂與端石並行。」389
She ink stones faded in significance during the Northern Song, but after several literati
figures, including Tang Xun and Qian Xianzhi, rediscovered and reintroduced them, the
stones became direct challengers of the Duan stone tradition.
However, Tang Ji’s The Ink Stone Manual of Shezhou records another version of
the origin of the She ink stone. He reports that it was first discovered in Wuyuan 婺源,
Shezhou, in the Kaiyuan 開元 era (713-741) of the Tang. In the Southern Tang, She ink
stones were offered as tributes to the emperor Yuanzong 元宗 (916-961), and the
craftsman Li Shaowei 李少微 was promoted to Superintendent of Ink Stone. Reportedly,
this story survives from the past because the craftsman Zhou Quan 周全 of the Northern
Song was Li Shaowei’s disciple. Tang Ji’s version of the She ink stone origin story 
reveals the critical importance of the cultural transmitters who either lived in or knew of
former dynasties. These two origin stories for She ink stones also present the
discrepancies inevitable in the reconstruction of traditional culture by Northern Song
scholars.
Ouyang Xiu was an important advocate of dragon tail stones, asserting that they
were superior to the stones of the Duan river. However, Ye Mengde maintained that:
When Ouyang Xiu compiled a manual of ink stones, he advocated that She ink
stones were better than Duan ink stones. However, most people did not agree
389 Anonymous, Sheyan shuo, 51.
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with him.
歐文忠作硯譜，推歙石在端石上，世多不然之。390
Duan ink stones were widely used during the Northern Song dynasty; despite its
popularity, Ouyang Xiu convinced some scholars of the correctness of his persuasion. Cai
Xiang, Su Shi, and Huang Tingjian all praised dragon tail stones.391
The mining of dragon tail stones had been abandoned until literati relocated the
mine and reintroduced its stones in the early eleventh century. Fortunately, at least two
individuals with knowledge of the Southern Tang transmited the stone’s legacy into the
Northern Song dynasty. Although there was already a stable orthodox Duan ink stone
tradition, the undeniable links of the dragon tail stone to Southern Tang culture swayed
the allegiance of some scholars. Because of their promotion, the She ink stone grew to be
the only serious opponent to the Duan ink stone after the Northern Song dynasty.
390 Ye Mengde, juan 1:1580.
391 Wu Guoshui 吳國水, “Ken yao Qin ren shiwu cheng: Tang Song She zhi Longwei yan zhengui zhi you
肯要秦人十五城－唐宋歙之龍尾硯珍貴之由 (In exchange for fifteen Qin cities: The preciousness of
dragon tail ink stones of the Tang and Song),” Meishu jiaoyu yanjiu 美術教育研究 (Study on art
education), 3 (2010), 27.
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4.6 Literati as Story Tellers
Many primary materials have been used in this chapter, but a majority of them
are the so-called biji 筆記 writings of Song literati. Western scholars have translated biji
as “random jotings” or “miscelaneous notes.”These are casual writings, sometimes
lacking serious historical investigation and not always accurate. But we cannot
underestimate their influence. Short, entertaining, and informative, these short jottings
may record a chat with an erudite old man or a knowledgeable friend. While we may
dismiss them as mere hearsay, these biji often have historical value in that they were a
vivid component of discursive practice. Biji published by scholars served both to support
their reputations but also to publicize and disseminate their cultural preferences and
beliefs.
Biji as a genre is not limited to a certain format and therefore is formally quite
variable. Because of its lack of literary restrictions, writers could write in their own style,
record what they had seen or heard, or present their personal reflections and ideas. Many
titles of Northern Song biji reflect the their spontaneous nature: for many, they were a
way of passing time, as with Ye Mengde’s Conversations Recorded while Escaping the
Heat. Their easy, relaxed style was a reason Northern Song literati and readers enjoyed
this genre, and it was used to pass on an abundance of detailed description and
information.
From previous sections of this chapter, we know that Northern Song scholars
tended to rewrite history, and jottings in biji form largely supported this trend. Writers
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have clearly expressed their desire to preserve detailed historical and technical
information that might have otherwise been lost. The flexible format of the biji makes it a
valuable medium for preserving the quotidian details of life that often are lost to posterity.
Moreover, these scholars’ contemporary knowledge of the past, while often biased, 
proves useful in studying history. The information preserved by bijis is rich in subject
matter, covers a broad spectrum of topics, and records bits of miscellaneous information
heard, seen, and experienced by its authors. The reliability of these accounts is variable,
but they are important, sometimes for the information they convey, and sometimes for the
insight they provide as primary sources for social beliefs and attitudes.
After the devastating warfare that ensued after the fall of the Tang dynasty, many
of the educated elite and their cultural objects were lost. Written records are also scarce.
Figures like Xu Xuan, who had lived to age of 75 and had served both the Southern Tang
and Song courts, were few. His long life made him an invaluable source of information.
The majority of information amassed by Northern Song literati came not from books but
from the hearsay of men such as Xu Xuan. Once written down, an oral tradition became a
written one and preserved for future generations. This process granted literati the power
of being storytellers. In other words, the power of writing dominated by the literati gave
them the ability and authority to express their opinions and engage in contemporary
discourse on the past.
Northern Song written stories may be categorized into four types: 1) oral history
from venerable elders, 2) personal memory, 3) legends, and 4) anecdotes. The boundaries
between these four categories are fluid, as through the passage of time all four categories
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have been passed down and gained legendary status in the minds of present-day scholars.
The venerable elder figure is often given the title of the old man of Jiangnan (the
region south of the Yangtze, here with specific reference to the territory and time of the
Southern Tang dynasty). The narratives of these unnamed men became an invaluable
primary source of information. Their memories were regarded as critical knowledge from
the past. For instance, of the types of the four treasures most admired by Northern Song
literati, the ink of Li Tinggui, Chengxin Hall paper, and Dragon Tail ink stones were
created in the Southern Tang. Most of the key information on these three items came
from a few venerable elders who had lived eventful lives in cultural elite of the Southern
Tang court. These privileged men possessed the detailed knowledge for which the
Northern Song literati thirsted.
It is significant that the names of these venerable elders were not recorded by the
fastidious Song literati. The lack of names imbues these stories with a quality of hearsay,
lacking authority in comparison to the personal memories recorded by Xu Xuan.
Nevertheless, these stories were not only seriously recorded and preserved for the future
but also treated as important materials and repeatedly referenced in the discursive
practice of cultural construction. These stories repeatedly appear in literati biji until their
authenticity, rarity, importance became ingrained in society’s consciousness. As 
first-hand-witnesses to the past, no one doubted the authority of the stories of these
anonymous old men.
Unlike tales from the venerable elder, personal recollection boasted a greater
sense of authenticity. The writer is associated with an unmistakable name, often a person
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of importance at court, and his account is filled with clear details and precise information.
Take, for example, inXu Xuan’s recollection of an ink cake made by Li Chao. Xu
supplied the ink cake’s length, qualities, and how long it lasted,392 providing readers with
a clear picture of Li Chao’s wondrous ink cake.
However, this story also verges on the boundaries of hearsay. It was recorded by
Xu Xuan’s student, Su Yijian, but presented as Xu Xuan’s personal memory. Su Yijian 
chose to record the story in the first-person narrative, as if he were receiving the
information from Xu Xuan, a format that seems to encroach on “venerable elder story” 
territory. But for the lucid details included, I would categorize this as a personal
recolection and an example of the Northern Song scholars’ directed use of history.
However, this transition of information between Xu Xuan and Su Yijian remind us that
the venerable elders may have been personal acquaintances of the literati who recorded
their stories, but the old men may not have been at liberty to reveal their identities
publicly. This explanation further explains why the literati gave so much weight to stories
told by the old men.
In contrast to the more reliable oral and personal sources are assorted legends
recorded by the literati. This genre can by identified by a commercial spirit that assigns
increased cultural significance to contemporary products by associating them with
ancient traditions in calligraphy. In these cases, the most significant part of an account is
often the least reliable. Writer sought to imbue their legends with added details of
impossible ancient celebrities. The legend of the sanzhuo brush, for example, mentions
392 See page 189.
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Wang Xizhi’s patronage, and the legend of the Duan stone ink was linked to the form of 
Wang Xizhi’s ink stone. Moreover, because the sanzhuo brush and the Duan stone
continued to be produced during the Northern Song period, the unreasonable,
unbelievable, unreliable parts of these stories begin to sound like advertising tactics.
The last genre of scholar stories is anecdotes that were widely circulated because
of their entertainment value. Cai Tao’s story about his uncle Cai Xiang outwiting a 
minister of the court is an excellent example. It is entertaining and served the function of
constructing a favorable image of an individual. Mi Fu is another excellent case study, for
he surrounded himself with a cloud of entertaining anecdotes and constructed many
images and persona of himself. These anecdotes became important materials that
profoundly impacted the perception of Mi by later generations.393 Even as Cai Tao’s 
record of his uncle served to prove Cai Xiang’s erudition, this reputation was used by Cai 
Xiang to further promote his knowledge and personal opinions regarding the culture of
calligraphy.
From these four biji genres, we find that the Northern Song literati were avid
listeners of stories and tellers of stories. They indulged in the compositional freedom
afforded by the biji genre to embellish their stories for the purpose of making the story
promote their own aesthetic preferences. With their writings and through the pervasive
power of print culture, these literati wielded enormous cultural power. From 1000-1100,
the Northern Song experienced a printing revolution, transforming traditional manuscript
culture. The prosperous print culture that resulted had a direct impact on the literati
393 Peter C. Sturman, Mi Fu, 213-214.
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attitudes toward writing and learning. The rapid development of print technology
increased the spread of information, and as the literati discovered the cultural power of
printing, they enthusiastically engaged in writing and printing books. They sought to
express their ideas in the public sphere, and thereby participated in cultural
reconstruction.394 Through their efforts, some ancient texts achieved a newly established
canonical status; for instance, the writings of Tao Yuanming 陶淵明, an Eastern Jin
poet.395 The convenience of publication directly encouraged the literati to engage in
many forms of writing, encouraging the appearance of biji en masse. Through non-stop
collecting, recording, and writing, these hearsays, anecdotes, legends, and personal
memories were established as a new tradition.
The booming print culture also facilitated rapid text revisions, so the printed text
no longer possessed the same weight and ultimate authority as when control of the classic
texts had been within the jurisdiction of the imperial court. Hence, the authority to
interpret ancient texts shifted from government-sanctioned editions to those by
individuals.396 For the first time, readers took the role of history’s arbitrators. These
changing attitudes, including the expanded power of an individual to influence events and
people, caused the literati to print and disseminate the stories they had collected. The
literati thought it their duty to preserve their findings in written words, but they may have
felt justified in making adjustments so that their accounts conformed to the needs of their
394 Ronald Egan, “To Count Grains of Sand on the Ocean Floor: Changing Perceptions of Books and 
Learning in the Song Dynasty,” in Knowledge and Text Production in an Age of Print: China, 900-1400 ed.
Lucille Chia and Hilde Weerdt (Leiden and Boston: Brill, 2011), 44.
395 Xiaofei Tian, Tao Yuanming & Manuscript Culture: The Record of a Dusty Table (Seattle: University of
Washington Press, 2005).
396 Susan Cherniack, “Book Culture and Textual Transmission in Sung China,” Harvard Journal of Asiatic
Studies, vol. 54, no. 1 (1994): 21-29.
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own cultural discussion and reconstruction, a reconstruction, however, that they must
almost universally have felt was the most accurate account of the past available. Recall Li
Tinggui’s ink cake. Cai Xiang and his friends took great liberty in their explanation of the 
history of the names Xi and Li. Their research lacked solid proof, but the story began
circulating within their own group of believers before appearing in the biji of others. The
circulation of this hypothesis only further strengthened the persuasive power of the story,
and to this date, many books that mention Li Tinggui stil reference Cai Xiang’s story, 
although others from the Northern Song had already disproved his theory.
When we reconsider the numerous biji writings associated with culture of
calligraphy, we find that, in all of four categories, the storyteller, consciously or not,
guided his words toward a specific argument. Moreover, these stories were often
outcomes of several generations of retelling. In this manner, the cultural information
carried by each story reveals not only the transmission of generational identity but the
results of peers’ additions and revisions. Taken altogether, these writings were a product
of collective creation by the Northern Song literati. Although each story may present a
specific historical datum, together, they reveal a conscious or unconscious collective
movement towards a larger goal of constructing a cultural history of calligraphy.
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Conclusion
Chinese calligraphy underwent an important transformation from the late Tang
through Northern Song period. A series of changes, from the alteration of brush method
caused by newly introduced desks and chairs, to the modification and rediscovery of the
history and materiality of the four treasures, became important issues in the field of
calligraphy and were thus a subject of constant re-negotiation during this period. These
issues of material culture and their immense importance to the development of
calligraphy were the result of two major societal changes: prolonged warfare since the
late Tang period and the transformation of elite structure in the Northern Song dynasty.
The first change began with the devastating rebellion led by Huang Chao黄巢
(820-884) in 878. This event caused not only an astonishing decline in population,
including many of those who may be called the carriers of elite culture and knowledge of
the fine arts, but also the destruction of many art objects and crafts. One example of the
magnitude of the destruction is the assaults onChang’an. The capital of the Tang dynasty 
became the target of repeated aggression from both rebellion forces and the Tang army
until the capital and its millions of inhabitants were virtually annihilated. The late Tang
period also witnessed constant warfare among regional warlords. The fighting did not
cease after the fall of the Tang dynasty, and for the following fifty years during the Five
Dynasties period, high levels of destruction and social unrest continued until the
reestablishment of order by the Song dynasty.
Following these catastrophes, the issue of cultural reconstruction became a
major urgent concern of both the Song imperial house and the literati class. Meanwhile,
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the structure of the elite class underwent a transformation, which would greatly affect
Northern Song material culture. The civil examination system and the meritocracy it
spawned increased the social mobility of commoners, such that many new officials did
not have an aristocratic background. In turn, these new literati had little knowledge of
elite material culture or its history. Thus, they faced a dilemma: although they had
obtained elite status and thereby gained the power of culture and interpretation, they
lacked refined knowledge of the cultural subtleties and practices of the former aristocratic
elite. Their sense of displacementand estrangement from China’s pastaugmented their
sense of anxiety. It becomes evident that the process of cultural transmission from the
Tang to Song periods was not simple, but rather the achievement of arduous investigation
and research by the new literati class as it sought to ground itself in the events and culture
of the past.
Besides cultural reconstruction efforts led by the court, many literati devoted
themselves to this challenge individually. A complicated relationship with the court arose,
one that was cooperative, yet competitive. Even as the Tang-Song transformation
provided political opportunities for the literati to participate in contemporary politics, it
also provided them space to engage in cultural activities in the hope of establishing
political power. Politics and culture were intertwined and interacted closely.
Significant factional strife developed in the Northern Song political arena, and
divisions and reformations of political cliques were constant. Lines were naturally drawn
along regional affiliations, and gradually two major blocs formed: the north and the south.
It turns out that those most enthusiastic in promoting culture, such as Ouyang Xiu, Cai
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Xiang, Su Shi, etc., belonged to the southern faction. This geographical alliance strongly
identified with Southern Tang culture, which had been the chief conservator of elite
culture during the Five Dynasties.
Since Southern Tang culture played a vital role in the reconstruction of Northern
Song culture, it is instructive to briefly trace the genealogy of Southern Tang transmitters
of elite culture. Xu Xuan, who followed the Southern Tang emperor Li Houzhu after his
surrender to the Song dynasty, was a critical figure in cultural transmission even though
he left few writings on calligraphy and its material culture. His student Su Yijian
compiled Notes on the Four [Treasures] of the Study, which served as the foundation for
Northern Song research into writing materials. It was prefaced by Xu Xuan and included
oral history transmitted by Xu to his student.
Su Yijian also had links to the artistic tradition of the Later Shu dynasty 後蜀
(934-965), which also was an important contributor to Northern Song culture.397 Su
Yijian’s father Su Xie蘇協, who received his jinshi degree in the eighteenth year of the
Guangzheng 廣政 era (955) of the Later Shu dynasty, later served the Song,398 and thus
Su Yijian was also familiar with the traditions of the Later Shu. Song emperor Taizong
greatly appreciated Su Yijian and appointed him Participant in Determining
Governmental Matters 參知政事 (government post ranking 2a; in effect, Vice Grand
Councilor), and he became highly influential in the early Song dynasty.399 His two
397 For the Later Shu’s influence on early Northern Song art, see Heping Liu, “Painting and Commerce in 
Northern Song Dynasty China, 960-1126” (PhD diss., Yale University,1997), 82-83.
398 Tuotuo 脫脫 et al., Song shi 宋史 (History of the Song) (Taipei: Dingwen shuju, 1977), juan 266:
9171.
399 Tuotuo et al., Song shi, juan 266: 9171-9173.
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grandsons, Su Shunyuan 蘇舜元 (1006-1054) and Su Shunqin, were intimate with the
circle of Ouyang Xiu and Cai Xiang, and they undoubtedly circulated Su Yijian’s 
opinions among the literati of their generation.
After Su Shunqin’s death, Cai Xiang became the leader of this calligraphy
circle.400 When Cai wrote “Essays on Four Objects in Studio,” Su Yijian’s book was an 
important reference for him. Stil, Su Yijian’s book put little focus on the Southern Tang
material culture of calligraphy, while Cai Xiang’s essay focuses mainly on objects from
the Southern Tang. Cai may have hoped to add to rather than merely reproduce Su’s
publication. The work led by Cai Xiang and Ouyang Xiu was continued into the next
generation by Su Shi and Huang Tingjian. This multi-generational group of literati
successfully spread the culture of the Southern Tang to the nation and, in doing so,
transformed the Southern Tang’sfour treasures from refined regional objects to treasured
national models.
Written texts on the four treasures by Northern Song literati reached an
unprecedented level of cultural significance. Their exercise of the power of the written
word was multiplied by the advent of print culture. The development of print allowed the
knowledge, commentary, and research of the literati to circulate freely and broadly. The
energetic and enthusiastic literati quickly deployed the augmented power of
communication and became prolific writers, taking advantage of the biji genre to record
their concepts and ideas on the history of calligraphy materials and their research into the
manufacturing processes of the four treasures. Their comments on brush method and
400 Ouyang Xiu, Ouyang wenzhong gong quanji, juan 130: 1008.
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various objects of the study were often couched in an authoritative voice as they seized
the role of arbiters of new orthodox tastes. Since calligraphy wasregarded as “the art of 
the elite,”401 those who established themselves as authorities in the field of calligraphy
immediately become eminent figures in the realm of cultural production generally. This
assertion of authority helped compensate for the inadequacies these literati may have felt
in their knowledge of traditional elite culture.
But if the material culture of calligraphy reflected southern taste, did regional
calligraphic styles develop in the Northern Song dynasty? Did literati from different
locales and political cliques treat ancient calligraphic canons differently? The surviving
body of calligraphic works and received written materials is insufficient to answer these
questions. But our knowledge of later dynasties show it is possible that different regions
developed regional tastes in calligraphic style. Despite this, it is evident that certain
ancient canons transcended the limits of regions and political attitudes. For instance, Yan
Zhenqing was viewed as a new patriarchal figure during the Song; he was a northerner
being promoted by southerner scholars. Additionally, the sage status bestowed upon
Wang Xizhi during the early Tang dynasty has yet to be shaken; as one example, Su Shi
in his formative years studied Wang’s Preface to the Orchid Pavilion Gathering.402 The
dominance of Wang Xizhi’s works in the field of calligraphy mirrors the importance of
the Five Classics in Confucianism in that both these canons were used nationwide.
Southern Tang culture develops similarly to the Wang model: what was originally a
401 Lothar Ledderose, “Chinese Caligraphy: Art of the Elite,” in World Art: Theme of Unity in Diversity, ed.
Irving Lavin (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1989), 291-294.
402 Huang Tingjian, Yuzhang Huang xiansheng wenji, juan 29: 324.
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regional culture with political connotations transcended politics and region to become the
epitome of Northern Song culture.
The magnitude of the historical retrospective on brush method and the four
treasures of the study in the research by Northern Song literati was unmatched by any
subsequent dynasties. Later generations were never as enthusiastic or exhaustive in their
efforts, but this is not a negative reflection of their interest or energy. The point is that the
canons governing these matters had already been so firmly established by Northern Song
literati that any major new investigations may have seemed unnecessary. So, to modern
scholars, the material culture of Northern Song calligraphy must be treated as an
important and pivotal subject for present and future scholarship.
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Figures 
 
 
Fig. 1.1  Lin Bu, Erzha. Album leaf, ink on paper, 31.4 x 35.4; 31.5 x 38.2 cm. National 
Palace Museum, Taipei. 
 
Fig. 1.2  Su Shi, Hanshi tie. Handscroll, ink on paper, 34.2 x 199.5 cm. National Palace 
Museum, Taipei. 
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Fig. 1.3  Song Huizong, Shi tie詩帖. Handscroll, ink on silk, 27.2 x 263.8 cm. National 
Palace Museum, Taipei. 
 
Fig. 1.4  Xue Yao, Xiari you shicong shi bing xu夏日遊石淙詩並序, 700. Rubbing, 
album leaf, ink on paper. 
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Fig. 2.1  The character si, Shang dynasty, excavated at Anyang, Henan. Academia 
Sinica. 
 
Fig. 2.2  A brush of the late Warring States Period (475-221 BC), excavated in Changsha, 
Hunan. National Museum of China. 
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Fig. 2.3  The making process of the tenpyo brush. From Fengliang, “Zhijuanbi, quetoubi 
(jijubi) de yixie ziliao.” 
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Fig. 2.4  Cross-section photo of the rabbit hair. Provided by Wang Xingguo王興國, 
Former brushmaker in the National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
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Fig. 2.5  Cai Xiang, Taosheng tie. Album leaf, ink on paper, 29.8 x 50.8 cm. National 
Palace Museum, Taipei. 
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Fig. 2.6  Lu Ji, Pingfu tie. Handscroll, ink on paper, 23.7 x 20.6 cm. Palace Museum, 
Beijing. 
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Fig. 2.7  Wang Xizhi, Pingan Heru Fengju santie. Tang tracing copy, handcroll, ink on 
paper, 27.4 x 46.8 cm. National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
 
Fig. 2.8  Wu Cailuan, Kanmiu buque Qieyun. Handscroll of album leaves, ink on paper, 
25.5 x 47.8 cm (each leaf). Palace Museum, Beijing. 
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Fig. 2.9  Li Jianzhong, Tongnian tie. Album leaf, ink on paper, 33 x 51 cm. Palace 
Museum, Beijing. 
 
Fig. 2.10  Shen Liao, Dongzhi tie. Album leaf, ink on paper, 27.1 x 36.6 cm. Shanghai 
Museum. 
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Fig. 2.11  Mi Fu, Jinzhi tie, 1103. Handscroll, ink on paper, 24.7 x 41 cm. National 
Palace Museum, Taipei. 
 
Fig. 2.12  Mi Fu, Shusu tie, 1088. Handscroll, ink on silk, 27.8 x 270.8 cm. National 
Palace Museum, Taipei. 
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Fig. 2.13  An ink stone and a grinding stone, Qin dynasty, excavated in Yunmeng, Hubei. 
Hubei Provincial Museum. 
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Fig. 3.1  Anonymous, detail from the mural of Gao Yuangui tomb, excavated in Xi’an, 
Shaanxi, 756.  
 
Fig. 3.2  Anonymous, Detail from a Buddhist stele, 535-540. Stone. Nelson-Atkins 
Museum in Kansas City, Missouri. 
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Fig. 3.3  Anonymous, Detail from a stele, 566. Photograph of the Fu Ssu-nien Library, 
Institute of History and Philology, Academia Sinica. 
 
Fig. 3.4  Detail from a mural painting, excavated in Wangdu, Hebei, 2nd century. 
Wangdu Han mu bihua, plates 16, 17. 
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Fig. 3.5  A pair of celadon figurines, excavated in Changsha, Hunan, 302. Hunan 
Provincial Museum. 
 
Fig. 3.6  Anonymous, Beiqi jiaoshu tu, 11th century. Handscroll, ink and color on silk, 
28.5 x 731.2 cm, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston 
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Fig. 3.7  Attributed to Gu Kaizhi, Nushi zhen tu, 11th century. Handscroll, ink and color 
on silk, 24.37 x 343.75 cm. British Museum. 
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Fig. 3.8  Anonymous, Gongye tu, 8th century. Handscroll, ink and color on silk, 48.7 x 
69.5 cm. National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
 
Fig. 3.9  Attributed to Han Huang, Wen hui tu, 12th century. Handscroll, ink and color 
on silk, 37.4 x 58.5 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing 
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Fig. 3.10  Attributed to Wei Xian, Zhakou panche tu, ca. 970s. Handscroll, ink and color 
on silk, 53.3 x 119.2 cm. Shanghai Museum. 
 
Fig 3.11  Anonymous, Minister Kibi’s Trip to Tang China, 12th century. Handscroll, ink, 
color, and gold on paper, 32 x 459.3 cm. Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. 
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Fig. 3.12  Huairen, Jizi shengjiao xu, 672. Rubbing, album leaf, ink on paper, 25.8 x 
28.1 cm. National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
 
Fig. 3.13  Ouyang Xiu, Shuanggang qian biao, 1070. Rubbing, Hanging scroll, ink on 
paper, 194.8 x 87 cm. National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
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Fig. 3.14  Cai Xiang, Zhoujintang ji, 1065. Rubbing, hanging scroll, ink on paper, 240 x 
110 cm. National Museum of History, Taipei. 
 
 
Fig. 3.15  Huang Tingjian, Niukouzhuang timing, 1100. Handscroll, ink on paper, 25 x 
1004 cm. National Museum of China. 
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Fig. 3.16  Details from Cai Xiang’s Taosheng tie. 
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Fig. 3.17  Details from Su Shi’s Hanshi tie 
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Fig. 3.18  Details from Huang Tingjian’s colophon to Su Shi’s Hanshi tie 
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Fig. 3.19  Huang Tingjian, Dizhu ming, Handscroll, ink on paper, 376 x 824 cm. Private 
collection. 
 
Fig. 3.20  Huang Tingjian, Huayan shu, ca. 1092. Handscroll, ink on silk, 25.1 x 115 cm. 
Shanghai Museum. 
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Fig. 3.21  Detail from Huang Tingjian’s The Epigraph of Mt. Dizhu 
 
 
Fig. 3.22  Details from Huang Tingjian’s Poem on the Hall of Pines and Wind 
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Fig. 3.23  Details from Huang Tingjian’s Dizhu ming 
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Fig. 3.24  Details from Huang Tingjian’s Dizhu ming 
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Fig. 3.25  Details from Huang Tingjian’s Dizhu ming 
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Fig. 3.26  Huang Tingjian, Zhi Jingdao shiqi shijun chidu bing shi, 1089. Album leaf, 
ink on paper, 27.7 x 47.4 cm. National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
 
Fig. 3.27  Xiang Shui, colophon to Huang Tingjian’s Poem on the Hall of Pines and 
Wind, 1212. 
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Fig. 3.28  Huang Tingjian, Jing Fupo shenci, 1101. Handscroll, ink on paper, 33.6 x 
82.6 cm. Eisei Bunko Museum. 
 
Fig. 3.29  Huang Tingjian, Huaqi xunren tie. Album leaf, ink on paper, 30.7 x 43.2 cm. 
National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
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Fig. 3.30  Details from Huang Tingjian’s Huaqi xunren tie.  
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Fig. 3.31  Detail from Huang Tingjian, Poem on the Hall of Pines and Wind. 
 
Fig. 3.32  Huang Tingjian, Poem on the Hall of Pines and Wind, 1102. Handscroll, ink 
on paper, 32.8 x 219.2 cm. National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
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Fig. 3.33  Cai Xiang, Chengxin tang tie, 1063. Album leaf, ink on paper, 24.7 x 27.1 cm. 
National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
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Fig. 3.34  Cai Xiang, Dayan tie. Album leaf, ink on paper, 25.6 x 25 cm. National 
Palace Museum, Taipei. 
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Fig. 3.35  Su Shi, Li Bai xianshi, 1093. Handscroll, ink on paper, 54 x 111.1 cm. Osaka 
City Museum of Fine Arts. 
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Fig. 3.36  Su Shi, Jiuliu tie. Album leaf, ink on paper, 25.1 x 23.1 cm. National Palace 
Museum, Taipei.  
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Fig. 3.37  Su Shi, Pingshi tie. Album leaf, ink on paper, 25.1 x 23.1 cm. National Palace 
Museum, Taipei. 
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Fig. 3.38  Su Shi, Zhi Yanping Guojun chidu. Album leaf, ink on paper, 26.4 x 30.3 cm. 
National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
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Fig. 3.39  Xue Shaopeng, Yuanzhang zhaofan tie. Album leaf, ink on paper, 28 x 38.4 
cm. National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
 
Fig. 3.40  Xue Shaopeng, Zashu juan. Handscroll, ink on paper, 26.1 x 303.5 cm. 
National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
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Fig. 3.41  Mi Fu, Wujiang zhouzhong shi. Handscroll, ink on paper, 31.1 x 557 cm. The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art. 
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Fig. 3.42  Mi Fu, Hongxian shi, 1106. Handscroll, ink on paper, 31.2 x 487 cm. Tokyo 
National Museum. 
 
Fig. 3.43  Ouyang Xiu, Colophons from Record of Collected Antiquities, 1064. 
Hanfscroll, ink on paper, 27.2 x 171.2 cm. National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
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Fig. 3.44  Details from Ouyang Xiu’s Colophons from Record of Collected Antiquities 
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Fig. 3.45  Wang Xizhi, Lanting xu, 353. Tang tracing copy, handscroll, ink on paper, 24.5 x 
69.9 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing. 
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Fig. 4.1  Attributed to Su Shunqin, the first six lines of Zixu tie, Handscroll, ink on paper, 
28.3 x 755 cm. National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
 
Fig. 4.2  Gao Xian, Qianzi wen. Handscroll, ink on paper, 30.8 x 331.1 cm. Shanghai 
Museum. 
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Fig. 4.3  Mi Fu, Lunshu tie論書帖. Album leaf, ink on paper, 27.4 x 37 cm. National 
Palace Museum, Taipei. 
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